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Once again, ADM is ahead of the entire industry with introduction of the new
BCS series. Designed specifically for TV,the BCS is entirely new, not merely a
rework of a mono console. The result is total stereo capability.
The new BCS series stereo television console is designed to make the transition to stereo televiision simple and manageable. And, like all ADM consoles, it
carries an exclusive tull 5-year unconditional warranty on both parts and lalbor.
For more information, contact ADM Technology, Inc., 1626E. Big Beaver Road,
Troy, Michigan 48084. Phone: (313)524-2100.TLX 23-1114
..

ADMprovides more where it counts.
Can you qfford anything less?
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The most dependable Cart Machine you can buy anywhere.
* We guarantee it unconditionally.
Superb electronics designed for the purist. Low wow
and flutter from the direct drive synchronous motor and
52d8 stereo SIN. Phase Lok IV head bracket for optimum
stereo phasing. Solid one-half inch aluminum precision
machined deck for stable cartridge positioning.

The best motor reliability .... no electronics to fail. Gold
to gold contacts on all PC boerd connections. Coolest
operation ... possible only from a low voltage DC solenoid.
The most rigid quality control with 100percent final
operational audit.
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*Call Tim Bea/or today for a 30 day no risk order.
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(217)224-9600,
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THE COVER this month shows the
transmitting tower of the Senior Road
Tower Group,
Houston,
TX. Nine
Houston radio stations in a cooperative
eflort formed the group to construct a
2000-foot
tower
to improve
each
station's coverage area and satisfy the
requirements of FCC Docket 80-90. A
single broadband transmitting antenna
is used at the installation,
fed by
high-power FM transmitters. A detailed
article on the construction of the mammoth Senior Road project begins on
page 20. (Cover photo is courtesy of
Devid G. Matyis.)
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Circuit Research Labs is proud to announce our latest system. It's the FM2 audio processor with the
SG 800 Stereo Generator. This system will provide
a substantial improvement in your on air signal. You
will hear improved fidelity with better stereo separation. Best of all, you can improve the loudness
of your signal as much as 6db compared to other
processors

Stations world-wide are discovering the advantages of CRL processing. But hearing is believing.
Let us loan you the system of your choice for a free
two week trial. Find out why broadcasters are upgrading to CRL. Radio stations all over America
depend on CRL to give them their competitive
advantage.
Why not give me a toll free call right now, and let
me tell you all about it and send you complete information. It won't be long before another rating
period starts, so don't wait.

With so many stations playing the same music it
becomes very important that it sound the best on
your station. It needs to be loud to maximize your
stereo coverage. Put better sound and better
coverage toqetner and you have better ratings.
And that can mean money in the bank.
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Call Bob Richards at
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Circuit Research Labs, Inc.
2522 W. Geneva Drlve a Tempe, Arizona 85282
800-538-7648.
602-438-0888
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AM
stereo
update
RCPC looks at stereo
The upcoming Radio Convention
and
Programming
Conference
(RCPC), Sept. 16-19 in Los Angeles,
will ·present an engineering session
panel discussion on the implementation of AM stereo. Engineers at AM
radio stations
that are currently
broadcasting in stereo are scheduled
to discuss the process of converting
from mono to stereo operation and
will outline some of the problems they
have encountered during the change.
The status and future of AM stereo
also will be discussed
at several
management and programming
sessions during the RCPC.
Harris changes implemented
Harris Corporation, following up on
an announcement made at the recent
NAB convention, has begun shipping
modification kits for its AM stereo exciters and monitors. The company announced in Las Vegas that it was
changing the pilot frequency of its
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STX-lA exciter from the present
55Hz to 25Hz, so that the Harris system could be decoded by single-mode
C-QUAM (Motorola-type) receivers.
Joe DeAngelo, product marketing
manager for radio and RF at Harris,
said the pilot frequency shift is accomplished by changing one capacitor in the exciter. He estimated that
the work requires about 10 minutes to
accomplish. The Harris modification
procedure
also includes changing
some parts in the AM stereo modulation monitor. DeAngelo estimated that
the monitor conversion process requires about one hour to perform. No
retuning or recalibration of the exciter
or monitor will be needed.
DeAngelo said the modification kits,
which are being offered to Harris AM
stereo stations at no charge, will not
affect the audio quality of the STX-lA
system.
National makes decoder kit
National Semiconductor
plans

to
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manufacture a 3-chip set of devices
that will automatically decode any of
the four AM stereo systems. The application is built around an integrated
circuit originally designed by National to decode the Magnavox PMX
AM stereo system. Two peripheral
switching and support devices have
been added to the basic PMX decoder
to give the system the capability of
switching between any one of four
decode modes.
According to Dan Shockey, National product marketing manager for
consumer linear devices, the 3-chip
design is an interim solution to the
need for multimode AM stereo decoders. He predicted integration of
the three discrete devices into one IC
package in the near future, if a market
demand becomes evident.
More on NRBA survey
The National Radio Broadcasters
Association has released additional
information on its survey of AM radio
stations across the country. The study
was designed to identify the impact
that AM stereo is having on the industry. As we reported in this column
last month, the move to stereo operation probably will be a slow transition
for the AM broadcaster.
Twelve percent of the AM stations
responding to the questionnaire indiContinued on page 98
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By Carl Bentz, television editor

Merry stereo to all, and to all a capital expenditure?
Multichannel
TV sound (MTS),
stereo TV if you will, is upon us.
Evidence was quite apparent at the recent Consumer Electronics Show
(CES) in Chicago. RCA reportedly
showed 28 new models, 17 of which
included stereo capability. Other
manufacturers exhibited one or more
MTS sets, as well as various adapters.
We can expect a plethura of receiving
systems by the year's end. Yet, this
long-awaited
boon for television
brings hard-to-answer questions.
Bandwagon logic
Should your station convert to
stereo immediately? Being first in the
market to transmit in stereo undoubtedly brings interesting marketing
ideas to management, time sales people and the ad agencies. But it is advisable to proceed with caution.
Is the economic atmosphere appropriate for dumping $60,000 or
more into a concept that now lacks
receivers in the home, that awaits any
substantial
library
of program
material and that will require a learning period for the production staff to
learn how to handle it properly? That
dollar figure may be high, but it could
be much too low in terms of the costs
of converting the transmission chain.
There are a number of things to consider before jumping into this exciting, but puzzling new technology.
Our editorial Stereo TV for Christmas 1984 (BE, March '84) called for a
quick approval by the FCC of the
EIA/BTSC-recommended Zenith/dbx
system. Our call tacitly asked for the
technology as much as for the recommended system, because we felt that
US TV audiences deserved the chance
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Figure 1. Action of a 3dB coupler.
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A hard look at software
The hardware conversion cost is
one problem, which we will look at
more shortly; but what about the software? Is Carson in stereo actually a
·drawing card? Music videos are interesting, but will the revenues generated
by targeting that fan club foot the bill
and the interest on the loans needed to
make the conversion?
Music programs will undoubtedly
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to experience what the Japanese and
German viewers had been watching
for several years. We still feel that
way, and we are pleased with the commission's approval, not of a standard,
as many hoped, but of a protected
system. The reregulation wisely does
not preclude future development of
TV aural subcarrier uses.
In March, many were unaware of
some cost aspects of MTS operation.
Our statement that the cost would
vary based upon the degree to which a
station went stereo was not wrong,
but perhaps it wasn't complete. ABCTV recently suggested that network
conversion will approach $5 million,
while its five owned-and-operated
affiliates may expect expenditures between $100,000 and $1 million each.
ABC is targeting KABC-TV, Los
Angeles, to be in stereo later this year.
NBC is considering the Johnny Carson
Show, already taped in stereo for
several years, and Friday Night Videos
to be the prime programming material
for a mid-1985 startup. CBS, however,
has taken the matter under advisement, saying that the New York network center will require an extensive
overhaul to do the job right and that
it will make no predictions.

Broadcast Engineering

VISUAL
INPUT 1VLOº
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be the easiest to produce. In that
respect, PBS should do well, because
it has been dealing with symphonic and operatic fare in stereo
since the implementation
of its
satellite interconnect system. Yet some
of its operatic material may suffer
from problems dealing with psychoacoustics and reality, with which
many listeners will find fault. PBS's
early entry into the field of MTS, however, is admirable.
The Japanese offer music, baseball
and Sumo wrestling in stereo, with
news and public affairs broadcasts in
the bilingual mode. After several years
of experience with MTS, however,
they admitted difficulty with an acceptable stereo image from dramatic
material. With a world that depends
more and more on microprocessors,
that will come, but not tomorrow.
Presence simulated by one channel
offering crowd noise might make
sports more enjoyable, but are US
viewers ready for the primordial
grunts and groans of wrestling? Many
films are now available in stereo, and
a number of older classic. movies have
inherent ambient sound that can be
reprocessed for a pleasant result. But
are these items what the public will
want to see?
News, weather, soaps and talk
shows somehow seem to lack the
draw that will be necessary to overcome the initial outlay for .MTS. We
have little else offered.
At the station level
The major cost of conversion for
many stations seems to involve one
small, but vital, section of the
Continued on page 94
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The Nearest Thing to
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a Custom Made
Even if you could have your VTRs
custom-made to fit your needs and
facility, you really don't need that
luxury. Now Ampex offers so
many VPR-80 configurations and
accessories that it's almost like
having your VTRs custom-made.
And all the choices are priced
affordably.
There's a VPR-80 for any job in
any studio, editing suite or remote
truck. Along with all the options,
many VPR-80 features are standard, such as AST automatic scan
tracking, microprocessor-based
dual-cue editing, and many more.
You also get the bonus of Ampex
service and support, unequalled
anywhere in the world.
It's easy to match your individual
needs and budget with the VPR-80
that fits best. Call your Ampex
sales engineer for the details you
need to make a decision.

AMPEX
Ampex Corporation

• One of The Signal Companies
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San Francisco 415/367-2296 • Seattle
206/575-0156 • Washington, DC 301/
530-8800
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FCC update
ByHarryC. Martin, partner, Reddy, Begley & Martin,Washington, DC

Changes in ownership
reporting requirements
Under FCC rules effective June 6,
1984. all radio and TV stations must
file annual ownership reports on the
anniversary of the filing of their
renewal applications. Licensees that
have had no changes in officers, directors or shareholders since the filing of
their last complete reports may simply
file a letter to this effect in lieu af the
annual report. If a licensee has multiple stations, so situated that their
renewal anniversaries do not coincide, it may choose which anniversary
to use for its first report and continue
to use that date thereafter.
As of Aug. 1, stations in North
Carolina, South Carolina, Illinois,
Wisconsin and California were due to
have filed their first annual ownership
reports under the new rules. On Oct.
1, reports are due for stations in
Florida, Puerto Rico, the Virgin
Islands,
Iowa, Missouri, Alaska,
Samoa, Guam, Hawaii, Oregon and
Washington.
Under the new rules, the fellowing
types of interests are not attributnble,
and thus not reportable in ownership
reports:
• Voting stock interests of les:sthan
5% in a corporate licensee.
• Limited partnership interests, as
tong as the limited partnership
agreement conforms in all significant respects with the provisions
of the Uniform Limited Partnership Act of 1976.
• Non-voting stock interests.
• An interest in a trust that holds
voting stock where the beneficiary or grantor has no power to
vote the assets of the trust and
may not, on his awn, sell voting
stock held in trust. However, a
trustee who votes shares constituting an attributable (5% or
more) stock interest must be
identified.
• Non-voting stock that is convertible to voting stock.
• The identity of corporate officers
or directors of multifaceted parent corporations when these individuals' duties are neither directly nor indirectly related to the
activity of any broadcast licensee.
• A minority interest (up to 498/o] in
10 Broadcast Engineering

a licensee when a single shareholder has the majority, controlling 51% or more interest.
These changes were adopted in the
FCC's Report and Order in the attribution rule making, released in Apcil.
The commission hopes to have available in the near future new ownership
report forms reflecting these changes.
AM coverage requirement reduced
In late May, the commission reduced
its AM signal intensity
coverage requirements for community, business and factory areas to
5mV/m and deleted the requirement
that permittees of directional AM
facilities include measurements in
their covering license applications.
Previously, the rules required that
AM stations place at least a 25m Vim
signal over a community's business
district and a 5mV/m contour (or, at
night, an interference-free contour. if
of a higher value) over all residential
areas of the community of license.
In making this rule change, the FCC
noted that the vast majority of AM
authorizations today were for small
communities. In this setting, large
buildings, which tend to absorb AM
signals, and manmade noise are not
serious problems. Also, the commission noted that it was now difficult to
determine a community's principal
business and factory areas due to the
proliferation of suburban shopping
and other business areas.
Freeze on applications
on Canadian clears
In early June, the commission announced it no longer would accept
AM stations on the six Canadian Class
I-A clear channels (690, 740, 860, 990,
1010 and 1580 kHz) that filed applications for unlimited time.
The purpose of this freeze is to preserve the status quo with respect to
the future use of the Canadian clears.
The rules at present do not permit the
filing of applications on the Canadian
clears for communities within 650
miles of the Canadian borders. However, applications for communities beyond 650 miles of the border are permitted.
The FCC is now considering the
adoption of rules that, consistent with
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the new US/Canadian agreement,
will remove the 650-mile restriction.
The freeze was imposed to give communities within 650 miles of the
border a chance to compete for the
frequencies
once they became
available within that area.
Pulícíes on premature or
nonconforming construction
The FCC has clarified its policies
with respect to premature or non-conforming construction of broadcast stations. The following processing guidelines were set forth in a Public Notice
issued in late April:
• In cases of construction prior to
the issuance of a CP, or non-conformity between authorized and
actually constructed facilities, no
program test authority will be
granted until the problem has
been resolved if: (a) there is a
question of potential interference,
or (b) the applicant has not obtained FAA approval. Stations
operating pursuant to automatic
program test authority will be required to go off the air. Forfeiture action also will be considered.
• In cases involving neither interference nor lack of FAA approval,
the commission will evaluate the
nature of the deviation, the applicant's forthrightness in bringing the problem to the agency's
attention and other public interest
factors. The possibility of assessing a forfeiture also will be considered.
• Applications to correct non-conforming construction and premature construction will not be
given expedited
consideration
despite possible loss of service to
the community. However, the
commission will consider granting special temporary authorizations in cases not involving interference or lack of FAA approval.
Clarification of these guidelines was
needed because of the increase in instances
of non-conforming
and
premature· construction
occurring
since the adoption of automatic program test procedures several years
ago.
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Changes we have seen on high
The geostationary Clark orbit has
recently experienced two changes in
its player lineup. Marking the end of
an era, the RCA SATCOM I bird was
recently instructed to leave its spot at
135"' west longitude. Retired after
eight years,
its original
design
lifetime,
SATCOM
I's future
is
somewhat uncertain. When boosted
above the Clark orbit, the satellite
should slowly spiral outward from
Earth. As it eventually leaves the
Earth's sphere of gravitational
influence, it will undoubtedly be drawn
ta a fiery death in the sun. The date
and
details
of its doom
are
unavailable.
SA TCOM I made history in communications. Among its many users
were some of the first long-distance
satellite-relayed
services for CATV.
Those services
have since been
relocated to newer satellites.

Board and EFC Satellite Services.
The satellite looks similar to the one
used in this column's logo. The main
body, housing electronics and antennas, measures
64"x52"x39". Solar
panels from either side span to 47 feet.
The solar arrays are used to charge
two parallel-connected
40Ah nickelhydrogen batteries. Charging is usually handled simultaneously, although
as the array ages and efficiency drops,
sequential charging may be instituted.
Each battery consists of 22 cells, one
of which may fail-either
short or
open circuit-without
affecting the
mission. Subsequent failures would

two tanks, provides the required impulse and torque energy for the mission lifetime of approximately
10
years. That lifetime figure is based
upon the capacity of the two hydrazine fuel tanks.
On the 3-axis stabilized spacecraft,
12 C-Band subsystems provide for six
narrowband
horizontally
polarized
and six wideband vertically polarized
signals. In a 7-for-6 redundance
switched
network,
14 solid-state
amplifiers, each rated 8.5W RF, serve
narrowband transmissions to the continental United States and Puerto
Rico/Virgin Islands. Seven more TWT

EARTH FACING
ANTENNA PANEL

New on the block
On Mav 22, a new member of the
satellite family was boosted into space
from Kourou, French Guiana. Spacenet I, also an RCA Astro-Electronics
product, left Earth at 9:33 p.m. EDT
atop an Ariane I rocket. From its first
highly elliptical transfer orbit, varying
from 120 miles to 22,300 miles, on
Saturday, May 26, it was instructed
into a controlled drift toward its parking location at 120º west longitude.
The first of a series of three satellites
for GTE Spacenet Corporation, Spacenet I is also the first domestic system
to provide both C-Band and Ku-Band
services. With dual-frequency capability. the satellite will support existing
4/6GHz networks, as well as new telecommunications
services
in the
12i14GHz spectrum. It already has
been booked for a number of services
by Bonneville Telecommunications,
GTE Sprint, Southern Baptists' American Christian Television System and
companies such as Sunday School
12
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K-BAND
TRANSPONDER

decrease the total power available
during eclipse periods. Trickle charging at 1/60 of the battery capacity occurs during the 100% suntime of the
orbit. Battery reconditioning
is accomplished for each cell individually,
one battery at a time, prior to each
eclipse period.
Housekeeping
facilities, to make
sure the satellite continues to be in the
proper location, include two redundant sets of eight thrusters-six
catalytic reactor engine assemblies
and two electro-thermal
hydrazine
thrusters. Either set of eight engines,
using propellant from either or both of
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amplifiers, at 16W RF, handle the
wideband signals. An additional six
wideband transponders
at Ku-Band
frequencies offer horizontal (downlink) signals to the continental United
States.
The launch of the new satellite was
carried out by Arianespace and marks
the company's first American customer venture.
Arianespace
is a
private space transport company representing a European industrial and
banking group, and uses the family of
Ariane launchers developed through
the European Space Agency.
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FINAL~!
AN
' UNDER S10000''
,ERA ~;'di~<l~
NEWS CIM
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e~~ode
WHOSE BIGGEST
SELLING 'TPOINT
ISN
THlr IT Co
f~~1f{:;r~s~~ii~~~:i1
UNDER S10 ODO
There's no shortage of
portables out there that sell for
under $10,000.The trouble

!

~~e~;;~~~~~i~~~onlything
The new Sony BVP-150,

:~~t~~~i~~ºri>'t~~e
delivers performance that
rivals cal!._ler~scosting twice

output and a S/N ratio of
57 dB. Not to mention how it
achieves a new height in
depth of modulation for cameras m this class.
There's also the BVP-150's
considerable range of automatics to consider, Along with

I

·

~~~;~~I~~~i~~~f~~~~~~~~ing
on 3/4" or 1",as well as component outputs for direct re-

•

•
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Because, unhke many cameras in this class, the BVP-150
is equipped with an RS170Async generator and a
true Iand Q encoder.
But to get the whole picture, you should call: in
NY/NJ, (201)833-5350;in the
Northeast/Mid-Atlantic,
(201)833-5375;in the Midwest,
(312)773-6045; in the Southeast,~04) 451-7671;in the Southwest, (214)659-3600; in the
West, (213)841-8711.
And find out about the
new BVP-150.
The "under $10,000"news
camera that gives you something even better than a low
price: high
SON"Y;
performance.
Broadcast

"U.S. list price (lens not included). Sony Broadcast Products Company. 1600Queen Anne Rd .. Teaneck. NJ 07666. © 1984Sony
Corporation of America. Sony isa registered trademark and Betacam a trademark oí Sony Corporation.
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Broadcast Engineering

The radio broadcast industry has made great strides in recent years toward
the realization of a transparent medium through which programming can flow
to the listener. Although the technology for this goal is available, it is not always
put to work in day-to-day broadcasting. Through the introduction this month of
a BE audio proof of performance program, we intend to recognize the efforts of
those engineers who have steadfastly guarded the technical integrity of the FM
medium, and have kept alive Dr. Armstrong's promise of a full-fidelity transmission system.
The future holds many exciting possibilities for radio broadcasters, including
digital-based program source equipment, computer-controlled transmission
gear and improved consumer receivers. If broadcasters are to hold their positions in the marketplace, they must move with the times. Those who fall behind
will find that new technologies and more aggressive competitors have walked
away with their audiences.
The need for excellence in all phases of a station's operation is becoming painfully obvious to station managers across the country. The public is more
discriminating now than ever before, and the competition has never been
tougher. The consumer has demonstrated a strong desire for high-quality music
programming. Compact disc systems are gaining wide acceptance, as the
number of available titles expands rapidly. Consumer FM stereo receivers have
achieved an impressive level of sophistication. In fact, some units can outperform many well-maintained radio stations. New technologies are also appearing on the horizon, not the least of which is stereo cable radio.
The drive for technical excellence should be made not only at major market
stations, but at small market facilities as well. In coming years, small-market
broadcasters will be fighting not only for audience shares, but-in some casesfor financial survival. The future will probably be bright, however, for those
broadcasters who have the foresight to plan beyond the next financial statement. Excellence in broadcast audio is an expensive and time-consuming enterprise, but one that can pay handsome dividends.
In an effort to encourage a renewed spirit of technical excellence in the industry, Broadcast Engineering is launching in this issue an FM audio proof of
performance program-the
first in the industry-whose
goal is top-quality
transmission system performance. As the FCC slowly backs away from its traditional regulatory role, we feel the broadcast industry needs a set of maximumperformance goals for which to aim. The article, FM fidelity: Is the promise Jost?
(page 30), outlines the reasoning behind "BE Proof" and some of the
technical objectives we are suggesting to FM broadcasters.
Our proof is not designed to replace the FCC-required equipment performance measurements (EPMs), which fulfill an important function by setting
minimum levels of acceptable performance for FM stations. We would like to
see the FCC tighten the EPM requirements to bring them more into line with the
capabilities of present-day equipment and the demands of today's marketplace.
In fact, we call on the commission to make at least some preliminary steps in
this direction.
In light of the current deregulatory mood at the FCC, however, we are not optimistic about the possibility of action on this matter. Therefore, in an effort to
stimulate industry discussion of the EPM question, BE is proposing a set of
fidelity-oriented objectives for FM radio stations that take into account the conditions found in real world broadcasting and the competitive pressures that currently exist in the marketplace. The BE Proof objectives are geared to maximum
station performance, not minimum performance requirements, as the FCC's
EPM tests are.
The test procedures and suggested performance objectives proposed in the
BE Proof program are not chiseled in stone. We are not suggesting that they are
the only possible procedures and limits. We do believe that discussion should
begin on this topic, and that the discussion needs a starting point. This is it.
The BE Proof Program, as we now see it, will begin with FM radio, and preferably will be expanded to other services (AM and TV) in the coming months.
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ADC's NEW SELF-NORMALLING

COAX JACK:

Delivered faster for less
without leaving
performance behind ,

--

In the past, many engineers
felt that a 12-plus week wait
was the price one paid for
a reliable coax jack.
But the self-normalling,
multi-purpose ADC
SJ2000 has changed all that.
SJ2000 gives superior performance without the
delays. Or the expense.
The SJ2000 has the
features you want: nickel or
gold plating, terminating
or non-terminating versions,
and you can purchase it individually or loaded in panels.
What the SJ2000
doesn't have is a high price
tag. That's because ADC

(612) 893-3010.
Custom orders are
welcome.
ADC's New Humbucker
only $f5.00 list

manufactures most of its
own parts, employing the
latest CAD/CAM technology.
Our high volume manufacturing capabilities also let
us deliver from stock, either
from our distributors or
Minneapolis order center.
Check our claims yourself. To order, just call

It will reduce up to 60dB
of ground induced hum.
Plus the
price 13
less and
the de-very fast.
Call (E12)

893-3010
for dejails.
ADC/Magnetic
Controls Co.
4900 W 78th St
,~Minneapolis,MN 55435
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Broadcast
Engineering
is seeking the support of
nationwide
industry groups-such
as the National
Association
of Broadcasters,
National Radio Broadcasters Association and Society of Broadcast Engineersin this effort. Perhaps the time has come for the establishment of an industry-wide committee to look into the question of equipment performance measurements. We urge
these industry groups to consider this vital area of broadcast engineering closely for possible action in the near
future.
Although discussion of this concept is important, the
demands of today must also be heard. We urge readers,
therefore, to study the introductory article on the BE
Proof, and to conduct the measurements suggested in the
program. We also ask that readers complete the post card
questionnaire dealing with the program at the back of this
issue. We want to make the BE Proof a 2-way effort that
includes input from station engineers, the people who are
in the best position to know the need for such a program.
We are considering
a program of certification
of
technical excellence as part of the proof program. The
basic concept would be stations running the BE
Proof and submitting the results to us. If the data-supplied on the honor system-met
the established
guidelines, a certificate would be issued to the station.
Some persons who have reviewed our certification proposal have expressed concern over the use of the honor
system. We feel, however,
that quality-conscious
engineers who would take the time to participate in such
a program would not falsify data simply to receive a cer-

tificate. The BE program, in fact, is no more vulnerable to
cheating than the FCC-required EPMs.
As explained in the introductory article, the BE Proof
Program suggests two sets of performance
objectives-Excellent
and Superior. These were established by
two BE consultants-Dennis
Ciapura (technology consultant) and Donald Markley (facilities consultant). The objectives are geared to practical and achievable broadcasting limits, and are designed to measure the performance of FM stereo systems in a typical operating environment, with test procedures that will give an accurate
evaluation of the transmission system under normal program conditions.
The BE Proof parameters
are
achievable and have been tested under actual conditions.
Follow-up articles on the program will concentrate on
test procedures that should be used to measure the performance of a station, the reasoning behind the stated
parameters, suggested guidelines for audio processing,
test equipment considerations and reader comments on
the program.
The broadcast industry is faced with unprecedented
competition from alternative programming sources and
new technologies. Stations can only compete with these
services by delivering to their audiences top-quality programs through top-quality transmission
systems. By
adapting the BE Proof as a realistic, meaningful and
economically sound gauge of performance, we will be
taking our technical achievement goals and heading in
the right direction.
I:~ ~)))I

Our purpose is clear: to provide the ultimate source for all broadcast related tubes and
->
components. We've geared our entire distribution system to ship virtually every order the
same day. Our highly personalized service and technical knowledge is legendary in the industry.
Best of all, because of our large volume buying, Calvert has the lowest prices - and cannot be undersold.
PRODUCTS: Cathode Ray Tubes• Diodes• Klystrons• Monitor Tubes• Plumicons ·Receiving Tubes
RF Ceramic Capacitors• RF Transistors• Saticons •Solid State Replacements· Transmitter/Power
Tubes· Tube Sockets, Accessories• TV Linear Devices· Vacuum Capacitors• Vid teens- Vistacons
MANUFACTURERS: Acrian • Amperex • Cetron • EEV• Eimac •GE· Hitachi• ITI • ITT Jennings
Machlett •National • Philips• RCA• Raytheon• Thomson-CSF •Varian• Westinghouse
Call our Toll Free number now and start saving.

800·526·6362

CALVERT ELECTRONICS, INC.
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One Branca Road, East Rutherford, NJ 07073 • 201-460-8800 •Telex 423205 CALV· TWX 710-989-0116
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MidW'est
puts on a
greatshoW'
because it
uses the best
components
One of the reasons that the
Midwest M-40 Series is the
most advanced class of large
mobile teleproduction units
available today is our policy of
only using the finest components. This "no compromise"
design philosophy ensures a
system of superior quality and
reliability. Our M-40 units give
you up to 4 7 feet of unparalleled technical and creative
capacity. Because we only use
the best components ... from
companies like Ikegami.

Ikegami HK-322
automatic color
cameras make
Midwest
picture perfect
In the M-40, we wanted the ability to
produce the best possible pictures.
So we selected the HK-322 as a
basic building block of the system.
When the position as the world's
most popular field camera passes
from the lkegami HK-35 7A,it will
be to the HK-322. This fully
automatic color camera sets the new
standard for picture resolution,
signal-to-noise ratio and registration
accuracy. Standard computer set-up
takes much of the hassle out of preparing for remote telecasts. With the
lkegami HK-322, the Midwest
M-40 delivers perfect pictures
everytime.
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Ikegami HL- 79E
Series plays
dual role fo1
Midwest units
The Ikegami HL- 79E Series camen
was selected for use aboard th
Midwest M-40 because it car
handle two separate functions wid
superlative results. Although if
renowned as the perfect hand-heh
camera, the HL- 79E Series caneas
Hybe converted into a field earner;
that produces higher quality image
than many other manufacturen
top-of-the-line studio model!

Ikegami 9-Series
color monitors
give Midwest
"true to life" pictures

is exceptionally fine performance
is due to Ikegami's painstakinq
mtion to detail. Designed to meet
most rigorous performance stan ·ds,the HL-79E Series also offers
tional automatic set-up, either via
own set-up computer or by inter'ace into the HK-322 set-up computer for total system integration.
'iim the HL-79E Series, Midwest's
M-40 offers you the versatility
[uired to produce network quality

lkegami 9-Series Color Monitors are
standard in the Midwest M-40 mobile
unit because of their superb resolution
and abilityto reproduce colors that are
amazingly life-like.This performance
is unmatched by any other monitor in
the world. Sincethe 9-Series monitors
use In-LineGun CRTs,they provide
more than excellent colorimetryand

I

iroductions in any circumstances.a

"""&.1

s

fantastic resolution.They also offer
high stability,unit interchangeability,
low power consumption, and convenient pull-out circuitpanels. By using
chelkegami 9-Series, the Midwest
M-40 can reproduce colors that are
true to life.

~0"9 ......•••••••

t1º~1
~\a11Jes

MIDWEST
CORPORATION
One Sperti Drive
Edgewood, KY 41O17
606-331-8990
Cincinnati, OH

For more information on how
Midwest and Ikegami can deliver
world class performance for your
company, contact any Midwest
office in the U.S.or call toll free
(800) 543-1584.

314-225-4655

Grand Rapids, Ml

Atlanta, GA

614-476-2800
Dayton, OH

616-796-5238

404-875-3753

Louisville, KY

Virginia Beach, VA

513-298-0421

502-491-2888

804-464-6256

Cleveland, OH

Lexington, KY

Charlotte, NC

216-447-9745
Pittsburgh, PA

606-277-4994

704-399-6336

Charleston, WV

Richmond, VA

412-364-6780

304-722-2921

804-262-5788

Indianapolis, IN

Clarksburg, WI/

Washington, DC

Detroit, Ml

304-624-5459
Nashville, TN

301-577-4903
Miami, FL

313-689-9730

615-331-5791

305-592-5355

Grand Rapids, Ml

Bristol, TN

Tampa, FL

616-796-5238

615-968-2289

Louisville, KY

St. Louis, MO

502-491-2888
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St. Louis, MO

313-689-9730

Columbus, OH

317-251-5750
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606-331-8990

314-225-4655

813-885-9308

senior Road Tower

Bae

up
and on the air
By Bill Cordell, administrator, Senior Road Tower Group
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The Senior Road Tower project-a
mammoth effort that may point the
way for hundreds of FM stations
across the country-is now fully operational. After six years of work and $7
million, the country's first 9-station,

3. Workmen prepare one of the nine
guy wire anchor points for the application of a cement crown.
4. The 120-foot tower stub is shown in
this photo as it is being lifted into position with a crane. Note the tower's pivotpoint base structure.

5. The FM transmitter building· under
construction is seen in this photograph,
taken from the adjacent tower. The large
space in the center of the building is the
combiner room, which houses the
10-port multiplexer. Individual transmit·
ter rooms are arranged in a horseshoe
pattern around the combiner equipment.
The grating structure to the right of the
SRTG building is for ice protection for
the 110-ton air conditioning system.
6. The aftermath of the Dec. 7, 1982,
tower collapse that killed five workers
and injured three others. The structure
hit the ground with such force that much
of the tower buried itself into the ground.
7. Shown is a portion of the enormous
9-station combiner/muliplexer system installed at the Senior Road transmitting
facility. The modular system will handle
350kW of RF power input.
8. The combiner system is monitored
at a central equipment rack, shown in
this photograph.
Meters show the
operator forward, reflected and reject
power for each of the nine FM stations
at the facility.

9. The distribution and control of ac
power for the SRTG building is located
at a central distribution center, shown
here. Automatic
emergency power
switching is also provided at the facility.
10. The proper handling of heating and
cooling functions is an important part of
the transmitting facility design. Shown
is a portion of the large HVAC system
used at the SRTG site.
11. Shown is a typical FM station
transmitter installation using a 25kW
Harris transmitter. The transmitter high
voltage supply can be seen to the rear of
the unit.

Class C, 2000-foot master FM facility
is on the air.
The Senior Road project is important to the industry not only because
of its size and scope, but also because
it represents an attractive solution to

1. The Senior Road Tower
Group's 2000-foot transmitting
structure, located outside Houston. The top portion of the tower
shown holds a 12-bay Harris
TAC-12 cavity-backed radiator
antenna. Below the Harris FM
antenna is a side-mounted Andrew UHF-TV transmitting antenna. All guy wires shown in this
photograph are taut. The droop seen in
the two guys in the picture foreground is
caused by the angle of the shot.
2. The tower base concrete foundation
is shown before the last pour of cement.
Note the extensive reinforcing work.

12. This photograph shows the internal
structure of the Harris TAC-12 cavitybacked radiator FM master antenna
system. Radiating elements and inter·
bay cabling can be seen in the
photograph.
13. The view from the top. This
photograph was taken from the top of
the tower-antenna structure. This point
is 1971 feet above the ground (2049'
AMSL).
14. This photograph

with a telephoto
lens shows (from top to bottom) the
master FM antenna, UHF-TV transmit·
ting antenna, 2-way radio tiers (at the
1400- and 1200-foot levels) and seven
single-bay ERi auxiliary antennas.
August 1984
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the improve-it or lose-it requirements
of FCC Docket 80-90. 80-90 requires
that FM stations meet certain minimum height and power parameters or
face classification at a lower level.*

room space. The building is divided
into individual rooms, so that spare
parts and clean-up problems are
avoided.
The typical transmitter installation
is two 25kW units feeding an autoPlanning the project
matic transfer switch. The building
The Senior Road Tower Group
has two 400kW diesel generators and
(SRTG) took more than a year to
motor control centers, giving full redecide on the technical specifications
dundancy for emergency power. If
and funding methods for the project.
one of the two generators should fail,
A partnership was eventually formed,
or fail to start, the other will take the
and a technical committee was estabentire load. Under single-generator
lished to direct the effort. Partners
operation,
the air conditioning
ranged from large broadcast chains,
chillers are shut down and all transsuch as ABC, Westinghouse Broadmitters are automatically dropped to
casting and Cable, and Viacom, to
one-half power.
local radio station owners.
The HVAC (heating, ventilation and
After many long and painful meet_air conditioning) system consists of
ings, the technical group decided on a
two 55-ton chilled water units. Air
single 12-bay master panel antenna
filtration is as good as a hospital
with a dual 8-3/16-inch feed system.
would require, which keeps the dust
The combiner would be a balanced
problems down for all equipment.
hybrid type, capable of combining ·
Transmitter waste heat is removed
nine 30kW FM stations and allowing
through ducts out of each room and
all stations to use right-hand circular
exhausted by a central exhaust fan.
polarization. Specific VSWR requireDuring the winter, this waste heat is
Building the facility
ments were to be rigidly held. The
used to warm the tower complex.
The antenna
and combining
master antenna would be required to
systems took more than one year to
The transmitting building measures
be field tested and both elevation and
100'x100'x18'. The outside walls are
build and test. Measured results on
azimuthal patterns were required at
the systems were better than the
constructed of double-thickness convarious frequencies and angles.
specifications set by SRTG's technical
crete block, and the roof deck is made
Land was sought on which to place
committee.
The combiner VSWR of 6-inch concrete panels with a mema 2049-foot tower and antenna struccould not be more than 1.05:1. The
brane seal. The roof deck is covered
ture. The Federal Aviation Adminissame VSWR was also established and
with 2"x6" boards so that falling ice
tration (FAA) eventually established a
maintained for the transmission lines
will be cushioned.
21/2-square-mile area southwest of
and the antenna. Transmission line
A neighbor and tenant in the SRTG
Houston where such towers could be
tuners, 171/2feet long, were installed
project is KTXH, Channel 20. The stalocated. Unfortunately, SRTG's first
at every sixth section to keep line tion uses a Harris 110kW transmitter,
tract of land (next to Senior RoadVSWR low.
Dielectric 8-1/16-inch single transmisthus the name) was not within the
The massive combiner assembly
sion line and and an Andrew sideFAA's approved area. Land was evencost more than $1 million by itself.
mounted antenna.
tually located within the approved
The 10-port modular multiplexer has a
zone, but not without a number of total power-handling
capability of
The tower collapse
problems. It seems that in Texas, the
350kW, and the combiner includes
On Dec. 7, 1982, the Senior Road
mineral rights owner has more rights
more than 6000 feet of transmission
Tower project suffered a disasterous
than the surface owner. So, after set- line. Each of the 10 input ports was
blow. The entire tower, transmission
tling with the mineral rights owner,
specifically designed for use at the
line and antenna system came down. I
the project proceeded.
Senior Road complex. The insertion
was a witness to the accident, as the
The SRTG technical committee re- loss for each input is only 0.8dB.
crew was just completing placement
ceived several bids on various porOnce the combiner was assembled
of the top half of the Harris TAC
tions of the project. After evaluating
at the SRTG site, a full-power opermaster antenna. Five workers were
the proposals in great detail, the group
ational test was conducted. A dummy
killed as the pulley mechanism that
decided on a Stainless tower, a Harris
load was constructed that could dissiwas hoisting them and the antenna
TAC-12 cavity-backed radiator 12-bay pate 360kW of power. Four 80kW section to the top of the tower failed,
master FM antenna and two runs of water-cooled loads were connected to
causing one of the guy wires anchorRCA 8-3/16-inch transmission line.
the building's chilled-water air condiing the structure to snap. The tower
The combining system, purchased
tioning system to dissipate the energy.
then began to wobble, and came
from Harris, was to be built by Dielec- The combiner system worked as ex- crashing down on the transmitter
tric Communications.
pected under full-power conditions.
building of KTXH. Three men on the
ground who were not affiliated with
The SRTG's building measures more
than 10,000 square feet. The combiner
the tower crew were also injured. The
room occupies 2400 square feet, and
tower workers killed were employees
•For more information on the implications of Docket
80-90, see "Updating FM Facilities" in the April 1984
each of the nine stations at the facility
of Worldwide Tower Service of New
issue of Broadcast Engineering.
has 400 square feet of transmitter
Jersey.
Continued on page 26
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At TASCAM, we know
how exasperating the hi-ti
deck can be in any
professional. environment. The audio quality
doesn't approach that of the machines with which
it attempts to interface. The biggest hassle is
balancing the entire juggling act with transformers
and cables that allow the deck to be imposed into
the system in the first place.
Well, the fighting's finally over. Whether your
needs are for broadcast, recording studio, or
multi-image applications, production, on-air, or
sound reinforcement systems, TASCAM's
professional 122-B and 133-B Cassette
Recorder/Reproducers have got your balancing
act wired. Out of the box, ready to go, no
modifications. With the flick of a switch, each
machine offers full compatibility with both high
level + 4 dBm, XLR balanced and line level
unbalanced systems.
Both machines are built to take the most
punishing production/dubbing demands. Each
delivers professional audio quality far superior to
either hi-ti or cart decks. And each offers the
features you expect, helping to improve both the
precision and ease of your work.
Why fight the system, when there's a truly
professional answer to your stereo or stereo-pluscue cassette machine needs. TASCAM's 122-B or
133-B.See your TASCAM dealer or write TASCAM
Production Products, 77'33 Montebello, CA 90640,
(213) 726-0303.

TASCAM
TEAC Production Products

Copyright 1983-TEAC Co<poration of America.
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Continued from page 22

from RCA and made by Dielectric
Communications,
had fewer tuners
than the original system, with a worstcase VSWR of 1.045:1 across the FM
band.
The second tower, transmission line
and antenna were completed in October 1983.

Channel 20, which had been on the
air exactly one month, was totally
destroyed, with the base of the tower
literally falling across the Harris UHF
transmitter.
SRTG's FM transmitter
building was not touched by the tower
collapse.
After getting over the initial shock
of losing five friends and millions of
dollars worth of equipment,
we
started over. Three months after the
disaster, Channel 20 was on the air
with a temporary transmitting facility
on a 999-foot building in downtown
Houston. Cleanup of the SRTG site
took four months. We assisted the insurance companies in repurchasing
the Harris FM antenna. RCA transmission line, auxiliary antennas and
lines and the tower itself. The total
cost was estimated at $4.75 million.
Harris Corporation, through its experience in building the first antenna,
built a better antenna the second time.
The VSWR measurements
from
88-108MHz never rose above 1.06:1,

and on each carrier frequency the
VSWR was less than 1.05:1. The
azimuthal and elevation patterns were
slightly better than the original antenna.
The transmission
line, purchased

The t-f igh-f nergY Tape Eraser
That outpertorrns f verv
-other,..Era~er on
Market.

Th:
:.;;_.
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Ready to go
On Oct. 15, 1983, after extensive
low-power testing, the SRTG site was
put into service. Robert Silliman and
Jim Kernen of Silliman and Silliman
performed the RF proof of performance, which is required for multistation combined systems. During the
time Silliman performed the RF proof,
many stations also performed their
audio proof of performance. No mixing products were detected above the
FCC specifications, and most products were lower than calculated.
VSWR measurements for all stations
were quite low, with an average of
25-lOOW, reflected
with forward
powers ranging from 20-24.5kW.
Any transmission system is only as

Marco:Polo·uses
..soma little differendy ...
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Just listen-

l. He u~.· i~lrl~iffUapor. And his is the first
station in Quito to ímpor; SQ~X'.. "It is perfect. We are promoting :t to our visiwts:?ne:l rh€y are impressed.We are satisied
because of the ac~¡tjc-3}But it's also good-looking and easy :o
put up" Mar,c;cf.Pql©J:o~'V{lsa) is General Manager at HCk-1
Radio, Qnil:Q,~a~r?
2. "W{'lli SONEf<~arrund the drums when recording basic
tracks, and a'rQ\lpd.r::i:e ybcalist during overdubs. It works very
well because sound ~aves are confined, not bouncing off
/walls~' Rick Bacus of Tbe Janet Jameson Band, Linwood,
.
1 ¡K. Cl\15as,
3. "SOI"-JEXis impressive-looking, and even better than that,
it,does what it is surpcsed to co for acoustics" in the churcl.
recoi:dihgbooth. Jim Moore, Audio Department Director,
Northland Cathedta, Kansas City, Missouri.
fj·.4'¥ '
' 4. ·M1J.lri-hnagesResources in Dallas uses SONEX for sound' -·fing »ne
" waII of a "cavernous" presentation
. room.
·ptoo
'-'~ONEX is above reproach" mys George Minton.
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S. Tri.VideiJProductions, Lake Tahoe, Nevada, is 95% location
TV. "SONEX ships well and performs beautifully. k's greatwe use SCNEX for cleaner location recording and ~arper ríctures" says J.P. Davis, Producer/Director.
Pictures do speac louder thc.1 words"
When we asked •JJr customers to show us how they used SO>JE{,
we weren't surp-ised to hear that it did the job. We knew tr.!Gt
this patented acoustic kiam with a specially sculptured anechoic
design absorbs srund successfully.Wha1 really amazed us was
the number of cñfferen::appLcations they showed us. And wha:
you're looking ar here are jua five responses out of th~ hundred;
we've received. Even &J, you can see (and hear) for yourself:
Wherever sounc is the problem, SON8C is the solution.
Süt-,1EX is manufactured bw Illbruck/usa and distributed
exclusively to tle pro rnund
industry by Al¡t.a Audio,
Get all• •the facts l:iycaling Richmond,1;4~
West Broad Stree:t
Vir;¡ina23220
(204)358·J852
Or wntmg.
Acoustic Prod.sets for the .itu•io lndU'Stty

.i..lnha.i..udia:!)

*SUBMITTED BY FDOlffH ROUND CoFSONEX PHOD CONTEST Wl'1NERS.
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good as its component systems, and
all parts of the SRTG project were
thoroughly tested. The system has performed flawlessly. Common housekeeping chores have been the only
problems encountered; balancing the
air conditioning system and the efficient removal of transmitter
waste
heat have been the greatest troubles.
Seven auxiliary single-bay antennas
have been mounted since sign-on at
the 1000-foot level of the tower for
emergency standby use. Plumbing the
seven 31/2-inch transmission
lines
from the antennas to the various
transmitter rooms proved almost as
difficult as mounting the two 8%-inch
main antenna transmission lines.
Three 2-way radio tiers have been
placed at the 800-, 1200-, and 1400-foot
levels of the tower. It is projected that
the income produced by these 2-way
tiers can soon defray the operating
costs of the facility and possibly begin
to cover the huge electric bills for the
site.
Service area coverage
At a height above average terrain

(HAAT) of 1920 feet, all stations in the
SRTG project have received reception
reports from hundreds of miles away.

Generally speaking, a listener can
now receive any of the SRTG stations,
depending on adjacent channel stations, from Beaumont, TX, 90 miles
east of Houston; Huntsville, TX, 60
miles north of Houston; and Victoria,
TX, 100 miles south of Houston.
Because of FCC Docket 80-90, more
facilities like the Senior Road Tower
project will surely be built. Stations
that are currently on the air with less
than the authorized power and antenna height and do not want their
signals
compromised
by newly
created FM stations must improve
their facilities. To do this economically and efficiently,
stations
(even
though competitors)
must join together technically and financially for
their own best interests.
With the technology now available
to combine multiple FM stations efficiently, the only hindrance
is the
chemistry that it takes to bring corporations and managements together
to start, fund and complete such an
undertaking.

O.

ur new Model 802 Master
.
Station represents a major
advance in inter-communications systems. This unique, microprocessor-assisted
control
station provides 22 independent signal paths operating in
up to six separate modes. And
that's just the beginning. It features conférence-line, dedicated-line, squawk, IFB/SA,
station-isa, control functions
and signaling capabilities. And
user programming can adapt
the operating format to individual needs in a variety of
applications ... The 802: Consider the possibilities. Call or
write for detailed information.

3'",

RTSSYSTEMS,INC.•PROFESSIONAL INTERCOMMUf\IC/lTIO"JS •?ROFESS.ONAL AUDI: rnoou.=s
1100WESTCHESTNUTSTREET•BURBANK, CA 91506 •2131843-7022•TWX 910-498-4987 •TELEX 1948.55
~AA"
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The more vou see,
the more we hear

Look who's talking about Dubner now.
While we claim no responsibility for the famous line, "Build a
better mousetrap and they'll beat a path to your door," we'd
like to think it might have been said about the Dubner CBG-2
video graphics/animation system. In any case, we thought you
might like to hear what your colleagues are saying about us:

"The CBG-2 Is undeniably the most novel and flexible
state-of-the-art real-time animation graphics device currently available.
- Mark Bernardo, Chief Graphics Design Engineer, Olympics
ABC Television

"We needed a machine that would allow us to compete
effectively In an already competitive market. The CBG-2
gave us the capability to create weather maps and news
graphics quickly, It could be operated by department
personnel, and It was the best buy on the market."
- Bob Plummer, Director of Engineering, Fisher Broadcasting
KOMO (Radio & Television, Seattle)

"It's a digital computer and anlrnatíen tool that allows
artists to create quality animations independently. Th
CBG-2 is relatively inexpensive, it works fast and en·
nances the creative process with real-time imagery."

"The CBG-2 is much faster and less expensive than standard film animation. The real-time animation, clean key capability, expandability and great software support make
it one of the best computers around."
- Corinne Sousoulas, Art Director
Motion Picture Laboratories (Memphis post production house)

"The CBG-2 Is a valuable tool due to Its ability to create
effective graphics quickly. It offers three dimensional animation, graphic enhancement, and character generation
all in one unit. And these features are difficult
to find in any one machine."
-Victoria

Henigman, Electronic Graphic Designer
WPBT-TV (Miami PBS Affiliate)

"The Oubner was purchased for Its advanced animation
capabilities, Its ability to be upgraded via software, and
Its cost effectiveness. We love It!"
- Dan Sokol, Vice President, Engineering
Video Post & Transfer (Dallas post production house)
With all the nice things being said about Dubner, all we can
say is thank you. We plan to keep up the good work. You'll
keep seeing it and we'll keep hearing about it.

- Elaine Schwartz, Computer Animator
Atlantic Image (New York animation house)

For a free demonstration of the Dubner CBG-2, call (201)
592-6500, or write.

DUBNER

@
Dubner Computer Systems, Inc. 158Linwood Plaza Fort Lee, New Jersey 07024
Circle (18) on Reply Card
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With this issue of Broadcast Engineering, we
launch a new audio performance testing program
for broadcasters. The BE Proof series begins with
FM radio and will be expanded to other services
in the coming months. We welcome comments
from readers on the concept of the program,
which may include certification of outstanding
technical facilities.

Broacast Engineering's

Audio Proof Program
FM fidelity:

Is the promise lost?

By Dennis Ciapura, BE consultant on technology

N

ow that we have spent a full
decade making FM loud, perhaps it is time to work on the fidelity
side of the success equation.
Even though FM has blossomed into
a whopping
commercial
success,
many engineers and programmers
have just cause to feel that we have
not completely
succeeded.
Unfortunately, the competitive pressures
that are an inevitable byproduct of
commercial
success
have forced
many
stations
to engineer
for
loudness as a first priority. Although
most everyone goes through the motions of preserving as much audio
fidelity as possible, few observers can
honestly say that the FM band sounds
better today then it did 10 years ago.
Ironically, the source and transmission equipment have improved dramatically over the same period, and
hardly a home in the United States is
without some sort of high-quality FM
receiver. What strange road have we
taken then, that has led us so swiftly
into the embrace of economic comfort, while leaving behind much of
what once was of value? As the FCC
continues to withdraw from its role as
administrator of technical righteousness, the only hope of reversing the
trend lies in the economic pressure
that spawned the present situation in
the first place.
There is good reason to believe that
heightened interest in FM fidelity will
develop as a competitive factor. The
key to understanding how this might
happen lies in understanding
how
loudness, at the expense of fidelity,
got to be so important.
The proliferation of FM stereo in
autos and the horrendous multipath
problems that were generated resulted
in a significant practical requirement
for higher
average
levels
and
smoother RF coverage. FM stations
30
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went to tall towers, and competitive
processing became the name of the
game. During that period, we were
rather unsophisticated
in our handling of pre-emphasis and filter overshoot problems; therefore, many stations simply overcompressed
the
audio.
As the number of FM receivers in
homes and autos grew rapidly, FM
stations began to make a lot of money
and the number of well-financed, fullpower FMs expanded, thus breeding
strong competitive
pressures.
Programmers demanded "punch," "sock,"
"dial presence" and a host of other
sonic phenomena,
all leading to
heavier processing for higher average
levels.
With the advent of the composite clipper, modulation Karma was at hand! The peak light
could be kept aglow at 100% and
the mod monitor needle hung
happily around 95. Today, many
FM stations are processed way
beyond the point of diminishing
returns (in terms of coverage optimization). At some stations,
FM audio processing has developed into a bizarre art form.
Each time creative audio processing
designers have introduced new products, they have implored their users to
swap some additional level gained for
better fidelity. However noble the intent of the audio munitions suppliers,
a processing war is on and nothing
short of an industry-wide processing
non-proliferation treaty (with verification) can halt it.
Now that there are enough processors in everyone's hands to affect
the universal elimination of audio
fidelity several times over, perhaps it's
time to disarm. Fortunately, the same
equipment that now clips, clamps and
compresses in anger can be turned to
peaceful employment without signífí-
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cant loss of level by careful testing and
adjustment.
Now that almost everyone on the
band is incredibly loud, the next new
frontier must be the restoration of lost
audio fidelity. After all,
the only way an FM station can sound different
and distinctive these days
is to sound better. It is as
simple as that, and with
various forms of cable
r ad io and other
new
sources
of competition
just around the corner,
broadcast FM needs to
sound great.
It is much easier to
engineer a loud station
than it is to fashion a loud
and clean one. Cleaning
up the signal without losing level is a much more
complicated
task than
simply turning down the
processing. It starts with
the cleanest, flattest possible transmission
system.
In , the end, a system
design
approach,
including everything in the
chain from tape head or
stylus to antenna, will be required.
This process is a sonic adventure requiring both wit and endurance, as
test instruments
become constant
companions in the night. Nine-to-five,
tweek-by-ear enthusiasts need not apply. The reward for those who persevere, however, is a distinct signature on the air that the station can be
proud of. Honestly, how many engineers out there are a little tired of rationalizing squashed, clipped audio?
There are a couple of key points that
are often missed at proof time. The
first is that the proof proves little. A
really clean stereo transmission
system would maintain all distortion
components at 50dB below operating
level (0.3%), which is a far cry from
the 2%-and-greater FCC specs. It used
to be fun to speculate about how the
FCC would bring its 1930s parameters
in line with present-day performance
capabilities, but those days are gone.
Therefore, it is incumbent that qualityconscious
broadcast
engineers
be
creative and design a meaningful
proof routine.
FM broadcasting has made great strides
in recent years toward the realization of
a transparent medium through which
programming can flow to the listener.
Although the technology for this goal is
available, it is not always put to work in
day-to-day broadcasting. The BE Proof
program outlined
in this article
describes how the goal can largely be
met, while still preserving a competitive
position in the marketplace.

In many ways, the equipment performance measurements required by
the FCC for FM stereo stations are obsolete from a technical standpoint.
For instance, attempting to check
high-frequency
linearity with harmonic distortion tests at lükHz and
15kHz is pointless. Stereo generators
filter the audio above 15-17kHz to protect the 19kHz pilot, so even _the second harmonics of 10-15kHz inputs are
also filtered. Under these conditions,
the harmonic distortion meter is not
reading distortion at all, just residual
noise. Remove the input signal and
you get the same reading. Performing
similar measurements
at 50% and
25% modulation
makes even less
sense, because the reference levels are
6dB and 12dB closer to the noise, so
the distortion indications get higher
as the input level is reduced. Obviously, these rules were pre-stereo and
have never been changed.
There are all sorts of little quirks
that render the FCC-required equipment performance
measurements
(EPMs) of limited value except for
compliance purposes, but the important point is not how inadequate the
required tests are, but what additional
testing should be done.
To that end, Broadcast Engineering is proposing a new set of fidelityoriented objectives. These objectives
are not intended to replace the FCC
tests, but are in addition to the usual
proof to ensure state-of-the-art FM
fidelity. We plan in future months to
expand the program to AM radio, and
possibly to television.
Our performance
specifications
may look tough, and indeed they do
describe superlative FM fidelity. They
are, however,
achievable.
Even
though the distortion targets suggested may be tighter than the manufacturer's specs on some of the individual links in a system, it is possible for the overall system performance
to be better in some respects than the
manufacturer's specifications for one
of the component
parts for two
reasons. First of all, the factory specs
are usually conservative enough to accommodate production variations, so
typical performance is generally better than the specification.
Also, distortion figures in a complex
system are not usually additive, although they can be, and the weakest
link generally sets the overall system
performance
limit. Frequency
response errors can be manipulated to
cancel each other and, fortunately,
most FM response deficiencies occur
at the extreme high end of the audio
band, affecting only a small fraction of
an octave. They are, thus, quite inaudible. The point of all this is that
one should not be discouraged if the
station's stereo generator distortion
August 1984
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spec is equal to or slightly in excess of
the BE system performance target.
Even if a unit, when tested by itself, is
nudging the factory specification, a
call to the manufacturer's engineering
department will often produce some
suggestions for minor adjustment or
component swapping to improve performance.

If part of the system is due for replacement, by all means consult the
new vendor's engineering department
to see what the typical performance
figures are before making a purchase
decision.
This is especially important when it
comes to modulation monitors, because some of the older monitors have

rather unimpressive distortion specs.
Most broadcast engineers do not have
the test equipment necessary to check
the mod monitor independently, so
the measured system performance is
really the combination of transmission system and demodulator performance. This is an acceptable situation when testing for FCC compliance

ceneral test considerations
• System in stereo mode.
• Input signals applied to console
line input(s) used for most program sources.
• System output sampled and demodulated at transmitter antenna output.
• All processing and EQ left in line
and adjusted as usual.
• Operating level defined as OVU
or equivalent at console.

Frequency response
Conditions
• AGC voltages switched off, not
simply bypassed. Unfortunately,
not all processors provide this
feature. In such cases, use the
bypass mode.
• Any convenient modulation level
between 50% and 100%:
• Input level as required to maintain reference modulation level.
• Response error expressed as input level deviation required to
maintain reference modulation
level, compared to the 75µ,scharacteristic for non-Dolby stations
or 25µ,scharacteristic with Dolby
encoding.
Superior performance*
• ± ldB 30-15,000Hz
• ± 0.5dB 50-15,000Hz
• ± 0.2dB 100-10,000Hz
Excellent performance**
• ± 2dB 30-15,000Hz
• ± ldB 50-15,000Hz
• ± 0.5dB 100-10,000Hz

·superior performance is the first proposed BE
spec representing the maximum performance
capability of a state-of-the-art FM stereo facility.
•• Excellent performance is the second proposed
BE spec. Although it is tighter than the FCC
numbers, it is attainable by almost any properly
engineered station with typical equipment.
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Distortion
Conditions
• AGC switched on, input levels
as required to produce specified
console levels. De-emphasis in.

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Superior performance
at standard operating level
THD = 0.3%, 30-7500Hz
IMD = 0.3%, 60Hz & 7kHz, 4:1
at operating level + 10dB
THD = 0.5%, 30-7500Hz
IMD = 0.5%, 60Hz & 7kHz 4:1
Excellent performance
at standard operating level
THD = 1% 50-7500Hz
IMD = 1% 60Hz & 7kHz, 4:1
at operating level + 10dB
THD = 1.5% 50-7500Hz
IMD = 2% 60Hz & 7kHz, 4:1
Audio clipping
Conditions

• Same as for distortion tests except that the input level is increased until left/right channel
clipping is observed on an oscilloscope at the indicated test
frequencies.
• Clipping level is defined as that
level above operating level (OVU)
required to produce visible clipping as the input level is increased.
Superior performance
• 30-5000Hz + 15dB
Excellent performance
• 50-5000Hz + 1odB
Composite clipping
"A" con'clitions
• Composite output of the monitor '
demodulator viewed on an oscil-'
loscope with the transmission
system in the stereo mode (and
19kHz pilot on).
• Clipping level is defined as that
level above operating level required to produce visible clipping of the total waveform.
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Superior performance
• 15dB at lkHz
Excellent performance
• 10dB at lkHz
"B"conditions
• Switch pilot off, view waveform
clipping as defined above.
Superior performance
• 10dB at 7.5kHz
• 5dB at 15kHz
Excellent performance
. • 10dB at 7.5kHz

Noise
Conditions
• Measured at each stereo audio
channel output with all processing equipment in the line and ad- ~
justed for normal operation.
·
• Noise level is referred to the
output level produced by an input signal at OVU at the console.
Superior performance
• - 60dB, 30-15,000Hz unweighted,
de-emphasis in.
Excellent performance
• - 56dB, 30-15,000Hz unweighted,
de-emphasis in.
·

Separation
Conditions
, • Measured at each stereo audio
channel output with all processing equipment in the line and adjusted for normal operation.
Superior performance
• 40dB, 4Ó0-15,000Hz
• 30dB, 30-400Hz
Excellent performance
• 36dB 400-15,000Hz
• 30dB 50-400Hz

The Orban 424A Studio Optimod.
Explained by us.
GAIN REDUCTION:
Shows gain of the
VGA (O to -25db).
Shows the effect ol
any control but
OUTPUT TRIM and
OE-ESSER.

INPUT ATTENUATOR:
Adjusts drive to compressor /limiter.
determining amount
of G/R.

Adjusts compressor
from "looser" (2: 1)
te .. tighter" [cc . 1).

ATTACK TIME:
Adjusts speed of
response to input
level increase.
Fast Peak limiter &

Linear: Compressor
releases at constant
rate.
Exponential: Release
starts slower, then
accelerates.

GATETHRESHOLD:
Determines the input
level that causes
"gating"; VGA gain
then moves slowly to
IDLE GAIN setting.

Shows peak
operating level of
VGA. Clipping occurs
above approximately
+ 2.

OUTPUT TRIM:
Adjusts VGA gain to
control or prevent
clipping as required.
Effect is seen on VGA
LEVEL meter. Not an
Output Attenuator
(Output Attenuator is
located on rear of
unit).

Presets VGA gain
when in gated
condition or anytime
unit is DEFEATED.
Used for smoothing
out transitions and
for decreasing
audible action of
compressor.

OE-ESSER
OPERATE/DEFEAT:
Activates or defeats
de-esser control
circuitry

Activates or defeats
gain control circuitry.
Does not bypass any
circuitry.

COUPLED/
INDEPENDENT:
Couples A and B
gain and gating
circuits for accurate
stereo tracking.

Adjusts threshold of
de-essing. De-essing
increases as control
is turned clockwise.

Also available as a single-channel unit: Model 422A. Ask your dealer for a detailed brochure.

Reviewed by others.
"In addition to the measured performance being very good the subjective impressions
of the unit were excellent. This product has many novel and highly practical features all of
which are quite simple to use but need not be used if simplified operation is required.
Overall a very good compressor/limiter, well made and easy to service."
Hugh Ford, Studio Sound
November, 1983

"Overall, the 422A/424A should prove to be a system of diverse capabilities, able to
tackle the widest variety of material-once the user masters its operation. In addition, its
solid construction and excellent service documentation should insure years of reliable
operation. Such qualities are typical of timeless designs that tend to retain their value long
after the accountants have depreciated them away."
John Monforte, db Magazine
July-August 1983

or ban

Orban Associates Inc., 645 Bryant Street, San Francisco, CA 94107

(415) 957-1067

Telex: 17-1480
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because the proof limits are so much
greater than even the worst demods.
If we intend to go for all-out fidelity,
however, we must know that the
monitor demodulator is clean and is
not setting the limits of our measurement resolution so high that improvements in transmission system performance cannot be detected. If the
old monitor just isn't up to snuff and
the factory isn't too optimistic about
the unit ever getting down to 0.1%
residual distortion and at least a 70dB
SIN ratio, then a new monitor is a
must.

It is incredible to see how many stations use FM tuners for audio monitoring at the studio because the signal
from the modulation monitor is noisy,
and then use the same modulation
monitor to make measurements. Or in
some cases, the shiny new hi-tech
monitor lives in the studio because it's
pretty and/or it has a smarter peak
flasher, while the old monitor does the
measuring at the transmitter. If optimizing the station's fidelity means
anything at all, you've got to get the
best possible demodulator out at the
transmitter.

Some of the newer monitors are
superb audio test instruments and are
a real investment in a station's on-air
sound. The QEI 691 for instance, features 0.05% THD and IMD specs, as
well as 75dB SIN ratio. It also provides
scope outputs that generate a spectrum analyzer display for field calibration checks. Our current BE Spec
Book lists several state-of-the-art monitors, including the new TFT units,
which are rated at 0.1% distortion, but
perform considerably better. These
are only two of several models available to broadcasters. Any of the manufacturers represented in the Spec Book
would be happy to answer questions
about typical performance.

~~~C=Q@(S[ITolKAJ@C1[J~I]~~
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The Ultimate Shock Absorbers
Double-Wall Construction
ANVIL~ "Shock·Mount" Cases
are the industry's first true
shock·insolation Rack Case
designs. The inner 'h-lnch ply
construction rack-sheñ is
isolated from the outer case·
shell by a 2·inch cushion of
high·density polyfoam.

Travel-Proven
ANVIL® Hardware
In addition to the
ABS/Plywood and Foam wall·
construction, ANVIL® "Shock·
Mount Cases utilize steel Ball·
Corners, recessed Twist·Locks,
precision-mounted Spring
Loaded Handles, Aluminum
Edging and Valence, and
machine-driven Spllt·Steel
Rivets throughout.

Total Accessibility
Both front and rear clamp-on
lids remove completely to pro·
vide easy access to all con·
trols and connections, and
adequate ventilation. The lids
can also be team-lined to pro·
vide extra protection to swit·
ches, knobs and connections.

ANVIL CASES,INC., 4128 TEMPLECITYBLVD., ROSEMEAD,CA91770
(818) 575-8614
Circle (21) on Reply Card
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Test measurements
Before getting into the details of
some suggested procedures for optimizing the fidelity of FM systems, a
look at the BE FM broadcast performance targets is in order. Comparing
the station's last proof results to be BE
specs is probably an irrational act, because our tests are geared toward
maximum performance in the real
world. We will propose two sets of
specifications. The first and more
stringent
parameters
will yield
superior performance and represent
the maximum performance capability
of a state-of-the-art FM stero facility.
Although relatively few stations will
provide this level of performance, the
targets are achievable and are challenging performance goals for those in
quest of all-out fidelity. The second set
of specs will provide excellent fidelity
and, although they are considerably
tighter than the FCC numbers, almost
any properly engineered station with
typical equipment can make the
grade. (See chart on page 32.)

Final thoughts
Although the superior set of BE FM
fidelity objectives are not easy to attain, they certainly are achievable.
The excellent objectives describe far
better performance than the FCC requires, but are still well within the
grasp of most FM stations. Even stations with older equipment should
achieve this level of performance if
everything is properly maintained and
engineered.
In Part II of this series, we will discuss some suggested test methods and
more thoroughly explain the reasons
behind some of the specifications and
test conditions proposed. We will also
propose a range of processing levels
for various formats.
We welcome feedback from station
engineers and managers on the BE
Proof Program. Please take some time
now to fill out the post card questionnaire located at the back of this issue.
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By Andy Laird, chief engineer, KDAY,Los Angeles,
and audio engineering consultant

«»

The art and science of audio processing has advanced greatly in the
last 10 years. The way a radio station
sounds technically-its
intensity, texture, loudness,
attention-grabbing
and/or long-term listening characteristics-have
become the focus of
program directors as important ingredients used to create a total impression and station identity to the listener. Manufacturers have responded
with all types of magic boxes that will
alter and control the audio signal,
preferably
without
destroying
the
aesthetic and musical values of the
programming involved.

.;¡

•
OPTIMOD-FM

The evolution of audio
processing technology from
simple overmodulation protection to complex station
image creation has had a
major impact on radio
broadcasting.
Audio processors have - more than
any other single piece of
equipment- changed the
way a station sounds on the
air.
The evolution of audio
processing equipment from
the 1960s to the present is
illustrated in this pictorial
sequence. At the top is a
Gates Radio Solid Statesman AM limiter, released in
the late 1960s. The middle
photo shows a CBS Laboratories Model 4000 AM
Volumax limiter, released in
the early 1970s. The bottom
photo shows a currenttechnology Orban Associates Optimad® FM audio
processor/stereo generator:"
36
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The roots of audio processing
Audio processing was inspired by
the need to prevent program audio
peaks and loud sounds from overmodulating
the transmitter.
The
design objectives of the early processors were to make the units as
sonically unobtrusive
as possible,
while protecting the transmitter from
overloads. Greater audio density with
some modification
of program
dynamics resulted, along with new
sounds often described as pumping,
thumping, background noise modulation and changes-in-mix relationships.
Then, along came the disc jockey/
board operator combination, in which
one person handled both the entertaining
and engineering
duties.
Predictably,
the combo operation
resulted in widely varying audio levels
coming out of the mixer console.
Manufacturers
responded with the
automatic gain control (AGC) amplifier, which further modified the program audio. Along with the new
sounds created by the AGC amplifier
came another set of sounds created by
the interaction of the AGC and limiter.
Gating circuits soon appeared in
AGC units, such as the CBS Labs
Audimax
and Gates Radio Level
Devil. Other developments included
the first 2-band limiter, designed
by Altee, and the Kahn Symetrapeak
all-pass filter. These advances brought
radio and TV audio processing up
to the solid-state age, when the
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real technological changes began to
unfold.
In the 1960s, tube designs were converted to solid-state without much
sonic change, except for the addition
of clippers as the final peak limiting
stage. Examples of such units were
the CBS Labs Volumax and FM clippers like the Fairchild Conax. Gaincontrol devices in the 1960s ranged
from the Jim Laurence LA-2 compressor-using
a light-dependent
resistor as the control element-to the
EMT system, a total audio processing
package released in the late '60s that
used pulse code modulation to adjust
the gain .
The Dorrough 310 3-band processor
marks the beginning of major design
changes. The 1970s brought us such
things as soft clipping, side-chains,
control-loop
frequency
response
tailoring, pre-emphasis curves for AM
broadcasting,
band-splitting
filters,
solid-state all-pass filters, RMS-level
detection, variable knee compression
slopes, smart clipping and composite
clipping.
Processing equipment today
The audio processing systems available to broadcasters today offer unparalleled
flexibility and performance. The industry now has multimultiband processors with distributed
clipping,
distortion
detection
and
feedback correction, overshoot correction for transmitter and antenna
problems, low-end tilt correction and
matrix processing.
We have total station processing
systems that come in one box, with
whatever controls the designer feels
the program director/end
user will
want to make the station sound just
right. We also have multiple-box systems with knobs for every adjustment
a broadcaster could ever dream of
making. Flashing LEDs, along with
meters, have become popular indicating devices. Typical gain reduction devices include FETs, transconductance
amplifiers, light-dependent resistors and voltage-controlled
amplifier (VCA) modules.

www.americanradiohistory.com

The total processing systems found
in radio and TV stations today can be
unbelievably complex, with many differnt audio paths to achieve the results
that programmers now demand.
Sorting out the sounds
With all of the processing devices
available today, it is difficult to learn
the sound of each unit in the audio
chain. To be effective in reaching the
goals of the program director, however, an attempt should be made. By
learning how each stage of the processing system sounds, adjustment of
the total chain is made easier, and
interaction of various steps is easier to
correct. Specific trends or sound cues
can often be noticed for different approaches to gain control in the unit.
RMS compression, for example, has a
specific sound quality that can be
heard in all RMS-type compressors.
For single-box total processing systems, listen to each function separately by bypassing the other functions. This will help identify all of the
sounds that the system makes. The
multibox total system units are easy to
audition one box at a time.
Once a program
director
and
engineer have developed the sound
they want with the station's audio processing system, the next problem is
trying to pass that signal through the

transmitter and into a consumer-type
receiver. The usual approach at this
point is to lump everything in serieslayer upon layer-and
adjust the processing again to approximate
the
desired station sound. The results of
such an approach, however, are often
disappointing.
A different approach
An approach I have used for years
with success has been to develop separate processing
chains to achieve
specific goals, and then sum them in
parallel ahead of the final transmitter
processor, which is set up to be as
transparent
as possible. This approach has several advantages for
event-to-event level control and the
application of special effects. This arrangement requires a multibus console, which results in a somewhat
more complex studio operation. The
benefits, however, far outweigh the
added cost and effort.
All live events, such as those involving microphones, are assigned to one
bus and receive processing treatment
specifically to control the problems of
live dynamics. Special effects (such as
reverb and equalization) can also be
easily added at this point without interfering in the overall station processing chain.
A separate mixing bus is assigned to

The Ultimate Sports Console
• Built-in frequency extender for
phone lines
• 4 mixing channels with high
quality conductive plastic slide
faders (2 mic/line)
•Telephone interface 3 lines

• 3 headphone channels with
custom monitor mixing
• Compressor/Limiter
• Shielded all metal construction
• PAfeed, ext monitor input, test
tone, overload flasher. 3%" vi

Specialists in remote broadcast audio transmission.
P.O.Box 269, 60 Union Ave.. Sudbury, MA 01776 617-443-8811

music playback sources, where the
specific needs of finished music processing are addressed. If the station
wants to sound somewhat processed
in terms of constant level, then commercial source machines
can be
added to this bus (unless there is a
special effect the program director
wants to use on music or commercial
sources only). If the station runs open
music
processing,
commercial
sources can be assigned to a third mixing bus, with the output of their processing reduced Id B or ZdB to match
the overall loudness and intensity of
the music channel. This approach is
useful for easy listening and beautiful
music stations.
These elements-and
others if required- are added for a final mix,
which is passed through a protection
processor stage and sent to the transmitter. The final processing unit is adjusted to be as transparent to the program audio as possible. The summing
of separately
processed
elements
allows the station to establish talkover
ratios and event-to-event
controls,
which are somewhat independent of
DJ board operation. If, for instance,
the final transmitter processor is an
Optimad 8100, it can be set up to
operate slowly for a wide-open music
sound with the processed
microphones mixed into the music for
perfect talkovers. This arrangement
will prevent the final audio processor
from pushing down the music level
due to a high mic level.
Evaluating the system
No test equipment is available at
this time to define the dynamic subjective characteristics of audio processing. Measurement
of a processing
system must, instead, be made by
listening to the air signal. It is obvious
that a high-quality monitor is an
essential tool for such work. The station's engineer and program director
need to be able to hear the processing
effects before they become audible to
the average listener. There is nothing
like A-B comparison
on a good
monitor to point out signal differences
when adjusting
processing
equipment.
An important consideration in the
setup of processing equipment is the
technical quality of the broadcast
plant. Source and transmission gear
should be well-maintained and recently designed. This is especially true of
phono pick-ups, turntable preamps
and microphone preamps. Problems
generated at the program source can
be greatly magnified by audio processing. Processing is often blamed as the
cause of problems heard on the air,
when many times the actual problem
is distortion fed into the processor.
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Our painstaking·aacuurn
efficiency and eliminates

and coil-winding
acoustical "buzz:·

OuR SCIENTISTSHAD To OPERATE
IN A VACUUM To GIVE You A NEW
ÜUALITY OF SOUND.
The quality of any sound system begins at its source. Precision in the power supply is vital to capturing and maintaining the fullness and subtlety of amplified sound. The need for that exactness is
why we insist on operating in a vacuum rather than depending on outside sources.
A vacuum tank. to be precise. An environment in which our transformer is created with an air
expul sion process. Where air pockets are purged from multi-layers of the transformer's high
grade core laminations. and the core made airtight with a special impregnating sealant.
This process gives us impeccable control of transformer function and quality. Which gives you
the assurance of the most efficient transfer of power possible. and an end to the acoustical "buzz"
that so often fights sound purity.
To a lot of manufacturers the lowly transformer is far down on the list of priorities. For us. every
element in the sound system relies on the exacting performance of every other element. and
must be painstakingly attended to.
Whether you're driving your studio monitors in a demanding
final production mix with our 6000 Series amplifiers. or making
critical adjustments to signal quality with our peak or RMS
limiter/compressors. you'll find our audio science giving outstanding clarity to your work. To find out which system is designed
to meet your needs. contact your authorized JBLIUREIprofessional
products dealer today.

••

JBL Incorporated,
8500 Balboa Boulevard
PO. Box 2200.
Northridge. CA 91329
US.A.
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designed to do two big jobs.
feeds, a built-in multi-frequency test
oscillator, multi-function metering,
voice slating system, and oh yes,
three main stereo mix buses with
distribution amplifiers on each main
output.

AMX is also compatible with our
BMX and ABX series consoles.
Naturally, the specifications are
impressive, and it's built in the
uncompromising way you've come
to expect from us.

The mainframes start at 14 and
go to 34 inputs - and larger. Each
is fully prewired for all future
inputs, outputs, patch points and
logic.There are regulated,
independent supplies for the audio,
logic and mic phantom power. No
matter the size you choose, the

Give us a call now at 800-874-2172
and we'll send you a fancy brochure
that has all the details.

•

Pacific Recorders
& Engineering Corp.

2070 Las Palmas Drive
Carlsbad, California 92008
Telex: 181777

The Choice for More #1 Stations.
©1984 PR&E Inc.
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Harris Wavestar

r~ ••

The most reliable UHF slot

antenna ever designed ...
because it's waveguide!
The Harris Wavestar is the only slotted
waveguide UHF antenna now available ...
the ultimate in simplicity. No center
conductor. No bullets. No insulators.
Fewer parts mean fewer problems. And
that means less off-air time and lower
maintenance costs.
Additional advantages of waveguide over
coax antennas include higher power handling capabilities and greatly increased
safety margins.

The range is located in an area far from the
pattern-distorting
clutter of urban development. Situated atop a high bluff, with
test transmitters located up to 5000 meters
away on flat, unobstructed bottom lands,
the range offers ideal conditions for testing, approaching the "free space"
situation of an installed antenna.
Here, azimuth and elevation patterns are
verified with the most accurate and
sophisticated test instruments availabletranslating the theory of a calculated pattern into the reality of actual antenna
performance.

The Wavestar pattern performance is excellent by any standard.A highly circular
omnidirectional pattern is available, as
are directional patterns. All Wavestar antennas provide the smooth elevation patterns necessary for high signal strength
and minimum ghosting over the entire
coverage area.

You can depend on Wavestar for top reliability. And you can be confident that your
Wavestar antenna will be thoroughly
tested by Harris to meet your exact pattern
requirements.

The Wave star is a low windload design for
tower top or side mounting. High mechanical strength and rigidity minimize picture
variations caused by wind sway.

Contact Harris Corporation, Broadcast
Transmission Division, P.O. Box 4290,
Quincy, Illinois 62305-4290.
217 /222-8200.

Every Harris antenna is completely
assembled and tested at the ultra-modern
Harris antenna test range.

ll)HARRIS
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1/4-inch: An '84 reality

NEC's SP-3 eco video camera, shown
here with optional Hitachi 1/.-inch
recorder.

Quarter-inch shootout. Bosch KBF-1 vs.
Hitachi CV-One at NAB-'84.
By Bebe McClain, B. F. McClain Productions, Asheville, NC
At NAB-'84, manufacturers
of
11•-inch format equipment not only
displayed their production
models,
they also took orders.
For the past two years with only
prototype models shown, many broadcasters figured that V.-inch would remain a distant dream. But, developments by Bosch, Hitachi, Ikegami,
NEC and Philips combined with the
announcement
of a tentative V.-inch
standard by the SMPTE working
group a week before NAB, have
awakened broadcasters to the fact that
'!.-inch recording is here. The wide
selection of equipment allows mixing
and matching of cameras and VCRs.

This variety is probably what has
made v.-inch so much more attractive
than 1h·inch. Manufacturers
hope a
unified !/.-inch format will enjoy the
same kind of acceptance that 3/.-inch
has had in the past.
Three manufacturers
at NAB-'84
showed complete families of v.-inch
products, while two others showed
cameras that use a common electrical/
mechanical
interface between the
camera and the 1/•-inch VCR. This in·
terface development was requested by
the SMPTE.
With a common docking system.
most camera manufacturers
should
soon offer cameras that match the V.-

inch VCR or can be adapted with a
small interface between the camera
and VCR. The new generation
cameras will also attach, by cable, to
l/4- or I-inch video recorders.
Bosch
Bosch displayed the KBF-1 QuarterCam, a combined VCR and camera.
The units use the Lineplex recording
system with time expansion and compression, followed by time division
multiplex of the luminance. Henry
Zahn, of Bosch, said that models
soon would be available in the
SMPTE format.
Marketing of the Lineplex system
August 1984
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has begun in Europe, and simultaneous compliance with the SMPTE format is expected by October 1985.
Zahn said Bosch had many orders for
the Lineplex system and plans a series
of adapters designed to interface their
recorder with any composite signal
camera.
The KCF-1, the camera portion of
the KBF-1, can be used as a standalone camera. A separate remote unit
controls major camera functions such
as iris, gains, black, painting, microphone and volume.
The BCF-20 field editor is made
complete by attaching the VCRs from
two KBF-1 systems. Edit electronics
are in the ac/dc field editor and not in
the attached VCRs.
The BCF-9 studio recorder with
TBC performs head-to-head dubbing
and interfaces
to %- and 1-inch
recorders.
The more sophisticated
BCF-10 studio recorder includes edit
capability. Also boasting a 1-line correction TBC, the BCF-10 has video
outputs for component, U-matic and
composite, plus it interfaces to editing

controllers from Sony, Convergence
and CMX.
The approximate prices for Bosch
units are $30,000 for the KBF-1 VCR/
camera; $21,000 for the BCF-9 studio
recorder; and $30,000 for the BCF-10

studio recorder/editor.
unavailable
for the
editor.
Displayed

Pricing was
BCF-20 field

Hitachi Denshi
in the Hitachi

Denshi

Henry Zahn (Bosch) holds a 20-minute
%-inch cassette atop a BCF-9 Lineplex
studio recorder.

This new portable UHF Field Strength Meter qives
you accurate readinqs across the entire band.
Someone once said that "Certainty is Security." That is
the main idea behind field strength measurements. They
verify the signal level and rf environment at the point of
reception. You know for certain what's out there.
It is now easy for UHF stations to achieve this certainty.
With the new FIM-72 from Potomac Instruments.
Tune the entire UHF band
From 470 to 960 MHz. The received signal strength is
shown in volts and dB, with a 140 dB measurement range.
Select peak or averaging detection; wide or narrow IF
bandwidth. Seven 20dB logarithmic ranges assures precise
readings. Internal demodulators (AM and FM) provide
audio monitoring of the selected signal.

Laboratory applications
The FIM- 72 includes a precision rf generator that tracks
the tuned frequency. Typical measurements include insertion loss, VSWR, and filter
k===--,~s
response.
c--~-'-Call Potomac Today
Place your order for this
new UHF field intensity meter.
Put it to work. And then you
will know for certain.

It is easy to use
Find the desired signal on the spiral dial. Calibrate the
meter using the internal generator, then read the signal
strength from the mirrored meter. The field strength is
easily determined from the supplied calibration data.
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for the biggest broadcast event
in histOcy ABC chose ADC
With over 30,000 pieces of
equipment and 660 miles of
cable to install, ABC wasn't looking for extra work.
But, as host coordinating

broadcaster for a worldwide
audience of more than 2 billion,
with 188 hours of scheduled coverage for the USA alone, ABC
needed reliablejackfields.
They needed flexibility,toowith 1300 total hours of competition to cover at 30 locations in just
13 days.
Modularity was another consideration, so the jackfields can
be used elsewhere after the
Summer Games.

The back panels of Pro-Patch jackfields
feature ADC's unique split cylinder
contact modules. Each contact will terminate up to four solid or stranded
wires-22, 24, or 26 AWG-two on each
side. ADC's split cylinder contacts
make hooking up to the back of a panel
almost as easy as plugging in to the
front. Just a push on a convenient hand
tool bares a wire, locks it into the contact inside an insulated housing, and
trims off excess length Disconnecting
wires, if you choose, is just as easy
No unsoldering. No tools.

lower .ip-tront costs with ADC's
100% prewired Pro-Pater® jackfields and Ultra-Patch®panels
With our patented split cylinder
contacts, they're solderless and
hassle-free.
For more information on
these state-of-the-art units-or
on more than 300 ADC standard audio and video patching
components-write to the
address below Or call (612)
893-3000.

For these reasons, Richard W.
Rodgers, head of engineering at
ABC's International Broadcast
Center, and his staff, chose ADC.
They installed our 100% prewired, computer tested Audio
Pro-Patch" jackfields exclusively
Like ABC's busy engineers,
your own staff has more important things to do than soldering
jackfields You'll see higher productivity, faster installation and

ADC/Magnetic
Controls Company
4900 West 78th Street
Minneapolis, MN 55435
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booth were the SR-3 recorder/camera
combination,
weighing
only 18
pounds, and the field playback unit
that uses a VCR from the SR-3. The
user detaches the SR-3V VCR from the
recorder/camera and slips it into a slot
in the field player.
Hitachi plans an array of 11.-inch
products, including a field editing
controller that connects to two field
playback recorders.
Another field
editor option has a built-in monitor
and· requires the addition of one SR3V. An editing VCR is built into the
editor. The Hitachi units use an encoding system that records luminance
on a Y track. R-Y and B-Y are compressed onto a chrominance track.
Besides field equipment,
Hitachi
demonstrated
the 11.-inch ECR-5
players. These units, with a few dozen
CV-One 11.-inch recorders/cameras,
have been in use for about one year in
the news department at NTV in Japan.
The CV-One recorder/camera
is a
predecessor of the SR-3.

Although the running time of the
CV-One was 10 minutes on metal particle tape cassettes, 20 minutes is offered by the SR-3 on either metal particle or oxide tape.
The SR-3 is scheduled for delivery

Bob Thomas of ABC and chairman of the
%-inch SMPTE working group looks over
a Philips LDK-54system.
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by foe end of 1984 and is priced at
$23,500 for the Quarter Recorder combined recorder/camera.
The ECR-5
studio playback unit is tagged at
$15,000. Pricing was unavailable for
the field editor.
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Hitachi Denshi SR-3 VCR/camera and
field adapter.

-.........._
--...........__

Stop using bad tap e.
Reduce tape dropouts.
Improve video quality.
1

Protect your tapes, your
recorders and your reputation.
This machine will pay for itself in
tape costs alone. For detailed
information, write or call us toll free
at 800/323- 7520.*

The RT! Videotape Evaluator/
Cleaner finds control track and
other physical damage that make
a tape useless. It can even print
out exact damage locations.
You'll know instantly which tapes
shouldn't be used.
It eliminates up te 70% of
temporary tape dropouts. Good
tapes will look even better.
It also eliminates frequent head
clogging by reducing tape-borne
dirt and loose oxide.

Models
available for
U-\1atic, VHS
or Beta.

L RTJ Ii,~~~;¡:;s

4700 Chase Ave., Lincolnwood, IL 60646
"Illinois, Alaska, Hawaii or outside the U.S.A.,
call 312/677-3000

A Subsidiary

o(

Research Technology International

See Us at NAB Booth 1626
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Philips
Great interest was shown in the
Philips LDK-54 VCR/camera. Philips
plans to market the unit in the
Lineplex format. The LDK-54 should
be available later this year and will
cost approximately $42,000.
The camera portion features special
HS (high stability)
electrostatic
focus and magnetic deflection
in
%-inch Plumbicon tubes, referred to
as mixed field tubes. The camera has a
built-in diascope and provides component and composite outputs.
Like Bosch's
field editor,
the
LDL-2020 accepts the VCR from two
LDK-54 units. An LDL-2009 studio
player and an LDL-2010 recorder/
player with edit capability are similar
to the corresponding Bosch units.
A little different
Ikegami and NEC have taken a different approach. They have designed
cameras that can use VCRs of 11.-inch,
1/z-inch Beta or 1/z-inch M-format. Not
trying to predict which format(s) the
broadcast
market will eventually
select, these manufacturers are covering all the bases.
Ikegami
Ikegami
displayed
the HL-95
camera in tandem with an Hitachi
1/•-inch VCR, although it also interacts
with 1/z-inch. The HL-95 Unicam includes three 213-inch mixed field HS
Plumbicon tubes and is a stand-alone
camera that is made to accept any
small format VCR. A different interface box is needed for each format.
The HL-95, first shown at SMPTE-'83
in Los Angeles, can be cabled to a
%- or 1-inch recorder and has remote
triax and multicore cable control
units.
The HL-95 camera, with tubes and
gen-lock, but no lens, is priced at
$27,000. Any lens for the HL-79
camera can be used on the HL-95.
Interface modules for 1/z-and 11.-inch
are priced separately.
NEC
A unique offering is the NEC SP-3
Continued on page 52

Introducing the
ultintate FM Exciter!
Continental's Type 802A
solid-state FM Exciter
offers broadcasters
unmatched performance.
The modulation performance
of Continental's new FM Exciter exceeds all currently
known/marketed FM exciters.
State-of-the-art design
includes modular construction
and subassemblies: any
subassembly within the exciter can be removed without
removing the exciter from the
transmitter. The Type 802A
accepts a composite baseband signal from a stereo generator, STL system or
monaural audio and SCA
programming.

No tuning adjustments are
required, other than selecting
the operating frequency. The
exciter generates its frequency
with a digitally programmed,
dual speed, phase-locked frequency synthesis system.
Power output is 50 watts into a
50 ohm load at all frequencies
in the FM band, and the exciter may be used as a low
power transmitter.
Special circuits protect the
amplifier from any mismatched load including open
or short circuits. Automatic
power control maintains exciter output at any preset level
from 5 watts up to the maximum level.

C.tnt. tilt.Lit tal
Continental

The case design is very clean:
front-panel analog and digital
meters, along with LED readouts, give clear and accurate
indications of system status
and performance. A digital
LED display indicates true
peak level of the modulating
signal in 5%increments, with
an accuracy of better than ± 2%.
Forinformation,call (214) 3817161: Continental Electronics
Mfg.Co.;Box 270879, Dallas,
Texas75227.
<e

1983 Continental

Electronics

Mfg. Co.15274

é:LL.c..t.lunt Lc.L '

Electronics Mfg. Co. Box 270879 Dallas, Texas 75227

(214) 381-7161

®
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Continued from page 48

The lkegami HL-95camera attaches to a
%-inch Hitachi
or other format
recorders.
CCD camera, which mates to various
recorders. (See BE April 1984, page
286.) The 3-chip camera, like the
Ikegami camera, is marketed as a
stand-alone
camera
that attaches
directly to a small format VCR
through interfaces. The SP-3 supplies
component, composite and RGB outputs.
The advantages of the CCD camera
include its weight-5.9
pounds without lens-the
elimination of registration adjustments and the elimination
of burn-in or lag characteristics. With
solid-state devices instead of tubes,
the camera can take much rougher
treatment.
Ghosting is reduced with low-pass
filters in the red/blue channels. The
manufacturer claims a 55dB SIN ratio,
sensitivity of f/5 at 2000lux and horizontal resolution of greater than 500
TYL. The vertical resolution is more
than 350 lines. NEC attributes the
camera quality to its 2/J-inch, highresolution, interline CCD image sensor with 490 x 384 pixels. The sensor
exhibits a wide dynamic range and
has increased photosensitivity.
The camera head without lens is
priced at $16,500 and accepts many
2/J-inch ENG lenses, such as those by
Canon and Fujinon. Canon's 13:1 lens
is priced at approximately
$4500.
NEC says it can deliver an SP-3 with
an adapter for the Hitachi '!.-inch
VCR within 90 days.

our plant§isdes~n~d to ma~e
towers. A lo~.of m~m.lWe ma~e
everything iii-ho(!$. ~e have~
total control~Thqt~~~ns you :..

Looking for a standard
With five major manufacturers displaying production models of '!.-inch
equipment or cameras that match
'!.-inch VTRs, there is no doubt that
'!.-inch is a reality. The manufacturers
seem to be encouraging each other
and others to develop more V.-inchrelated products.
Following the successful precedent
of %-inch, those involved in v.-inch
are also looking for a standard format.
Market acceptance is expected if there
is a variety of offerings, which might
have been the missing ingredient in
112-inch.Apparently, those involved in
1/•-inch are determined not to repeat
this mistake.
I=~~)))!
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An Advanced. Film to. Tape
Transfer System
rame-by frame color correction of the
FRP 60 Film Reproduction Programmer added to the advanced technology of the Bosch FDL 60 Digital CCD Telecine now represents a film handling system
with unprecedented advantages.

Corrections upstream and downstream of
the FDL 60 frame store are treated separately by the RESCAN and Loop functions.

F

The FDL 60 frame store contents can be
frozen and released again (for example,
while the film continues with audio). This
function
can be stored and recalled
automatically.

PanScan and black stretch, superb picture
resolution and quality, with excellent signalto-noise ratio and brilliant color rendition
from either negative or positive film are
additional features of this award-winning
film-to-tape transfer system.
The long maintenance-free
life and semiconductor reliability of the FDL 60 CCD
sensors coupled with the FRP 60 Film Production Programmer will deliver a better
picture without afterglow, burn-in or fieldlag. Wit h the FDL 60. there is no photoconduciive or phosphor layer and 110 costly
tubes to change. Flicker shrinkage, vertical
deflection, horizontal misregistrarion and
positioning
errors of all kinds are also eliminated.

New audio sources and levels can be stored
and recalled automatically, with two channels independently
controlled. Pan positions with respect to film position can also be
stored and recalled automatically with the
PanScan programmer.
Special features
FRP 60 performance characteristics
For fast access to correction data in "on-air."
"Irame-by-Irame,"
or "fade" modes. 800
events can be stored in the system batteryprotected memor)'.

FRP 60 operating criteria

Color hue, sat uration and luminance adjustment values can be stored and automatically
recalled Ior the colors red. green. blue, yellow, magenta and cyan (secondary color
processing).

The FRI' liO in the svsrern allows t hc operator absolute priority to recall an)' partial
operation without regard to the present stat us of the system. The absence of a specific
operating sequence allows greater flexibility
to adapt 10 widely ,·arying operating procedures.

During superimposed
scene changes or
carnera pans 011film, a linearly interpolated
transition
from one correction
state IO
another is possible. The duration of the
transition is programmable and after each
frame, a completely new set of correction
data is produced.

No computer or solt war e experience is
nccessarv. Communication with the color
correction srste111is implemented by a funcrion-keyloard with dear and easil)'· undersrood labeling. Responses from t hc sys1em
an: displayed in text 011the dala monitor.

Up to :12 additional correction data sets for
adjustments related to film material can be
stored independently in a standard event list
without film position. Eight additional
stores with direct access arc also available for
t vpical or recurring correction data sets.

Things You Should Know

The FRP 60 is based on a high speed lfi-bii
8086 microprocessor, with a decentralized
control concept and distributed intelligence.
A separate microcomputer is used to control
the operating console, master processor.
floppy disk. FDL 60 and VTR.
The user may utilize up to six freely allocatable analog functions and nine freely allocatable switching functions for use of subtitling equipment, film grain reducer, digital video effects, etc. Analogue channels provide 12-bit resoiution. with 48 programmable channels available. 52 programmable
switching functions are available.
Call or write to Roben Bosch Corporation
for details on the FDL (i() Digital CCD Telecine with' the FRP 60 Film Reproduction
Programmer.

Robert Bosch Corporation
Video Equipment Division
P.O. Box 3181 ti. Salt Lake City. Utah 84131
(80 I) 972-8000

BOSCH
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IBC-'84

preview

By Carl Bentz, television editor
If your September plans include the
International
Broadcasting
Convention (IBC) in Brighton, UK, plan on
staying busy between Sept. 21 and 25.
A record 134 exhibitors have booked
space in the Metropole Centre, and a
list of 91 technical papers is divided
into 14 subject areas with something
for nearly everyone. An extensive
women's program will include tours
of many local points of interest.
However, time and hotel space are
running short for this 10th IBC meeting, and anyone needing to make plans
should do so immediately. For conference information, contact:
IBC Secretariat
e/o The Institute of Electrical
Engineers

Savoy Place
London WC2R DBL UK
Telephone: 01-240 1871, ext. 222
Telex: 261176 IEE LDN G
For hotel accommodation
information, contact:
Expotel
Banda House
Cambridge Grove
London W6 OLE UK
Telephone: 01-741-4904
Telex: 896788
Telephone or telex contact is suggested.
The provisional program indicates
that the technical program will begin
on Saturday, Sept. 22, with discussions of evolving technology. The talk
will delve particularly
into the

BEDFORD
HOTEL

Southe_j_d
Airport
ondon

English I Channel

_,"\

Cherbourg

¡'°'
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economics of TV and DBS services,
with a look at broadcasting and education, the future of enhanced TV services and trends in receiver design to
accommodate
new services. Topics
will then become more specific, with
concurrent investigations of component video signals within the studio
complex and advances in transmitter
system design and new klystrons for
UHF.
Sunday's program will also include
concurrent
sessions
with higher
definition television concepts competing with AM radio transmitter
topics. AMers can conceivably catch
some of the enhanced TV papers, as
the TV meetings will run longer on
that day.
Monday
morning,
video signal
origination will compete with satellite
topics. The video session will include
diverse subjects
of OB vehicles,
Meteosat weather imaging, special effects, electronic newsrooms,
automatic camera registration
and imperfection concealment in telecines,
while satellite papers will involve DBS
and encoding information for satellite
transmission. The afternoon schedule
will include video recording methods
concurrently
with DBS receiving
systems. A late session will involve
conditional
access,
encryption/
scrambing and security for DBS transmissions.
Tuesday morning will present new
services, including textual material
and multiple channel sound for TV, in
competition with papers on signal
distribution
and inter-facility links
considering fiber optics, satellite systems and computer-controlled
TV network switching. Afternoon meetings
will consider digital audio sound in
the studio and measurement technologies for component video and audio.
The technical schedule leaves little
time to look over new and established
products from 14 countries, including
many European as well as Japanese
and US manufacturers. The working
language for the convention will be
English and will improve communications for this definitely international
gathering.
I=~~)))]

SLIM
&
POWERFUL.
A FULL FEATURE BROADCAST PERFORMANCE TBC
FEATURES
• Time base correction for Heterodyne VTRs.
• Constant H phase for matched
frame edit.
• 4 times sub-carrier sampling, 8 bit
resolution.
• 16 line window.
• Absolutely transparent.

•Operates with or without VTR
3.58 MHz sub-carrier feedback.
• Adjustable horizontal and vertical
blanking.
• Handle high speed search.
• Full processing amplifier control.
• 1Vi inches height, less than 15 lb.

The HOTRONIC AE61 upholds the standards of performance and
easy operation that so many TBC users demand. While paring size
and weight to the barest possible minimum, it does not sacrifice the
rigid Hotronic standards of reliability and longevity. This product is
not merely transparently respectable. It is transparently superb! The
AE61 is custom-designed for the increasingly quality-conscious
world of the 80s. The demand for q¡uality in the 80s has sharpened the
character of the AE61 - the standards of Hotronic have formed it!
Offered at $6000.

THE HOTRONIC AE61.

•
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Iii Problems with identifying stills
Harris' new IRIS Composition
are eliminated.
Station (ICS)solves your video
production problems with these
You can get complete information on all
exclusive features:
the stills in your list, with full description,
date, sequence, and I.D. information.
Compression and Positioning
You also have the power you need to
2X expansion
manipulate list order through addition,
Variable size
deletion and change of position. And,
Infinite border and background color
you can also link and loop your lists.
Soft border capability
H & V inversion
IRIS II givesyou the storage flexibility
Cut-and-paste
you
need for future planning.
Removable memory modules
IRIS II interfaces with the largest variety
Single joystick control
of storage drives of any still store. Several
Adda doesn't. Ampex doesn't. Quante! doesn't.
types of fixed and removable drives give you
The ICS is sophisticated enough to complethe capability of over 17,000 on-line stills.
ment an artist's imagination, yet simple
No other still store offers this flexibility.
enough for use in the hectic pace of on-airproPeriod.
duction. And it's based on Harris' new four
frame synchronizer, the 650.
We think you get the idea. We build the
most powerful, and the most flexible, still
store there is. Whatever your business, if
your problem is storing and manipulating
video images, the best choice is the Harris
IRIS II.
For more information about this
PJ Harris~IRIS II offers you simultaneous
access by up to six users, without
superior solution to your video problems,
costly networking of separate systems.
call Dave Fabian, Product Manager at
(408) 737-2100,or contact Harris Studio
Adda doesn't. Ampex doesn't. Quante! doesn't.
Division, Video Systems Operation,
Now when you want to expand, you can 1255 E. Arques Avenue, Sunnyvale, CA
cost effectively. Your system can grow just
94086
Telex 4992172
by adding inexpensive user stations.
ID IRIS n lets you title stills from
each user station.
IRIS II gives you character generation
with multiple fonts. It lets you title stills
directly from each user station without tying
up expensive character generation equipment.
O

m

Here's why.

11 IRIS II solves your still sorting
and locating problems with an
integral library.
In fact, IRIS II offers the most powerful
search routines of any still store. Its library
is also accessible by each user station, and
has a capacity of over 80,000 stills.

;flHARRIS
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mally scheduled for the NAB programming
conference
and the
NRBA annual convention, this year's
combined RCPC will feature a number of technical sessions, designed to
attract larger numbers of engineering
personnel. At press time, the following sessions had been scheduled:
• AM stereo: Engineers at AM radio
stations that are now broadcasting
in stereo will discuss the process of
converting from mono to stereo
fl-!2§£,g!!:m, and will outline some of
the PJPfilems they have encounturing the change.
• ~&'panel: Attendees will have the
opp0-1'unity to discuss with FCC
enginefrs a variety of topics, in--- .•~'""".Jll1~...,~.,"""'1r1---!..,.{,...l•i-,1,.,1.•
clu?in!l fi~l? inspecti~ns, violation
,..----....._V f#""f'
M II ~
I .......---.....
notices~on
technical performance and proli~s
caused by relaxation (or elimination) of certain
FCC rule~licies.
FM panel: T--h-\various factors that
should be constdered when an FM
station is planrtlhg to upgrade its
facilities will b~~discussed,
with
particular attentioii\~
..1given to the require~ts
of FCC ocket 80-90.
• SCA 'panel: The problems enI
counteid'" '~due to tJie
expanded use
of FM ¡nd ~ sQbcarriers will be
discu~ed, an
~ssible solutions to
those problems :will be outlined.
• Eng] eer's sunrjval panel: The
prodlems that have arisen due to
FCG: technical deregulation will be
det~iled, and solutions to those
pro~lems will be offered. The sessiop will touch on a number of
ajas, including assurance of tech~ic~l performance, certificatio~ of
engmeerrng personnel and mamtenance of proper technical records.
• Telephone panel: How to live
By Jerry Whitaker, radio editor
with-and
how to do business
with-the
new telephone system
will be discussed,
with special
Planning the event
emphasis given to broadcast audio
anning for the joint convention
loop orders.
s been under way for months, with
he many details of the convention beOther attractions
ing worked out by joint NAB-NRBA
Manufacturers
will be at the conconference
committees.
Bernard
vention with exhibits, and several
Mann, NRBA president, described the
special activities have been scheduled
RCPC as, "an opportunity for the two
Live radio broadcasts from the RCPC
associations to share their energies
will include local area stations, the
and knowledge, and to do something
Mutual Radio Network's Larry King
unique for our industry." Gert H.W.
Show and national talk shows on other
Schmidt, NAB board chairman, said
radio networks. The convention's feathat acceptance of the joint effort by
tured entertainer, Irene Cara ("Fame"
radio broadcasters
had been good,
and "Flashdance"] will do a live conand predicted that the event would be
cert via RKO Radio from the Bona"the finest convention for radio ever."
venture during the gathering. The feaThe combined conference is weltured RCPC luncheon speaker will be
come news to many radio station
ABC sports commentator
Howard
managers and engineers, who in the
Cose!!.
past have attended two separate conferences in two different locations.

'84 Radio convention
ing
and Pr

(1~~f•~~
.•~"',..,,

The RCPC program
In addition to the management and
programming sessions that are nor-

www.americanradiohistory.com

Editor's note:
For registration information, contact RCPC, 1724
Massachusetts Avenue, NW, Washington, DC 20036.
The telephone number is 202-463-7905.
I : ~)))I

r

Share's new FP31 Mixer takes
a big weight off your shoulders.
Introducing the most innovative field production mixer of its kind. Shure's FP3 l. Youwon't
find another mixer this small with these features, dependability and ease of operation.
ThefP31 me-asuresonly65/16" x 55/16" x 17/s",
and weighs just 2.2 pounds! Incredibly, it offers
the same important features as much larger
mixers. Plus, a few of its own.
Every channel has a míe/line level and a
low-cut filter switch. And to prevent overload distortion, there's a builtin limiter with adjustable
threshold.
The FP31 can be powered by
two internal 9-volt batteries, or
from an external 12-voltsource.
A green LED flashes to remind
you that the mixer is on. Phantom and A-B power are also
provided to operate lavalier and
shotgun microphones.
A slate tone can be laid

down on the tape for locating specific takes,
and there's also a built-in mic for voice
slating.
The mixer also has two separate míe/line
outputs for 2-camera shoots and a tape output
to feed a cassette. For monitoring, there are two
stereo headphone jacks-one l/4-inch and one
for miniplugs. The FP31's rugged nylon carrying
case allows you easy access to every mixer function and lets you piggyback the mixer on your
V~R or other equipment.
For ENG, EFP and film use,
Shure's FP31 has everything
you need to make your mix a
perfect success. Coming from a
mixer this small, that's quite an
accomplishment.
For more information on
Shure's FP31 Mixer,call or
write Shure Brothers Inc.,
222 Hartrey Ave., Evanston,
IL 60204, (312) 866-2553.

SHU~·

THE SOUND OF THE PROFESSIONALS® ... WORLDWIDE
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cart machine e~

The cart machine system has made significant strides in recent years, giving broadcasters a high-quality, reliable and convenient method of reproducing program and
commercial segments. In this report, we look at some of the equipment currently
available from cart machine manufacturers. (Shown in the photo is the control room
of KUDL-FM,Kansas City, KS.)
Continuous-loop
tape cartridge
systems are a vital part of the audio
chains of virtually every radio station
and most TV stations in the country.
Whether a station runs as a 1-man
combo arrangement or a fully automated facility, the cartridge is the
primary
format
on which
prerecorded
repetitive
segments
are
stored and reproduced.
The outstanding performance available today from cart machine systems
is the result of decades of refinement
in both the tape cartridge itself and
the record/reproduce
machine. Reliability has improved, along with
audio performance, and operational
features have expanded significantly.
The cart grows up
Until recently, cartridge systems
were generally considered only good
enough for mono commercial spots.
Few stations used carts for mono
music, let alone stereo music. Little by
little, however, improvements
were
made
in tape
cartridges
and
machines. Now the limiting factor for
audio quality at a radio station is no
longer the cart system, but instead, the
source material. This fact is being
demonstrated
by stations that use
compact disc players, rather than
vinyl discs as a source for cart recordings. Broadcasting
made substantial
progress during the last 10 years, and
now the recording industry-the
vinyl
disc people-needs
to catch up.
This discussion, of course, does not
and should not weigh in the effects on
received audio quality of high-density
modulation, propagation-path
distur60

Broadcast

Engineering

bances or low-performance receivers.
The technology for top-quality source,
transmission
and reception
equipment exists and challenges the performance of the vinyl discs commonly
used for music source material.
Whether
this technology
is implemented, however, is another question entirely. (See "FM Fidelity- Is the
Promise Lost?", page 30.)
Equipment update
Regardless of whether a tape cartridge system at a broadcast station is
used for general purpose mono spot
announcements or high-quality stereo
music,
the system's
mechanical
stability, electrical performance and
reliability are vital to the application.
Tape cartridge
makers and cart
machine manufacturers
have made
significant strides in recent years to
improve every aspect of the cart format. Many new and innovative system
designs are available for broadcasters
today to match the needs of virtually
any station.
The following summary of some of
the new or recently released cartridge
machines from various equipment
manufacturers
gives an overview of
what is available to the broadcaster.
The equipment listing is arranged in
alphabetical order.
The selection of a particular piece of
equipment for a specific application
requires much more information than
space permits in this report. For this
reason, a listing of Reader Service
Numbers for the cartridge machine
manufacturers covered in the update
has been included. (See page 66.)
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The Scully 8300 3-play audio cartridge
reproducer.
Ampro/Scully
Division of TTC
Model 8300: The Scully 8300 3-play
cartridge reproducer,
available for
mono or stereo use, features an audio
switcher/mixer circuit, standard secondary cue-tone detector and a cartridge-reload
indicator.
The unit's
modular construction
allows field
conversion from mono to stereo operation and access to all major components for service. Options include a
tertiary cue-tone detector, relay outputs for the secondary and tertiary
tone detector circuits and program
amplifier output transformers.
The
8300 uses a crystal-controlled
de
brushless servo motor, 1h-inch-thick
machined aluminum cartridge decks,
low voltage 2-step solenoids and head
bridge assemblies that allow noninteractive head adjustments.

The Audio-Cord TOS dual-deck playback
machine, introduced at the 1984 NAB
convention.

Jipment update

By Jerry Whitaker
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The S series reproducer unit from AudiCord.

The new Dynamax CTR100 cartridge
machine from Fidelipac for record/play
functions (right) and play only.

The Broadcast Electronics series 5400
3-play cartridge machine.
Audi-Cord Corporation
TDA series: Introduced
at the
NAB-'84 convention, the TDS series of
twin-deck
playback cartridge
machines is available in mono or stereo
configurations.
The basic machine
features a removable lower deck and a
double-ended motor shaft, which is
designed to avoid problems that can
occur with long shaft/capstan assemblies. The TDS uses an ac hysteresis
synchronous motor, modular internal
construction with plug-in printed circuit cards, reproduce equalizers for
both low and high frequencies, selectable amplifier output impedance and
+ 20dB headroom
before clipping.
Operational features of the TDS include indicator lamps for secondary
and tertiary cue tones, replay reminder system with selectable user options
and automatic motor shutdown after
both carts have played.
S series: The Audi-Cord S series of
reproducer and recorderlreproducer
units is built around a modular design
to accommodate a variety of requirements. Available in mono or stereo
configurations,
S-series options include off-speed motor lockout, to prevent star! wow and replay lockout, to
prevent accidental
replays. The S
series is buiit around a machined
aluminum deck overlayed with stainless steel. A hysteresis synchronous
motor is used in the unit, along with
an air-clamped solenoid and pressure
roller regulating system. The recorder
features an internal 3-lone response
lest general or. limed tone burst circuit
with manual override and recording
length irner.
í

Broadcast Electronics
Series 5400: Introduced
at the
NAB-'84 convention, the series 5400
3-play cartridge machine is available
for mono or stereo use. Options include secondary and tertiary tone decoders, a record amplifier unit and an
automatic audio switcher. Each 5400
machine
features
a direct-drive
hysteresis-synchronous
motor, modular plug-in construction, 1/z-inch machined solid aluminum decks, airdamped solenoids and Phase Lok IV
tape head assemblies. The compact
design of the 5400 allows three units
to be mounted
side-by-side in a
19-inch equipment rack.
Series 3000: The series 3000 cart
machine is available in several configurations, including play-only and
record-play, for either mono or stereo
operation. All series 3000 units use the
Broadcast Electronics Phase Lok IV
tape head bracket. Other mechanical
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One of the models from the Broadcast
Electronics series 3000 line of cartridge
machines.

features include an improved highmemory Nitrile pressure roller, lowvoltage air-damped solenoid, 1/i-inchthick machined cartridge deck and
direct-drive
hysteresis-synchronous
capstan motor. Modular plug-in construction allows access to all major
assemblies without unsoldering any
wires. All circuit boards use gold-togold contacts for low resistance connections.
Fidelipac
Dynamax CTRlOO: The Dynamax
CTR100 tape cartridge machine, first
shown at the NAB-'84 convention, is
Fidelipac's entry into the high-end
audio cart recorder market. Available
in mono or stereo versions for size A
or B carts, the CTR 100 has several
unique features. The unit's Cart Scan
system automatically-without
operator intervention -enables the intermixing of cartridges recorded at an
elevated level, or in either a standard
mono/stereo or matrix mode. It also
provides auxiliary outputs to activate
external equipment, such as a Dolby
encoder or decoder. A Vary-Speed
function allows the operator to continuously vary the motor. speed, while
the machine automatically maintains
cue-tone tracking and clock synchronization. Other CTR100 features include a de servo drive motor, fast-forward capability, secondary and tertiary cue-tone detection, low-voltage
constant current pinch-roller
solenoid, audio switcher and mixer circuit, status display system and crystalcontrolled reference oscillator for all
internal functions.
August 1984 Broadcast Engineering
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The Delta line of cartridge reproducer/recorder units from ITC/3M.

The new
reproducer.

ITC/3M

Omega

stereo

ITC/3M
Omega: Introduced at the '84 NAB
convention, the Omega reproducer is
designed along the lines of the PD-II
cart machine,
but offers stereo
playback capability.The Omega is expected to be available for delivery in
early 1985. The unit is mechanically
112-inch
built
around
a milled
aluminum
deck plate. The head
module,
cartridge
guides
and
brushless de crystal-referenced motor

are mounted to this chassis, along
with two electronic printed circuit
boards. Several user-programmable
features are standard, including cartprayed flashing ready and repeat play
lockout. Secondary tone decoding and
mute are standard on the Omega.
Delta: The ITC Delta series includes
single- and 3-play reproducers,
a
recorder add-on electronics module
and stand-alone recorder/reproducer
unit. The mechanical transport assem-

ere-oau

~Corrects phme errors in stere
~ Sophisticated cross-correlcrtor system
ITf Accurate tracking of left and right channels
w Phase errors elímíncrted without any signal degradation.
... the PhaseChaser™... providing accurate, dynamic
sound at an affordable price.
howe audio productions, inc.
3085 A Blu1fStreet
Boulder, Colorado 80301
303/444-4693
For more irúormation: 800/525-7520
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e one thing broatimsters
hote ,~.. drive away lístensrs. The
PHASECHASER™
is a unit specifically designed to eliminate phase
errors in stereo sources,cr.d is extreme.y ettícient in tape source
applications. Join the growing listof
PHASECHASER""users, eliminate
the phase errors, and keep your
listeners.
'A unique feature of the PHASE
CHASERmis its ability to discriminate
between a systematictimedelay(such
as a cart tape misalignment) and normal phase fluctuations in the music
material.

We designed the Studer A800
for video post-production, arid, it
quickly found its way into theworld's
best ... recording studios.
Overthe past couple of years, a remarkablenumber of "firstline" recording studios havebought Studer A800 multi-tracks.
And, currently,the A800 is winning overa new group of admirers-video producers. Little wonder. After all, the A800 was
originally designedwith video requirements in mind. It is fast
enoughto keepup with theVTR's, and it has sophisticated
microprocessor controls for unparalleledproduction flexibility.
As for the sound quality, wen, that's what convinced the people at the recording studios!
If you're planning1oupdateyour audio, take note of
these particulars:
•Editing System Compatibility-Operates with
Audio Kinetics, Adam Smith, BTX, COL, CMX,
Electro-Optical,EECO,and StuderSMPTEbasedsystems.
•Superior TapeHandling-Accelerates quickly to
400 ips fast wind, slows, stops, and changes
modes with uncarmysmoothness.
• Microprocess1r Control-The microprocessor
governsall transport functions as well as audio,
biasand eraseswitching.
•Edit Rehearse-Used with SMPTE-basedcontrollers, the A800 lets you simulate electronic edits
before making the "hot" edit.
•Separate Time CodeChannel-The time code track is
routedthrough specialelectronics, not the regular audio
channel. SMPTEcode-reading in fast wind is standard.
•Remote Unit-Options include 20-address autolocator, channel
remotes, vari-speedremote, and SMPTEsynchronizer.
•All Formats-8, 16, and 24-track~andard; 4-track Y2" on special order.
•Legendary Craftsmanship-Lift the top plateoff an ABOOand the competition disappears. Nothing elseperforms likea Studer becausenothing
elseis built likea Studer.
Treatyour video to the ultimate audio. Callor write today for more information.

STUDER wilW@~
Studer RevoxAmerica, Inc.
1425Elm Hill Pike, Nasnville, TN 37210 (615)254-5651
Offices: Los Angeles (213)780-4234/New York (212)255-4462
Dallas (214)760-8647 Canada: Studer Revox Canada, Ltd.
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Cetec Antennas

WHY BUY JUST
AN ANTENNA?
WITH A CETEC
ANTENNA YOU GET:
The ITC/3MSeries 99 recorder/reproducer system.

*

*

HIGH QUALITY
TWO YEAR WARRANTY
PERFORMANCE THAT'S
UNEQUALLED
RECOGNIZED SUPERIORITY

The new Micromax stereo tape cartridge reproducer from Pacific Recorders.

In today's competitive
FM market, you have no
reason to consider an antenna that's not the very
best. That means a tried
and proven Cetec antenna.
Over one thousand JSCP
Penetrators have built this
reputation, and other Cetec
models support higher or
lower power requirements.

NOW, DON'T YOU WISH
YOU HAD A CETEC ?
THE EDGE IN PERFORMANCE !
CALL THE FACTORY
OR YOUR CETEC DEALER
Cetec Antennas
6939 Power Inn Rd.
Sacramento, CA 95828
Tel: (916) 383-1177
Telex: 377 321

bly is built around a milled, tool plate
aluminum deck. The Delta uses a de
brushless servo capstan motor, airdamped pinch-roller
solenoid, torroidal power transformer,
modular
motherboard design and rigid head
and cartridge guide system. A microprocessor is used in the machine to
perform timing, system control, cue
detection and remote-control
functions. User options include input and
output impedance selection and level
adjustment,
end of message tone
mute, repeat play lockout and capstan
operating speed selection.
Series
99: ITC's
Series
99
recorder/reproducer
units incorporate
an automatic
record-alignment
feature that is designed to compensate
for cartridge variations that are often
encountered during the record process. This ELSA (erase, locate splice,
azmith) system also cues past the tape
splice and erases the cartridge. A
microprocessor is used to control all
electronic
functions,
including
solenoid action, cue-tone detection,
cue-tone
generation,
test-signal
generation and motor-speed control.
High-speed
cue is standard,
and
several user options are available.
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Pacific Recorders and Engineering
Micromax: The Pacific Recorders
Micromax stereo tape cartridge reproducer is housed in a compact, lowprofile cabinet, and features functionshaped control buttons for easy visual
recognition
by operators.
A usersettable LED deck number display
and power indicator is also located
on the front panel for operator
convenience.
The Micromax reproducer uses a de servo capstan drive
system and de servo motor pinchroller arrangement
that includes a
self-aligning ball-bearing design. The
cartridge
player uses the Pacific
Recorders' Maxtrax wide-track tape
head and low-noise electronics, providing active-balanced program outputs rated for + 24dBm. Auxiliary cuetone detectors are standard, as is the
high speed recue function.
Tomcat: The Tomcat series of
stereo reproducer and recorder/reproducer decks features CMOS microprocessor-controlled
operation and the
Pacific Recorders'
Maxtrax
widetrack tape head. Standard left/right
channel recording or sum/difference
encoding can be selected by the user.
Other features built into the Tomcat

www.americanradiohistory.com

The Tomcat series of reproducers and
recorder/reproducers
available from
Pacific Recorders.
include auxiliary cue tone decoding,
7.5ips and 15ips record/reproduce
speeds, fast-wind
operation
using
either 15ips or 30ips, and modular
construction
for component
access
during service. Mechanical features
include a fast-start de servo capstan
motor that runs only while pulling
tape, self-aligning center-supported
ball-bearing
pinch-roller
assembly,
precision
cartridge positioning
arrangement
and optical sensing of
mechanical operations.

~··

-

Cart machine fi!anufacturers
For readers who require additional information on cartridge
machine equilinent
currently
· available, the following Reader
Service listing is provided. The
models highlighted in this upda'te
report are ;gi~en =tor each company.

~,i
lfAmpro/Scully
Division of TJC
):Model
8300
::::

Vi~
~~!

~

200

.:;:

•

rnAudi-Cord :
::
i~, TOS series ·
I~s series
®l
Broadcast ~lectr~nics
~i.Series 5400,
'j-tlseries 3000'

201

l~

~~..
.

•

•

·:.

~J..~
F1dellpac. :.·

202

•:

~·;~

"
r~~DynamaxCTR100'"

'

203

'

Shot Bo;

'y

Control Parel

The DSS-11 is the world's HIV digital still store with the quality
and resolution required for broadcasting appljcatiens priced under
$40,000. Although the DSS-11's compact modular design is ideai for
OB vans, an on-beard Winchester disk drive provides 160 megabytes
of storage for u¡p to 1,000 field5. It can also be simultaneouslv interfaced with up to seven additioHI dislkdrives. Superb stills reproductinn
is guaranteed by the CC-SPF system .. And the fast access time of 1.35
sec even fo1rframes makes the DSS-11 perfect for eidler studio or OIB
applications. Call MTI America ·fer a free demonstratiion. The DSS-·11:
the most cost-effective digital still storage on the market.

'éPacific Recorders'and
W Engineering . . i
~Micromax Series ~
~ftTomcat Series
~~=~

205

',}i.Ramko
~"'.
Research=·'

206

¥JPrimus Seriés
';@Phase Master Series
,¡¡;

. .....

Inquiries from seles representative are invited.
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Introducing fou~ "universal"
\@.phantom-pow.!:<d
electret
microphones. Designed to work
from external power, internal
reg rlation autornatica.Iy handles
an) vo'tage from 9 to 5 2. VDC
witnout adapters, switches, or
rewiring. Just plug in and enjoy. With
current drain ::a mere 0.3 nA at S volts
(4111Aat 12-52V) a CJ',' t attery lasts thousands
of hours, not just the f: or 70 hcurs typical of
other mikes.
When ycur power supply isn't available, or isn't enough,
use ours. The new AT:;.501 Dual Battery Supply holds L\.\·J 9V batteries,
One to use, ard one .n reserve. Instant switchover and test LED elimiaates
guesswork. And spare , a:re as ne ar as the closest shopping center. Nea.!
But convenience and versa.ility are just two of the odvantages of the new ATM
models. All-new elec.rc nics provide plenty of headroom inside the 11i :t0phone with
no more than 1% TEC• even when used in acoustic fields o:' 141 dB SF'L. Wlri:h sets
new standards for clean sound even close-up to big brass or inside a powerful drum kit
And the sound y•:·uhear is .vide-range and musical. Presence wifloo'. pe aes.
Highs :o 20,000 Hz )"JL without a raspy "edge." Yet de sp.te their responsi veness,
these new ATVI miCC"j:·lronesha ve the "Road Tough" reliability proved s« often on
stage and in the studio,
Before you add ar.ether mi.::rophone, compare our sound, our cosverrience, our
rel abi.ity, and our cos : 'Nrite fer literature and list of nearby ATM rnjcroohcne
spe cia. ists. Get grea: soi.nd ... ri ght from the start! AUDIO-TECHNICA U.S.., INC.,
12'.:.lCommerce Drive, ~:tow, Ohio 44224. (216) 686-:'.6(0.
0
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Two Video Signals
On One Channel?
The Primus
audiotape
recorder,
manufactured by Ramko Research.

Call NEC Toll-Free

1-800-323-6656.
DV-10 from NEC. Dual video transmission
on one signal. \With high resolution,
time base correction, and full RS-1 lOA
characteristics. Just call NEC toll-free.
And make it a double.

NEC

/MAGIN.E WHAT WE'LL DO FOR YOU
NEC America, Inc., Broadcast Equipment Division
130 Martin Lane, Elk Grove Village, IL 60007
In Illinois 312-640-3792.
650-849

Circle (41) on Reply Card

DON'T SETTLE FOR LESS THAN ATI PERFECTION.
TAKE A CLOSER LOOK FOR YOURSELF.
CALLORWRITEFOR
FREE DETAILED BROCHURES TODAY'
AUDIO
TECHNOLOGIES
INCORP:ORATED

328 MAPLE AVE.
HORSHAM, PA. 19044
(215) 443-0330
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Ramko Research
Primus:
The Ramko Research
Primus cart machine, available for
either mono or stereo operation,
features adjustable cart guides for A
and B size carts, a 2-point roller bar
cartridge hold-down assembly and
%-inch-thick cast and machined deck
with a stainless steel overlay. The unit
uses a crystal-controlled de brushless
motor, air-damped solenoid, ceramic
capstan, high-traction Urethane pressure roller and machined tape head
mount. Operational features include
standard
3-cue tone
decoding,
dynamic noise reduction, a speed error indicator, phase meter on stereo
units, cue-tone defete switch and an
internal diagnostic test generator.
Phase Master: Available in either
stereo playback or stereo record-playback versions, the Phase Master uses a
timing code recorded on the cue channel to phase lock the left and right
audio channels for minimum reproduced phase errors. Because of the encoding and decoding scheme used, a
cartridge
recorded
on one Phase
Master machine will automatically be
optimized when played back on any
other Phase Master
unit. Other
features include optical cart insertion
detection, a crystal-controlled brushless de servo motor, ceramic capstan,
air-damped adjustable solenoid, solidstate digital timer, phase analysis
meters and motor speed out-of-lock indicator.
Son if ex
Micro HS: The Sonifex, Ltd., Micro
HS tape cartridge units, made in the
United Kingdom, offer a modular approach
to tape cartridge
system
design. A basic reproduce-only unit
can be combined with a record
module for record/reproduce capability, or stacked with other reproduce
units to form a 3-play interlocked cartridge deck. Designed to work with
the NAB AA-size cartridge format, the
Micro HS is built around a %-inch
aluminum alloy cartridge base, and all
major components
and sub-assemblies mount to this deck. A pinchroller lifting and locking arrangement
gives quiet operation,
and draws
power only during transition moves.
A 680-gram flywheel is belt-driven

.'•

EIMAC
1934-1984
Supporting Broadcasting for 50 years
50 years of quality and depend·
ability from Varia1n EIMAC.
EIMAC'stradition of high quality
and dependability was firmly established in 19:34and continues
on in 1984. Stringent manufacturñng standards and controls,
plus EIMAC's exclusive, long·
term warranty reduces transmit·
ter downtime and eliminates
excessive operating overhead.
EIMAC backs its quallity prod·
ucts with the industry's most
cornprenenslve warranty pro·
gram:
Warranty time for each EIMAC
tube type is specified iin writing
and runs from the industry
standard of 1,000 hours or 12
months to as high as 10,000
hours and 24 months.
Specific warranties for some
popular tube types are:
4CX5000A
10,000 hours/24 months
4CX10,000D 10,000 hours/24 months

4CX15,000A 10,000 hours/24 months
4CX35,000C 10,000 hours/24 months
3CX2500A3 5,000 hours/12 months
4CX1500A
5,000 hours/12 months
5CX3000A
5,000 hours/12 months

Fourteen other EIMAC types
have these extended use-time
warranties. Specific warranties
for each tube type are available
from the Varian EIMAC world·
wide sales organizations.
In all cases, EIMAC tubes are
100% warranted to be free of
manufacturing defects. And,
don't forget, EIMAC has a "car·
cass credit" return program for
real savings on replacement
tubes.
Compare EIMAC's 50-year rec·
ord off outstanding perform·
anee. We guarantee EIMAC
products will be here tomorrow
for today's applications.

More information is available on
EIMAC tubes and warranty program from Varian EIMAC,or any
Electron Device Group world·
wide sales organization. See
your distributor or contact Varian EIMAC today.
Varian EIMAC
301 Industrial Way
San Carlos, California 94070
Telephone: 415•592-1221
Varian EIMAC
1678S. Pioneer Road
Salt Lake City, Utah 84104
Telephone: 801•972-5000

varian
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The Telex/Magnecord MC-IIseries broadcast cartridge recorder/reproducer.

HANNAY REELS
GET YOU IN
AND OUT FAST.
Save precious seconds in setup, tear-down time. Just pick
up the durable, lightweight
Hannay Portable Cable Reel,
and go. When the story's in the
can, direct rewind makes pickup easy. And the Portable Cable
Reel is compact to take up
minimal storage space.
It's the newest addition to our
complete line of cable reels, for
an even bigger selection of
unlimited sizes, shapes and
capacities to choose from.
When it comes to getting in
and out fast, no other reel is
"remotely" as efficient as a
Hannay Reel!

CLIFFORD B. HANNAY & SON, INC., 600 EAST MAIN STREET
WESTERLO, NEW YORK 12193• TELEPHONE (518) 797·3791

from a de servo motor. Cartridge
guidance is performed
by springloaded side and top guides.
Model CQ: The Sonifex CQ is a
reproduce-only machine designed for
NAB size AA cartridges. The transport assembly uses a rigid alloy deck
plate with a ball-race capstan drive
and micro motor pinch servo system.
The capstan motor may be operated in
either a switched or continuously running control mode. A fast-cue function is standard on the Sonifex CQ. Interconnection hardware has been incorporated into the system's design to
allow for triple-stack
sequencing.
Both stereo and mono reproduce-only
machines are available.
Telex Communications
MC-II: The Magnecord MC-II by
Telex is configured as a stand-alone
reproduce unit that can be field converted to record/reproduce
capability
with the addition of a companion
record amplifier unit. Available in
both mono and stereo versions, the
MC-II offers the user fast-wind
capability, a front-panel headphone
monitor jack 'on the reproduce unit, a
record edit control, replay warning indicator and audio output muting during fast-wind and stop modes. The
machine uses a de servo, Hall effect
motor, with a belt drive arrangement
to the capstan shaft. A machined
aluminum
base plate forms the
mechanical heart of the MC-II, to
which an air-damped solenoid and
tape guides are mounted.
UM C/Beaucart
Model 200: The Beaucart 200 is
available in mono or stereo record/
play and play-only versions for size A,
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B or C cartridges. The basic tape
machine uses TTL logic for system
control. Balanced transformer outputs
are standard, and secondary and tertiary tone decoding is available. All
major adjustments can be made from
the rear panel, and full remote-control
capability is standard. The deck is
driven by an ac hysteresis-synchronous motor.
Model 300: The Beaucart 300 is a
3-play cartridge machine that can be
ordered in either mono or stereo versions with reproduce-only or record/
reproduce
capability. Each of the
machine's three deck plates are removable and serviceable from the
front of the unit. A hinged front panel
gives access to all mechanical components. A hysteresis-synchronous
motor is used in the machine.
Modular PC board construction
is
used throughout the model 300. Independent power supplies and operational controls are provided for each
cartridge deck in the triple-play 300.
Other manufacturers
Cartridge machine equipment
is
manufactured
by several companies
not included in this update report. Information on their products was not
available by press time. Below, however, is a listing of those companies
from the information we have on file:
• John A. Steven Professional Recording Equipment, Shenfield, UK.
• Consolidated
Electronics
Group,
Thornbury, Australia.
• DB Electronics (UK), manufactured
by DB Electronics, Maryland, USA.
• Fitch Tape Mechanisms, London,
UK.
• SIS, Ltd., Northampton. UK.
I;~;.::¡)))}

There's only one way to get
a better deal on a high quality TBC!
Harris' new digital TBCs with Variable TI-acking
The 540/550 TBCs with VT offer a quick and easy
interface to Sony's BVU-820* for on air still frame and
slow motion. Color locks to 5X!
The 550 offers 3.58 feedback and process modes
so whatever the VTR format, you've got it covered.
In fact, they both offer low cost-of-ownership, plus
high performance features:
D 16 line memory with automatic vertical
m~~
advance to handle largegyro errors with ease.
D RS-170A or RS-170,
f
selectable.
:I)~
D 25X shuttle speed.
D 8-bit, 4 X fsc memory
•
architecture.

O Remote unit that keeps controls handy at up to
1000 feet.
And, of course, Harris' leading-edge design gives you
fast memory !Cs, a monolithic AID, and new
packaging for a reliable, lightweight TBC rugged
enough for any application.
Digital Time Base Correctors. We invented them,
and perfected them. Now we've made them
cost-effective. Contact your nearest Harris dealer or
representative for a demonstration, or
,. ' ..
Harris Corporation, Harris Video
- - ~- - -Systems Operation, 1255 E.
_ ....
Arques Ave., Sunnyvale,
CA 94086, (408) 737-2100 Telex:
>K•::~-4992172.
•
"Sony and BVIJ-820are registered trademarks
_-;e_,,

,'
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For your information, our name is Harris.
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Analyzing
SINspecifications
By Charles M. Bates,
International Tapetronics Corporation/3M,
Bloomington. IL
Comparing equipment performance
on the basis of published specifications can be a difficult task because of
the varying measurement
methods
that may be used. Each manufacturer
rates its machine by attaching a standard of performance derived from intensive
measurement
and study.
These measurements
may be representative of the product's performance, but may not be comparable to
competitive
product
specifications
because of differences in test procedures or reference points. Signal-tonoise (SIN) figures can be particularly
confusing because of the weighting

curves that may be employed. A recent spec comparison of 16 tape cartridge machines
revealed a 20dB
variation across published specifications in S/N. To make an intelligent
decision
on equipment
purchase,
buyers must be familiar with procedures used by equipment manufacturers to arrive at published specs.
The NAB cartridge machine standard specifies parameters for measuring noise generated by a cart system.
It says, "The reproducer SIN shall be
measured unweighted with a bandpass of 2()Hz-20kHz without tape
running,
but with an otherwise
fully operating
reproducer,
from
160n Wblm at 1kHz reference level.
The minimum SIN shall be 50dB for
mono and 47dB for stereo." The key
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words
in this
"unweighted,"
"reference level."

specification
"bandpass"

are
and

Noise sources
There are entire textbooks available
on the subject of noise sources, but
tape machines are subject to four
primary noise generators:
thermal
noise. shot noise, power supply noise
and reproducer head induced electromagnetic interference (EMI).
Thermal noise is caused by thermal
agitation of electrons in resistors. It is
proportional
to temperature
and
bandwidth, and commonly is called
white noise. The open circuit noise
voltage generated by each source is
given by:
Continued on page 76
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Continued from page 72
V=.)4kTBR,
where: k
T
B
R

Boltzmanns constant (1.38
x 10-23 Joules/ºK
absolute temperature (K);
noise bandwidth (Hz); and
resistance (íl).

noise generation
in a cartridge
machine.
The fourth major source of noise is
EMI coupling into the magnetic head.
The head is painstakingly designed to
be an effective
magnetic
field
transducer and can only be protected
from EMI by proper shielding.
When unrelated noise voltages or
currents are added together, the total
power produced is equal to the sum of

Shot noise originates in semiconductors. It is generated by the random diffusion of minority carriers and the
random generation and recombination of electron-hole pairs. Shot noise
also is a white noise (having equal
energy at all frequencies) and is expressed as a current:

the individual
powers from each
source. As an example, two unrelated
noise voltages would add as follows:

V,'= Vi'+ V,'.

For more than two noise sources:
V,'= V12+V,'+

.... +V"2•

120
- 110s:
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electron charge (1.6 x 10·19C);
average de current (A); and
noise bandwidth (Hz).
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The power supply related noise seen
at the output of a tape machine consists of even and odd harmonics of the
power line frequency. This noise can
be induced in the reproduce electronics by stray magnetic fields, or
generated by power supply ripple. Improper grounding also can result in

FREQUENCY

IN C/$

Figure 1. The equal-loudness perception curves for pure tones, determined by Robinson and Dadson in 1956 at the National Physical Laboratory, Teddington, England.

THE 1984
CENTRAL STATES
CONVENTION

••__

-~Winsted Matchmaker Systems
60 page, full color catalog includes complete
descriptions, pricing and ordering information on:
• Editing Consoles • Video Consoles
• Production Consoles • Dubbing Racks
• Equipment Cabinets • Micro Computer Stations
• Tape & Film Storage Systems

Se~ It In StºLoums!
SEPTEMBER5 6 6

OVER 100 MANUFACTURERS
EXHIBITS
•SEMINARS
•WORKSHOPS
•ADMISSION FREE
At the CLAP.ION of ST.LOUIS

Winsted Matchmaker Systems ... the Perfect Match
tor all professional Video Equipment

THE WINSTED
9801 James Circle•

PRE-REGISTRATION FORM

CORPORATION
Minneapolis, MN 55431

6'AR~~~6~~~~~;
(800) 328-2962

··------TELEX:

I

CITY

Broadcast Engineering

_

For Further Information Contact: Jim Jackson, Co·Chairman. KWK Radio
2360 Hampton Ave.,St.Louis.Mo. 6;l139 (314) 644·1380 ºCOPYRIGHT 1984
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,.R. uke takes the trouble out of
broadcast troubleshooting.
The Fluke 9010A. Now, a fast troubleshooter that cuts critical microprocessorbased equipment downtime to an absolute minimum.
The Fluke 9010A offers a refreshing
solution to the broadcast engineer's problem of repairing microprocessor equipment by converting costly downtime to
productive uptime.
The 9010A plugs into the microprocessor socket of your camera, VTR,
video router, video switcher or graphics
generator. It has a complete array of
built-in preprogrammed tests to make
fault isolation fast and foolproof. And operation characteristics so clear and
straight-forward that no lengthy training
is needed for effective troubleshooting.
The result is fast, easy, low-cost repairs
without complicated hardware hookups,
or excessive board inventories. All at a
price that can pay for itself with time
savings alone.
So, if your position involves the testing
,,,,~-;..'"'' z·,~';fJ'.?"'•,:-.·. :...
and repair of broadcast equipment,
.
<\
~'·-<;. º9Qtpct vcur local Fluke represen9.f.:.~<.
···.>~;;,,
....•·.·:<;;.e' .. -: ,. ···• .•..
->-~_-:.:.. fat1veor call our toll-free hot<,

'.''1/.-, ··· ¥--"·

'"'··u·.:..

'·'f;~4~"3t:~1;;-

'''"""~'·:,:,:~dtl~x:> / .

/ .; :.'£{'.i·.-.~_:;_•.:!:_~~·~·.:7·.·.·'l_~i-.'
?.f .;:\1;~~~;,_,.·
íinlo~-~~~-i~~~~~

. 11
on the Fluke 9010A
"II ·• And take the
~~~~.(
I
17,_9~'.;· ; _· ·..· trouble out of b~oad~~~·kilfl,,;:'""ilil~'.llll::.f•~·.·.:-.,...···
••ca.st•t•ro•ub.le.sh•o•ot.1n.g.
k~o: · .: ···:.:
"'.;;&;.1:"'.<
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~. ,.¡,_"!f·.;:: <"· .o' •. · • :. :,.:•*Q,~;J!i!!!illf!J IN THE U.S AND NON'
·· ···
EUROPEAN COUNTRIES
John Fluke Mfg. Co., Inc.
PO Box C9090, MIS 250C
Everett,WA 98206
(206) 356-5400, Tix: 152662

IN EUROPE:
Fluke (Holland) B.V.
P.O. Box 5053, 5004 EB
Tilburg, The Netherlands
(013) 673973, Tix: 52237

IFLUKEI

=======®
Copyright© 1984, John Fluke Mfg. Co.. Inc. All rights reserved.Ad No. 1007·0010 For technical data circle number (55)
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Figure 2. Frequency
response or weighting curves used in
measuring low-level
noise to discriminate
against low and high
frequencies in accordance with the equalloudness contours. A
and B were developed
ior sound-level meters. Audio analyzers
use A and CCIR.
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Fortunately,
voltmeters
are
available to perform
the needed
mathematics for us. In this respect,
the NAB guidelines calling for an
"unweighted
bandpass"
come into
play. The noise voltages generated by
thermal and shot sources are limited
by the bandwidth being measured and
the weighting curve (if any) used in
the test. The NAB-recommended
bandpass of 20Hz-20kHz limits only
very low or very high frequency noise
sources with its unweighted curve.
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Weighting curves
Subjective testing over the years has
resulted in a number of human
auditory sensitivity curves that clearly
show that our ears are not equally sensitive to all frequencies in the audio
spectrum. The Robinson and Dadson
curves, shown in Figure 1, illustrate
how our perception of loudness varies
not only with frequency, but also with
audio level. This type of data gave rise
to the A- and E-weighting curves,
which were developed to enable
sound level instruments to measure
more accurately what the human ear
would actually hear. (See Figure 2.)
The A curve closely resembles the
equal-loudness curve at the level of 40
phones (about the sound level of the
average residence or business office)
and is used in speech interference

20k

Figure 3. The spectrum of noise output
from a cartridge machi ne measured unweighted, not pulling
tape.

r:lAP AUDIO
A ClJMPLETE LINE OF FIELD-PROVEN
AUDIO COMPONENTS
IMPAC SERIES FRAME
4900 FOR:

1

• Preamps • VCA's
-,~1
• Dist. Amps • Switchers • Line Amps
• Phono/Tape Preamps • And More!

DISTRIBUTION AMPLIFIER
SYSTEM 7821-33
• Single or Dual
• With Compressor • With Mic Pre

LNR's Model DVU-960 Voice Digitizer operates
from 16 to 64 Kbps to provide voice communication over synchronous
digital transmission
facilities. This compact, cost-effective
unit has
the ability to operate full or half-duplex over
terrestrial or satellite systems.

.-""'""mA-...--

NEWS ROOM
SWITCHER 7301

• 10 Source taping fax • Mic Pre for intro

STEREO
COMPRESSOR 7102
o

For Master Control or TX Facilities

CONSOLE MODULES
• Oscillators • Equalizers • Compressor/Limiters
• Power Supplies - AND MORE!

SEND FOR DATA

MODULAR
AUDIO PRODUCTS
8 A UNIT CF MD DULAR DEVICES,

INC.

•
•
•
•
•

Natural Voice Quality with Speaker Recognition
High Noise Immunity
RS-232 C Digital Interface
Real-Time Syllabic Compander
Continuous-Variable Slope Delta Modulation

(l..fi' I :l
•

COMMUNICATIONS INC

SC OrvilleDrive• Airport International Plaza

Bohemia, New York

1.,

71 & • 51 6-567-9620
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Audio

Transformers

Choose from a wide variety of types and packages
Computer

optimized

design

100% tested - consistent

quality

Low distortion
Wide bandwidth
Minimum

transient

distortion

(overshoot

& ringing)

JE-16A
2 kHz Square Wave

INPUT TRANSFORMERS AND SPECIAL TYPES

Model

Application

TypicalTHO
20Hz
Impedance Turns Max BelowSaturation
Ratio
Ratio Input
(%)
Prl-Sec Pri:Sec Level1
20Hz/1kHz

Frequency
Band- 20 kHz
Number
Response
Width2 Phase Over- Noise Magnetic of
(dBref. 1 kHz) -3dB Response Shoot Figure Shield• Faraday4
(dB)
(dB)
Shields Package• 1-19
20Hz/20kHz @(kHz) (degrees) (%)

PRICES

I 100-249I

1000

MICROPHONE lNPUT
JE-16-A
JE-16-B
JE-13K7-A
JE-13K7-B

Mic in for
1:0-600
990 aoarno
Mic in for
990 Jr l.C. 150-3750
Mic n for
l.C. opamp 150-15K

1:2

+8

0.036/0.003

-0.08! - 0.05

. :5

+8

0.036/0.003

-0.091-0.21

i:10

-6

0.170/0.010

-0.50/

JE-11P-9

Line in

15K-15K

1:1

+26

0.02510.003

JE-11P-1

Line in

15K-15K

1:1

+17

0.045/0.003

JE-115K-E

A=1
B=2
A=1
B=2

64.21
68.86
64.21
68.86

42.89
45.99
42.89
45.99

29.60
31.74
29.60
31.74

1

3

42.03

28.07

21.92

-30

1

1

103.47

69.13

47.69

-30

1

3

40.05

26.76

20.90

62.86
71.52

42.01
47.79

30.83
32.97

41.56

27. 76

19.16

151.90 101.47

70.01

200

--8

<1

1.7

-30

1

85

-19

<2

2.3

-30

1

115

-5

<7

1.5

-30

-0.031 - 0.30

52

-28

<3

-0.03/-025

85

-23

<1

+0.10

LINE INPUT

JE-611OK-B Line in
JE-611OK-BB brid ~ing
Line in
JE-10KB-C
bridQing
JE-11SSP-8M Line in/
reoeat coil
JE-11SSP-6M Line in/
repeat coil

36K-2200
(1OK-600)
30K-1800
(1 OK-600)
6')0/1506)0/150
6J01150600/150

~:1

+24

0.005/0.002

-0.021-0.09

125

-12

<1

-30

1

B=1
BB =2

4:1

+19

0.03310.003

-0.11/-0.08

160

-9

<2

-30

1

3

+22

0.03510.003

-0.03! -0.00

120

-9

<3.5

-30

1

4

+17

0.03510.003

-0.25/

160

-5

<3

-30

1

5

79.22

52.91

36.51

-0.16/-0.13

100

-12

<1

-30

2

3

34.60

23.13

18.06

-0.141-0.16

100

-12

<1

-30

3

3

60.09

40.15

31.35

40

-18

<1

-30

4

1

96.90

64.73

44.66

80

-18

<1

-30

43.57

29.11

22.73

1:1
split
1:1
split

-O.OD

SPECIAL TYPES
2-way3
150-150
1:1
0.05010.003
+1
mic split
3-way3
150-150JE-MB-O
-:1:1
0.04410.003
+2
mic solit
150
4-way3
150-150·
JE-MB-E
11:1:1 +10
0.05010.002
mic solit
150-150
Direct
box
JE-OB-E
£0K-150
12:1
0.09610.005
+19
for guitar
1. Max input level = 1% TfJD; dBu = dBv ref. 0.775 V
2. With recommended secondary terrnriatíon
3. Specifications shown are for max. number of secondaries
terminated in 1000 ohm (typical mic orearnp)
4. Separate lead supplied for case and for each faraday shield
5. Except as noted, above transformers are cased in 80%
nickel mu-metal cans with wire leads.
JE-MB-C

-0.10/

-1.00

- 0.201 -0.20

NICKEL CORE OUTPUT TRANSFORMERS6

Model

20HzMaxOutput 600fi
N1mlnal
oc
TYplcalTHO
Impedance Turns
Level7
Load Resistance BelowSaturation
Ratio
per
Ratio
across(n) Loss
(%)
Construction Prl-Sec Prl:Sec (dBu) windings (dB) Winding
20Hzt1kHz

JE-123-BMCF Ouadfilar
80% nickel
JE-123-0MCF Quadfilar
80% nickel

600-600
1:1
-11
+28
2
20!1
*
150-600
1:2
600-600
1:1
-1.0
2
19!1
1:0-600
1:2 +21
6C0-600
1:1
JE-123-BLCF Ouadfilar
-1.1
2
20!1
+32
1:.0-600
1:2
6[10-600 1:1
2
-1.0
19!1
* JE-123-0LCF Ouadfilar 150-600 1.c.r +27
1:1
JE-123-SLCF Ouadfilar 600-600
-1.1
20!1
+23.5
2
1·º
150-600
.c:
600-600
1:1
JE-112-LCF üusdtitar
-1.6
+20.4
2
29!1
150-600
1'º.c
JE-123-ALCF Ouadfilar 66.7-600 1:3 +26.5
-13
8!1
3
1:600-600
JE-11S-LCF Bil larw/
1
(sec)
-1.7
63!1
+30
1·ry
split pri.
150-600
.L
6. Multifilar construction has no faraday shield. (Cannot be used as
input transformer.) All specifications are for on source, 600!1 load.
7. Max output level = 1% THO; dBu = dBv ref. 0.775 V
8. Source amplifier - 3dB @ 1OOkHz
9. Output transformers ar€' horizontal channel frame type with wire leads,
vertical channel frames available.
*IMPROVED PERFORMANCE

0.00210.002
0.00410.002
0.04110.003
0.065/0.003
0.088/0.003
0.114/0.003
0.125/0.003
0.058/0.002

*NEW MODELS

10735 Burbank Blvd.IN. Hollywood, CA 91601
(213) 876-0059 Closed Fridays, visitors by appointment only.

Frequency
Response
(dBref. 1kHz)
20Hz/20kHz

2

6

1
2
3
4
5
6

!::!

!:

'!!..

PACKAGE DIMENSIONS:
=
=
=
=
=

15/15"Diam.
P/15" x P/1s"
11/s'' Diam.
1Vi' x 13/4'
1%" Diam.
= 11/e" Diam.

x 1•/15"
x 1%"
x 11/15"
2112''w I solder terminals
x p¡,"
x 1•116"

Band20kHz
Width
Phase Over-3dB
Response Shoot8
@(kHz) (degrees) (%) Package9 1-19

>450
160
-0.021 - 0.00 >450
230
>450
-0.02/ -0.01
170
>450
-0.02/ -0.01
245
>450
-0.031-0.01
245
>450
-0.031 -0.01
205
-0.04/ + 0.06
190
-0.021 +0.01 >10MHz
-0.021 -0.05
155

-0.021-0.02

PACKAGE DIMENSIONS:

-2.1
-4.1
-1.2
-2.5
-1.9
-4.0
-1.2
-2.5
-1.2
-2.8
-1.2
-3.2
-4.6
+1.1
-4.1

100-249

1000

<1

7

87.41

44.17

30.47

<1

8

50.71

33.88

23.38

<1

7

61.30

35.79

24.70

<1

8

39.61

26.45

19.42

<1

9

33.48

22.35

15.43

<1

10

25.48

17.01

12.49

<6

8

42.14

28.15

19.42

<1

8

42.14

28.15

19.42

= 1112'' X
= 15/15" X
= 1Ve" X
= 11/15" X

!::!

!:

'!!..
7
8
9
10

PRICES

25/15" X
115/15" X
111/15" x
1'/15" X

Mounting
1 15/15"
1%"
Ple"
P/15"

Centers
213/15"
23/s"
2"
13/4"

Thesecharts include the most popular types which are usually
availablefrom stock. Many other types are availablefrom stock
or custom designsfor OEM orders of l 00 piecesor more can be
made to order. Certified computer testing is availablefor OEM
orders. Call or write for applications assistanceand I or detailed
data sheetson individual models.
Prices shown are effective 611184 and are subject to change without notice.
Packing, shipping, and applicable sales taxes additional.
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The B-we;•hting

curve typifies
the equaI-Jo(;dness
curve of 70 Phones (about the sound

leve¡of hee"Y'"ff;c¡ end geº'"l/y ;,

Figure 4. The spec.
trum of noise output
from a cartridge ma.
Chine measured With
the A-weighting curve
employed, not PUiiing
tape.

used i.n traffic noise studies. The B
curve is shown for cornparison to il-

lu,,,.,, theinc"'"d Weightingeffect
of the A line. The A-weighting
~urve and the CCJR curve are Used
in sorne audio analyzers for noise
1"
10'
rn.easurernents.
Their Purpose is to

the metec·, '"ding

to the

response
low
levels. of the hurnan ear at these

The one co,ve not 'hown in Figu,.
the NAB-"'º"'"'•nded cu,ve,
wh,ch rs e ''"igh¡ line fro,,, 20liz.

=

2

20kJiz at the OdB reference leve].

If You and Your Equipment Depend on Battery Power ...

Spectral measurements
To g"Phicelly UJu,,,,,, the effect,
of w.,ghtmg, look et e 'l'PiceJ no;,,
spectrurn. Figure 3 shows a
2Dkliz 'Peet,,¡ Plot of the no;,,20Hzout.

LET ALEXANDER HELP YOU

---

Put of a cartridge lTlachine (not Pullin

Attach up to three 12-14.4 volt battery
packs to the Alexander Triplex Charger.
The Triplex will bring them all to full
charge in less than two hours - automatically ... without monitoring.

•

<

=

v·

•

----..

are 60Jiz and its harrnonics. These are

the "'ult of Pow., '"Pply dppJ, end
EM¡ mto the tepe heed. The 'Pike et
90Jiz ís the cep,¡00 "'º'º' 'º"'mute.
lionfrequency'•dieting into theheed
The effect, of the A-weighting
curve o~ these frequencies,

...•With- the

and on

f"quen,,., eboveSkJiz, '" d"metic

Alexander smart Sequential
Charger you can charge up to six packs
without buttons to push or lights to
monitor. The consistent 2-amp charge
means you'll get fresh packs with no
worry about over-charging.

as t~ese spectra show.
read~ngs
associated

The rnete;
With the

unw.,ghted NAB 'Pectcu,,, (Figu,.
ª1!d

the

A-weighted

[F,gu,, 4) "'
respectively.

spectrurn

This

significant

di[:

fecence;, echievedWith the ""'' ca,¡
mecb~ne, but diffecent "'"'"'ing
tecbn,que,. Although both of the,,

The "'"•nee

love) fo, °''""'ing

cartridge 1Tlach1nenoise is another im.
Portant consideration
for Potential

buy''.'· Fo, 'º°'Ped,on figuce, to be
rnean1ngfuJ, the reference Point must

2500
be known. A "'"•nee
"'
to
Wb1,,, he, e 4dB edventegeWith
'"Peet to e cert °'OOhine'"ted "'ing
NAB.,Pecified "'"•nee
of
1the
BonWb!rn.

ASK FOR THE NAME OF YOUR ALEXANDER BATTERY DISTRIBUTOR

®
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- 64dB end - 70dB

!1°~se rneasurernents are Iegitirnate, it
is irnportant that Potential buyers of
such equiprnent Understand What the
nurnbers in the specifications rnean.

We're so proud of the reliability of our
batteries that we urge our users to
analyze them on a regular basis ... with
the TRI-ANALYZER. The Tri-Analyzer
displays remaining capacity On MAHl
in a fully automatic operation that
also dememorizes the cells.

a

-"Pe}°'"'""d
unweighted lecco,l
mg to the NAB SIN 'Peeificetion].
F'g"'.' 4 ~'the"°''
'Peetcu,,, With en
A-w"ghtmg cucve '°'Ployed. Note
the¡ the m;m,,y no;,. 'º"'Ponen¡,

With a total system capability far be~--·-·-·
yond the grasp of most synchronizers and
~:.~
-:·..
a price that's thousands less. the new Sony
.,-,... -·
-"Sync Master" synchronizer easily offers
--vou the grc-test price and performance in
.., - .._
(he industry.
It also offers you a much greater range
of features than the vast majority of syn•·aa·&
chronizers. Including an edit list capability of up to 200 edit points.
And it's the only synchronizer devel- - _-·_
r -n
oped by both a professional audio/professional video manufacturer.
-------------··---one

·- -

... ~.

··:6'·f
1:r1:z7
1 ·1·--5-ciC'
frJ-

••••••••

-111--1-e ! 1

But the real reason for buying it is
that it is upwardly compatible to the
proposed SMPTE "Recommended

Practices for Digitally Controlled Equipment." Which means the interfacing
problems between video, audio and film
equipment will be problems of the past.
This SonySync Master" synchronizer has
a built-in distributed intelligence network
that makes it able to talk to an entire unive'.seofdiversemachinesdevelopedby
diverse manufacturers.
Sobeforeyouinvestin,asynchronizer that just solves todays problems,
perhaps you should first examine the
that will also solve tomorrow's.

.

SONY
Professional Audio.

©19X-l Sony Corp. of Am~riL·1.1.Sony is a registered trademark of Sony Corporation. Sony Communications

Products Company, Sony Drive, Park Ridge, NJ 07656.
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The history
of the cart machine
By Gene Randolph, sales support manager, Continental Electronics Mfg. Company, Dallas, TX*

Today the equipment exhibits that
generally draw the largest crowds at
the annual NAB convention are TVrelated. But in 1959, the undisputed
main attraction at the convention was
the audio cartridge tape equipment
manufactured
by Automatic
Tape
Control and marketed by Collins
Radio Company.
Until 1959 the playback of program
material was handled by discs ·and
reel-to-reel decks. The late 1950s was
a time of dramatic change in radio, as
the industry moved from a medium offering long, discrete programs to one
offering a single, continuous program
made of many short pieces. This

rapid-fire
music-and-news
format
came to be known as Top 40 radio.
Acetate discs could handle the pace
of a Top 40 format, but offered poor
fidelity. The lead-in grooves on those
discs tended to sound scratchy after
several cueings and, after many plays,
the stylus often would jump grooves.
Reel-to-reel, on the other hand, offered
excellent fidelity but suffered from severe problems in loading, cueing,
starting,
rewinding,
accidental
erasure and tape breakage. The need

"Additional background information was provided by
Mark Wasserman, marketing communications manager, ITC/3M. Bloomington, IL.

Shown is the world's first audiotape cartridge machine, built in 1959. Note the
use of a microswitch to determine when
the cartridge is inserted, and the tubetype reproduce electronics.

Harold E. Fellows (right), then president
of the NAB, inspects the Coliins-ATC
tape cartridge equipment on display at
the 1959 NABConvention in Chicago. He
is joined by Forrest Wallace of Collins.
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existed, then, for a playback system offering the fidelity of reel-to-reel decks
combined with the handling ease,
rapid cueing and instant start of
acetate discs.
A11hough I had nothing to do with
developing the tape cartridge equipmen1 introduced at the 1959 NAB
Convention, I did have a hand in introducing the system to broadcasters.
At that time, I was a sales representative for Collins, and my territory included Illinois. One day early in 1959,

When Sharp got through
looking éT the competition, we tad a clear
picture uf the features you warr; in a color monitor.
Features like:
• 0.31 mm dot pitch
• switchable comb or notch filter
• over 600 lines of resolution
• cross pulse display
• U.S. standard controlled phosphors • normal or under-scanned picture mode
So Sharp combined all those features with the quality you expect in a broadcast grade
monitor, and came up with one incredible unit, the XM-1300, Sharp's new 13" High Resolution Monitor. Then we topped it all with an unbeatable price, only $2, 995. But don't take
our word for it, come in and see it for yourself. Because with this
monitor-one picture is worth a couple of thousand dollars.
For more information, contact your local dealer or write:
Sharp Electronics Corporation, Professional Products Division,
SHARR
10 Sharp Plaza, Paramus, NJ 07652 (201) 265-5548.

FROM SHARPMINDS
COMESHARPPRODUCTS

"Manufacturer's suggested retail price.
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, • AKG • Amperex •Ampex
·
• Atlas • Audiopak
• Audio Technica •Belden
• Broadcast Electronics
• CRL • CSI •Crown
• Cablewave Systems • DBX
• Deltalab • Electro-Voice • EXR

11~/,I

• fidelipac • lnovonics
• Jampro·Cetec • JBL•Leader
~
Instruments • Lexicon • 3-M
~)
• Marti • Micro-Trak • Nortronics
Orban Associates • Otari • Phelps Dodge • Revox • Russco
•Shure• Solo• Staco • Stanton• Surcom •Topeo
• Technics• Telex • Urei • VI F and many more.
Call us for fast~~~~~~~~~

305• 651•5752
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•
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AM MODULATION MONl<JR

BE LAR

[I

CALL ARNO MEYER (215) 687-5550

ELECTRONICS

LABORATORY,

LANCASTER AVEIJU:O AT DORSET. DEVON.FA.

INC.

19333 •BOX 826 • 12151687-5550
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ARTICLE
REPRINTS
Interested in ordering custom reprints of an article from this issue?*
Reprints of articles about your company or products can be valuable
sales and marketing tools. For informatina, call or write Jim
Radosevic, Intertec Publishing Corp., P.O. Box 12901, Overland
Park, Kansas 66212; (913) 888-4664.

*minimum order 1,0lilO copies
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I called on radio station WJBC in
Bloomington, where Chief Engineer
Ted Bailey and his assistant, Jack
Jenkins, had put together a cartridge
tape system that they were using on
the air to play commercials. As a
former control board operator who
had handled countless small reels of
tape for commercial announcements,
I saw what a boon such a cartridge
tape system could be to radio broadcasting.
When I returned to the Collins factory in Cedar Rapids, IA, I told John
Haerle-then
product line manager at
Collins-about
the cartridge system
developed at WJBC. Within 24 hours,
he and a company attorney flew to
Bloomington
and worked
out a
marketing
agreement
with Vern
Nolte, general manager of the station.
Nolte had come up with the idea of using short-length cartridges for commercial announcements
and having
them recue automatically. Design of
the electronics to accomplish Nolte's
idea belonged to Bailey and Jenkins.
The solenoid that engaged the
pressure roller was a Moulic design
and the Moulic Specialty Company assembled the first decks using Viking
transports. The Automatic Tape Control Company (ATC) was formed by
Nolte, and it provided most of the
engineering designs that Moulic built
and Collins sold.
In a crash program, Collins arranged with ATC to produce enough
units to show at the NAB convention
some 6-8 weeks later. The original
models were designated the P-150 (for
those having a 15-inch panel for desktop mounting) and the P-190 (for
19-inch rack mounting). The record
amplifier, with a single cue tone, was
a separate assembly.
Orders exceeding $100,000 were
booked at the show. At that time, the
cost of one unit (playback deck and
record amplifier assembly) was $945.
Although Collins was the first to introduce. a successful tape cartridge
system at the NAB convention, others
were working on similar systems,
some of which were introduced
a
short time later. Ross Beville, founder
of the Spotmaster line of cartridge
tape equipment, was a pioneer in the
development of cart systems and active in establishing industry standards
for the new technology.
Almost simultaneously with the introduction of tape cartridge equipment, Gates Radio Company brought
out its 101 Spotter. Unlike cartridge
designs that used an endless loop of
114-inchtape, the 101 Spotter employed
a 14-inch-wide band of tape on which
spots were recorded side-by-side. An
indexed, sliding head arrangement allowed the user to select any one of 101
spots. These announcements,
how-
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CONNECTORS
MICROPHONE

AND
CABLES

~

NAB
BROADCAST CARTRIDGES

.
BLANK LO OED
AUDIO CASSETIES

CASSETIE BOXES,
LABELS, ALBUMS

-

Ask for our

44 PAGE CATALOG
of

PROFESSIONAL
SOUND RECORDING
& DUPLICATING SUPPLIES
Recording Supply Div. of Polyline Corp
1233 Rand Road, Des Plaines IL 60016
(312) 298 - 5300
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Video
cassettes

~ _

RELOADABLE!

OnlyCOARCrebuildsand reloadsyour 3/•"
U-Maticvideocassetteswithnew 3M Scotch
BrandVideotapes
inthisspecialway:
ALLlabelsare removedfromusedcas• sette by specialCOARC
processwhich
doesnotscratchordamagecassette.
Manyreloadersspooldirectlyintothe
• cassettewithoutinspectingor cleaning
the inside.COARC
opens,inspectsand
rebuildseverycassette.INSIDE
andout.
Frictionpads, tape wipers and door
• latchesare replacedif necessary.Tape
guidesareinspectedforexcessivewear.
Undercleanroomconditions
newvideo• tapeis placedincassette alreadyonthe
spoolwithtensionrigidlycontrolled.
COARC
willcustomloadanylengthfrom
• 3 minutesto 62 minutes.
COARC
"likenewreloads''costconsiderably
less
thannewcassettes,andcustomloadingletsyou
saveevenmoreby gettingexactlythe lengthof
tapeyouneed.Both 3M ColorPlusorAgfa297
MBVideotape
available.Contact:

1
2

3
4

5

COARC™

PO Box2, Route217 Dept.D3
Mellenville,
NewYork12544 (518) 672-7202

Shown is the ITC premium
line of audio cartridge
machines, introduced in
1970 and a direct descendant of the Bailey-Jenkins
design. Jack Jenkins was
one of the founders of International
Tapetronics
Corporation, which later
became ITC/3M.

An operator positions the selector bar on the Gates
Radio Company 101 Spotter that determines which prerecorded announcement is played. The announcement
playback system is shown on display at the 1959 NAB
Convention.

ever, could not exceed 70 seconds in
length and, before the next spot could
be selected and played, the tape had to
be rewound, similar to a player piano
roll. Faced with the competition of
tape cartridge systems, the 101 Spotter had a relatively short market life.
Gates soon brought out its own line of
tape cartridge equipment.
The majority of endless-loop tape
designs used the Fidelipac cartridge,
whose inventor-patents
covered the
movable
pinch
roller,
which
eliminated the need to have a roller
mounted inside each cartridge. The
Fidelipac drive system was used in
some Viking tape cartridge audio
systems
designed
for point-ofpurchase displays. Bailey and Jenkins
used this drive system in developing
the first automatically recueing broadcast cartridge system. Fidelipac invented and patented the first endlessloop tape cartridge in 1956. The company was, for many years, the sole
supplier of carts to the broadcast industry. Fidelipac's model 300 cartridge was introduced in 1960, and approximately 20 million have been produced since then.
Despite widespread enthusiasm for
the new cartridge system, there were
growing pains. One of the major problems was pressure pad adjustment. If
not properly set, the tape audio could
sound muffled or the cue tone (which
stopped the cartridge in the correct
position for later use) could be missed.
Any early user of cartridge tape equipment can recall countless times when
a tape ran past the cue tone and
started playing again, often over other
program material.
Stretched drive belts and improper
pressure
roller
adjustment
also
proved to be headaches for the maintenance engineer. Through an evolutionary process, today's cartridge
equipment is, for the most part, free of
these early problems.
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Among the early users of tape cartridge equipment in major markets
was WJJD in Chicago. At that time, the
station employed union musicians to
operate its turntables. In what seemed
to be an effort to eliminate this requirement, WJJD dubbed its entire
record library onto tape cartridges. Its
initial order for blank cartridges totaled more than 3000 units. And, the project proved to be reasonably successful, considering the problems inherent in the early tape cartridge
equipment.
Although my enthusiasm for tape
cartridge equipment did not falter, as
a salesman I soon tired of hauling the
record and playback units into radio
stations for demonstrations.
To circumvent this chore, I bought a used
Cadillac
limousine.
Special
enclosures were designed to hold the
cartridge
tape equipment,
audio
amplifier and speaker system in place.
These units fitted neatly into the folding footrests in the back seat. With
this setup, plus a 100-foot extension
cord, I was able to demonstrate the
equipment in the back seat of the car,
free of interruptions.
In cases in
which the station's studios were in a
downtown area, I would make prior
arrangements with a nearby service
station to use electric power and parking space while conducting the demo.
The approach
must have been
unique at the time, because it was featured on several TV newscasts by stations in my sales territory. More important to me, the commissions from
sales of the cartridge equipment during the first six weeks of use returned
my investment in the used limousine.
Although I can take no credit for the
development of tape cartridge equipment, I was glad to be a part of the
initial marketing efforts. There can be
no question that it was one of the most
important developments in radio program source equipment.
I;r~)))]
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carts & cassettes:

status report
By Jerry Whitaker, radio editor
In the April issue of Broadcast Engineering, we included a post card
questionnaire on audio cartridge and
cassette machine use. Although the
questionnaire
was not designed to
yield a scientific sampling of the
broadcast industry, it does provide an
interesting look at the state-of-the-cart.
The April questionnaire is shown in
Figure l.

The survey results are compiled in
Table l. Radio engineers formed the
largest percentage of respondents to
the questionnaire,
with 69% of the
returned forms coming from radio station personnel and 68% of the forms
coming from technicians. Results of
the survey show that audio cartridge
systems are used primarily for commercial reproduction (42%), and that

Table l.
Persons completing the questionnaire:

Type of facility:

Cart machines used regularly for:

Technical
Management
Operations

68%
12%
20%

AMRadio
FM Radio
Television
Other

29%
40%
13%
18%

News
Music
Commercials
Other

Most cart work done in: Stereo
Mono
AFSK encoding used for cart work:

Number of cart machines used at station:

Biggest problems with cart machines:

38%
62%

Yes
No

7%
93%

4 or less
5to9
10to14
15to24
25 or more
Median value =

22%
32%
25%
16%
5%
9

System noise
Wow and flutter
Cart jamming
Frequency response
Good

Performance of most cart systems today is: Adequate

Inadequate
News

Music
Cassette machines used regularly for: Commercials
Other

Biggest problems with cassette machines:

32%
24%
.42%
2%

Equipment interface
Machine reliability
Frequency response
System noise
Good

Performance of most cassette machines today is: Adequate

Inadequate

#1
#2
#3
#4
42%
49%
9%
38%
20%
31%
11%
#1
#2
#3
#4
33%
46%
21%

most of that production (62%) is in
mono. We were somewhat surprised
to find the small number of stations
that reported using audio frequency
shift keying (AFSK) for commercial
logging purposes. Only 7% of the persons responding to the BE questionnaire indicated the use of AFSK encoding/decoding equipment. The median number of cart machines in use
at radio and TV stations is nine,
according to our study. The percentage breakdowns are shown in Table l.
Two of the questions on the April
questionnaire
addressed
the problems that stations might be experiencing with cartridge systems in general.
The number one problem cited by the
persons returning our form was cartridge system noise. Also reported to
be troublesome were wow and flutter,
cart jamming and system frequency
response. To put these in perspective,
though, only 9% of the respondents
said that performance of most cart
systems today was inadequate.
The results on cassette machine
problems were, however, not as favorable. Twenty-one percent of the persons returning our form said that the
performance
of most
cassette
machines available today was inadequate. By far, the major concerns
cited by respondents
were cassette
machine interface problems. Other
areas of trouble
reported
were
machine reliability, system frequency
response and noise.
Our survey showed that most cassette machines were used for news applications (38%). Many stations also
reported the use of cassettes for commercial demo (or spec) spots.
A space was provided on our questionnaire for comments on what respondents would like to see in the
future for cartridge or cassette tape
machines. Included in the responses
were the following:
• More electrical and mechanical
standardization of equipment.
• A professional-quality
broadcast
cassette tape machine.
• Cue capability, such as cartridges
have, for cassette machines.
• More durable mechanical designs
and easier head alignment.
Continued on page 92
Table l. The results of the questionnaire
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machine use.

LOOK INTO THE
IMPROVED SHARP®XC·BOO
AND SEE WHAT THE
COMPETITION IS MISSING.

Introducing the new Sharp XC-80011
If you're looking for the best broadcast quality Saticorrcamera, take a look at the
new Sharp XC-800 II.
We increased the resolution to 650 lines. And the signal to noise ratio to 57dB. But
there's more to a great camera than resolution and S/N.
What really sets the XC-800 II apart from the competition is the flexibility Sharp
offers. Like Triax capability. A large 7" studio viewfinder. And a spare parts kit.
Add to that the 800's field proven track record for ruggedness and reliability and it
becomes clear that the XC-800 II is in a class by itself.
For a demonstration, or additional information, contact your
local Sharp Dealer or Sharp's Broadcast Division, 10 Sharp Plaza, SHARR
Paramus, N.J. 07652. (201) 265-5548.
®

-Smicon is:a registered trademark of NH!-\ (japan Broadcast Corp.)

FROM SHARP MINDS
COME SHARP PIODUCTS.
A\' EQl'IP1'1ENT. AUDIO. BANKING SYSTEMS, CALCULATORS, CASH REGISTERS. COMPUTERS. COPIERS. ELECTRONIC TYPEWRITERS.
FACSl~llLE EQUIP\IENT. 1'1ICROl\'AVE OVENS. PROFESSIONAL VIDEO CAMERAS & MONITORS, TELEVISIONS. VIDEO TAPE RECORDERS.
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Quality through
The finest
family

expE~rience

The LOK6 is the finest television
camera that money can buy - whose
perfect performance is now proved in
studios and on location throughout
the world.
Circle na.. 101
The LOK614 is the perfect portable
partner with matching colorimetry to
the LOK 6 and LOK 26. This rugged
yet lightweight triax or multicore RGB
camera is equallyat home in the
studio or mobile unit.
Circle no. 102

Transm'itters-reliable,
economic•
UHFtelevisiontransmitters from Pye

TVT are famous the world over for
their economy and reliability.They
cover peak sync powers from 1O to
11O kW. They incorporate a highly
sophisticated i.f. modulated drive
system with solid state control logic
for unattended operation.
Circle no. 103

New 20" color
monitor

--------

-r-

---,.

There's now a new 20" color monitor
from Philips in addition to the existing
14" monitor. That means you now
havetwo opportunities to buy color
monitors of amazingvalue and
quality.
Both havesuper sharp pictures
and color fidelity- and what is surely
the best price performance in the
market
Circle no. 104

For further information send the coupon to:

PHILIPS TELEVISION SYSTEMS, INC.
900 Corporate Drive, PO Box 618, Mahwah, New Jersey 07430, USA
Tel 201-529-1550 Telex 37-62558
Canada. Electro & Optical Systems Ltd., 31 Progress Court,
Scarborough, Ontario, Canada M1G 3V5 Tel (41Ei) 439-9333 Telex: 065-25431

r-------------------I
I

Name
Circleno. Sta1us
Organization
LOK26 cameras
100
Address
LOK6 cameras
101
LOK614 cameras
102
UHFtelevisiontransmitters 103
Color monitors.
104
BE 138 84

Please send me further
information on:

IO

O

IO
IO
IO
I

_

•~-----~~~--------~~~~~~____..,,¡
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1. What is your title?

2. What type of facility?
O AM radio
O TV station

8. Do you find the performance of most cartridge
systems available today
O good

O FM radio
O Other

_

O adequate

O inadequate

9. Do you use cassette tape machines at the present
time in the following areas of operation?

3. Do you use cartridge machines regularly in the
following areas of operation?

O News
O Music programming

O Commercial production
O Other
_

4. Most cartridge work at your station is done in

O mono

O stereo

5. Most of the cartridge work at your facility
O uses AFSK
O does not use encoding

O News
O Music programming

10. Please list in order the areas of operation most
troublesome in cassette machine use (#1 being the
biggest problem).
__
__
__
__

Stereo phasing
Wow and flutter
Cassette jamming
Machine
reliability

encoding

6. Estimate the number of cartridge machines in use at
your station.

__
__
__
__

System noise
System frequency
response
Interfacing to other
equipment
Other
_

11. Do you find the performance of most cassette
machines available today

7. Please list in order the areas of operation most
troublesome in cartridge use (#1 being the biggest
problem).
__
__
__

O Commercial production
O Other
_

Stereo phasing
Wow and flutter
Cart jamming

__
__
__

System noise
System frequency
response
Other
_

Figure
1: The
cartridge/cassette
machine questionnaire that appeared in
the April issue of BE.

Continued from page 88
• Quieter
operation
on cartridge
machines.
• Universal serial interface port op-

O good

O adequate

O inadequate

12. What would you like to see in the future for cartridge
or cassette tape machines?

tions for cartridge machines.
• Built-in timer capability on cartridge and cassette units.
• SMPTE time code editing capability
for studio and portable cassette
decks.

_

• Automatic network taping capabilities.
• Cassette machines
with professional connectors
and standard
input/output levels and impedances.

I .r:.:})))J

MOVING?

from comad:

The

vs-1 o v12 Video

Switcher

It's a 1ox1 video routing switcher
with two channels of audio following each
video input.
But that's not all.
The audio itself is switchable - any of the ten audio
pairs is available to follow any of the ten video channels.
But that's not all either.
The VS·10v12is a new, state-of-the-art design that
features plug-in modules for quick and easy servicing,
remote control capability, continuously
adjustable equalization, gold contact
pushbuttons, a relay contact channel
that also follows the video; even a
10 hour power failure memory.
~~
That's all.

llamad
INCORPORATEO

cornac, Inc .. P.O. Box 10667,Pensacola, FL 32504

If you're planning a move in the
near future, don't risk missing a
single issue of Broadcast Engineering. Please give us 6-8 weeks
notice if you're planning on
changing your address. Just mail
in the ADDRESS CHANGE
CARD from the front of this
issue ALONG WITH YOUR SUBSCRIPTION MAILING LABEL
from the cover.

BR08DC8ST
eoo1neeR1nG

904/434-9782

DEALER INQUIRIES ARE INVITED
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Cleaning
your cart machines
By Arthur Constantine, vice president, sales, Fidelipac Corporation

Regular cleaning of a cartridge
machine capstan shaft and tape heads
is vital to the reliable performance of any
system. The use of the wrong cleaning
chemical, however, can do more harm
than good. Shown in 1his photo is Dennis St. John, production director, KUDLFM (Kansas City, KS)cleaning one of the
cart machines in the station's production room.

Almost everyone recognizes the
need to keep the tape heads and capstan shaft of a cartridge machine
clean. Many may not realize, however, the problems that may be experienced when trying to clean a machine
containing a ceramic capstan.
Within the last few years, a significant number of radio stations have
purchased cartridge machines that
contain white ceramic capstan shafts.
Within a short time, however, the
proud owner of the machine discovers
that the white ceramic material has
been stained by oxides and pigment
contained in the cartridge tape. This
condition may show up after only a
few hours of use.
Striving to keep the new machine
clean, the chief engineer or production supervisor dutifully attempts to
clean the cart machine capstan and
heads with his normal isopropylbased tape head cleaner. Unfortunately, the brown stain has penetrated the
cellular structure of the ceramic shaft
material and cannot be easily cleaned
away.
The trouble begins
In frustration, the engineer then
proceeds to the local hardware store
and requests a stronger cleaning
material. Frequently, he uses solvents
such as 1, 1, 1-trichloroethane, toluol,
M-E-K and denatured alcohol. Although these chemicals do an excellent job of dissolving oxide, an unfortunate side effect may occur, in
which the bonding material used to
hold the oxide onto the mylar backing
of certain tapes is dissolved. Also, the
exposed epoxy surface around the
pole piece on some of the newer tape
heads may be softened and eventually
removed with repeated exposure to
certain solvents. This causes the
leading edge of the pole piece, which
is normally lapped smooth with the
head surface, to protrude and abrade
the tape as it passes.
To add to the problem, the cellular
structure
of the ceramic capstan
readily absorbs the cleaning chemical,
so evaporation may be slow. As subse-

quent cartridges
are played, the
chemical may then be squeezed onto
the tape surface and become trapped
within the layers of the cartridge's
tape pack. Even while the cartridge is
stored, these chemicals can attack the
tape surface and binder material. The
next time the cartridge is played, oxide shedding is apparent. After more
cleaner is applied to the capstan shaft
and heads, the cycle is renewed.
Preventing further damage
What is the solution for all this?
First, use only isopropyl alcohol or inert cleaners, such as freon TF (made
by Miller Stephenson). Second, inspect the heads and pinch roller of
each machine for evidence of any
possible damage.
Evidence of tape damage does not
necessarily mean that the cartridge is
unusable. If the problem is remedied
early in the cartridge life, some loss of
oxide may be tolerated without an appreciable loss of performance. However, when the tape surface appears
well worn, reloading or replacement
is the only alternative.
The effects of various cleaners differ
with respect to various tape types. Unfortunately, however, it is not always
true that a type of tape that was unaffected by exposure to, say, denatured
alcohol, one year ago will never be affected by the same chemical. This
degree of unpredictability
exists because some tape manufacturers occasionally vary the ingredients used in
bonding and other areas of manufacture.
Therefore, the assertion that, "We've
always used methanol and have never
had a problem," may not be safe in all
cases.
Editors note:
Some stations have reported success in cleaning
ceramic capstans using a soft cloth and a liquid
cleaner, such as Formula 409 or Windex. Care should
be taken not to apply too much cleaner-whether ii be
isopropyl alcohol or any other type-to the capstan
shaft. Excessive amounts of cleaner can run down the
shaft and into the top motor bearing assembly, resulting in premature failure. The capstan should also be
given sufficient time to dry following cleaning before
the machine is used again.
I : ::))))I
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Strictly TV
Continued from page 6

SAW devices
with
mass appeal.
Now you can enjoy all the
benefits of acoustic wave technology at the lowest possible
price, thanks to the mass production capabilities of Siqnal Technology Ltd.,our sister company
in Swindon, England. Their fully
automated production facility
includes 100% computer testing
and special assembly equipment
that can produce up to 2,000
finished devices per hour (that's
one device every two seconds).
Available from Andersen
These devices are distributed in the U.S.and Canada by
Andersen Laboratories. We have
SAWdevices for all international
broadcasting standards at
common IF frequencies, as well
as low band VHFfilters.Many
devices are available from stock.
Just call Don Lowcavage at
(203) 242-0761.

®ANDERSEN
LABORATORIES
Andersen Laboratories, Inc. 1280 Blue Hills Avenue,
Bloomfield, CT 06002. Telephone (203) 242-0761/
TWX 710-425-2390.
Andersen SAW products are available in the United

Kingdom and Europe through aur sistercompany,
Signal Technology Ltd., Swindon, Wiltshire, UK.
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transmission chain-the diplexer. The
purpose of a diplexer is to accept outputs from the visual and aural transmitter power amplifiers and combine
them into one signal to pass to the
antenna. Several types of diplexer are
in use, and for those VHF stations
whose system requires dual feedlines
to the antenna, e.g., a batwing design,
there apparently will be no problem.
Some adjustments to broadband the
aural circuits in the transmitter will
solve some of their problems. Stations
that use a notch diplexer with a single
feed to the antenna face much more.
All of the answers are not yet in, but
for notch-diplexed VHF and UHF
high power and LPTV installations,
the solutions are all expensive. The
degree will be determined by:
• can a pre-distorting correction
network be used;
• should the diplexer be retrofitted;
or
• should the diplexer be replaced?
The ballpark diplexer replacement
cost, according to various manufacturers, could vary from $25,000 to
$40,000, depending on the station's
assigned frequency and power level.
Plan on a new exciter. Upgrading
the exciter might prove valuable
anyway, as AM stereo broadcasters
have found. Some AMers reported
listeners calling to congratulate the
station on the new sound. Ironically,
some cases involved stations who had
only tuned the transmitter and directional array properly and had not yet
activated the stereo exciter. Adding
humor, too, is the fact that the listeners were hearing the new stereo
from monaural receivers. Proper tuning and general cleaning up of the act
are advised, just the same.
Going step-by-step
A station operating in stereo does
not have to simultaneously use the
separate audio program (SAP) and
professional channels provided by the
Zenith/dbx method. Therefore, it follows that a progressive approach
might be possible. Assuming the exciters, yet to appear, are appropriately
modular, you could add the stereo
capability now. In the future, begin
SAP operation, and eventually add the
professional channel for cueing, transmitter telemetry, utility management
or other subcarrier applications.
The same approach to STLs at noncolocated stations should be possible.
Many STL systems come with vacant
slots for additional subcarriers on the
microwave link. With main channel,
stereo, SAP and engineering channels
and perhaps the transmitter remote
control data, the STL may be over-
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loaded. If so, an application with the
FCC for an additional STL frequency
allocation could be necessary.
In master control and around the
studio, the amount of change and cost
will depend upon the extent of the
stereo programming. If only network
feeds are planned, minimal crosspoints on distribution and master control switching might be required. If
local stereo production and cine/VTR
playback are expected, then many
more changes loom ahead, including
distribution,
switching,
additional
cabling and, perhaps, a new audio
control console.
One more major item remains for all
properly
operated
stations.
The
parameters of the system are critical,
making monitoring a must. Major
monitor manufacturers plan to have
units available soon, some with
special designs for MTS, others making alterations to current units for the
additional capability. We guess that a
$10,000 price tag should cover this
must-have item.
Bypassing the diplexer problem, but
considering the other items just mentioned, one guess is that a minimum
ballpark figure for the conversion will
be about $30,000. If the diplexer is involved, immediately add $25,000 to
$40,000 increment. Consider the programming situation and ask yourself
if immediate conversion is logical.
Diplexer dilemmas
Notch diplexers are intriguing constructions of tuned coaxial lines and
cavities. To explain how they operate,
however, it is easier to think of 3dB
couplers and series resonant circuits.
Each unit is manufactured for a particular channel frequency and is designed to handle at least the licensed
transmitter power output plus an
overhead safety factor. Each is designed to be an integral part of the
system.
The action of a 3dB coupler is to
split the incoming signal into two
parts, each equal to half of the input.
Half, in this case by ac-theory rules, is
actually 0.707 times input signal level.
In addition, one output appears to be a
straight-through feed without phase
shift. The second output exhibits a
L - 90º shift.
Referring to Figure 1, if 1VLOº is
applied at port Al, then a straightthrough output at B1 is O. 707VLOº.
The second output at Dl exhibits a
phase shift and is 0.707VL-90º. No
signal appears at Cl.
In the notch diplexer, we connect
two 3dB couplers in cascade, as
shown in Figure 2. Considering only
the visual signal as an input to the

system at Al, the output Bl is applied
to A2 of the second section. As before,
a straight-through
signal appears at
B2 and is 0.707times the 0.707V input,
or 0.5V LOº. A second output from B2
appears at D2 and includes the phase
shift, 0.5V L- 90º.
The shifted input appearing at C2,
O.707V L- 90°, travels
straight
through to D2 for 0.5V L- 90°. A
shifted
output
appears
at B2,
0.5V L- 180°. The signals at B2 are
added, but the phase differences
cause the outputs at B2 to be cancelled. At D2, the signals add (0.5V + 0.5V)
to get 1V L- 90º. In the TV station, the
feedline to the antenna is connected to
D2. Aural will be applied at B2, and
VISUAL
INPUT
1VL0°

A

B

the newer wideband FM information.
Until now, the Q allowed
the
± 25kHz deviation to pass easily. But
if the Zenith/dbx system is implemented fully, with SAP and engineering channels, deviation will surely
reach the ± 73kHz point. G. L. Best,
Harris Corporation, Quincy, IL., suggested in his presentation at NAB-'84,
that the bandwidth of older systems
was approximately
lMHz, but the
new mode will require perhaps a
2.4MHz bandwidth to pass the signal.
There is no simple adjustment to
make the notch wider.
As a tuned circuit, the notch cavity
already causes some phase distortion,
called group or envelope delay. When
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B
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Figure 3. Cascaded 3dB couplers with LRC aural cavities, showing visual and aural
(in red) action.
the connection at Cl holds the reject
load.
In Figure 3, the aural cavity has
been included diagrammatically as an
RLC series resonant circuit, tuned to
the aural carrier frequency.
Any
visual signal RF energy at 4.5MHz
above the visual carrier is removed
through this series-tuned connection.
This isolates the aural transmitter
power amplifier
from the visual
amplifier.
For the aural signal from B2, the
series circuits (cavities) form short circuits, which, appearing at the end of a
quarter-wave transmission line, cause
all the aural RF to be reflected back into the right portion of the drawing.
However, the right portion is a 3dB
coupler. Energy into B2 is split, as the
visual signal. was, with a resulting
0.707V level at bothLOº andL- 90º
phases appearing
at A2 and C2,
respectively. However, when each is
reflected back through the coupler
from the cavities, the result is again a
cancellation at B2 of the 0.5VLOº
and L- 180º components and an addition at D2, resulting in lV L- 90º
aural. The cavities again perform
isolation between the two power
amplifiers.
For stereo operation, the notch may
be the problem. Notch cavities are
high-Q circuits, and in older units may
exhibit a bandwidth that cannot pass

aural cavities, is a major surgery on
the unit, and due to conceivable expense, may be counterproductive,
i.e.,
a new diplexer, designed for MTS use,
is preferred.
RCA, like Comark, builds their own
RF plumbing. In their latest G-line
transmitters, they feel that a pre-distortion compensation
unit will deal
with the diplexer phase distortion. On
older systems, however, they are currently studying possible answers.
A caveat
The properly constructed transmission system forms an operating unit.
All manufacturers warn that altering
any one part may subsequently produce undesired results, the major one
being SWR-producing
mismatches.
For the sake of efficiency, a low SWR
from the least possible mismatch must
be maintained. Therefore, just changing the diplexer could spell big trouble. Before you do anything else, talk
at length with your transmitter
manufacturer
to get his suggestions
for your particular situation.
On the Next Scan Line ...
What is ICPM? It exists now and may
result in incoming calls for proper
maintenance.

a wider bandwidth signal is applied,
the distortion becomes even greater. It
shows in received pictures as smeared
color, displaced color or ghosting.
From the manufacturers
Of several manufacturers contacted,
each had a different solution to the
diplexer dilemma. Comark indicated a
probable retrofit service plan, in
which the station multiplexes the
aural signal into the visual amplifier,
while the diplexer is returned for
retrofit. During the multiplex operation, visual power must be reduced.
That will effectively reduce signal
coverage. Other manufacturers
also
suggest that perhaps
visual impairments to the received video will
occur, and so go the ratings!
Micro Communications is studying
the pending problems to determine
what action, if any, is needed. DiElectric Communications,
diplexer
suppliers for Harris, plans to have
retrofit kits available, but admit the fix
cannot be accomplished in the field.
Harris, meanwhile, says that stations should attempt stereo without
any diplexer
change,
assess the
results, then act accordingly. (Will
viewers, disgruntled by possible bad
results, understand the dilemma?) If
the diplexer is too great a problem,
Harris also suggests that the retrofit
concept, which adds two additional

More
information
on advertised
products?
Just refer to the reader service # beneath each ad. Circle the appropriate number
on the Reader Service Card
in the back of this issue.
Complete the remaining information and mail!

BRoaocasT
eoo1neeR1nG
P.O. Box 12901, Overland Park, KS 66212
U.S.A.
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new
productsBattery products
Alexander's
Tri-Analyzer

checks
and recharges up to three battery
packs simultaneously
and automatically. The Sequential Smart Charger
recharges six packs, one at a time,
automatically.
A Triplex
Smart
Charger takes less than two hours to
simultaneously
charge three battery
packs.
Circle (215)on Reply Card

Record care system
Three components from Hunt EDA,
Ltd. form a record-cleaning
product
that helps reduce record damage and
noise. The Mk6 brush uses carbon
fiber filaments
to get dirt out of
grooves. A leading mode stylus brush
catches dirt before the stylus grinds it
in. Solvent P helps to remove record
surface contaminants.

Sony Broadcast at NAB
Joining the 1/z-inch format family is the Betacam multicassette
system. Four playback decks
allow automated
programming,
with up to four events without
recycling,
from a 40-cassette
library.
Random
access
is
available through an RS-422 computer interface with keyboard entry and a video display unit.
BVP-360 represents a studio
camera design centered around
2/J-inch
mixed-field Saticon or
Plumbicon tubes. Light enough
for possible
field
use, the
38-pou nd camera provides Y/RY/B-Y components for up to 7500
feet of triax with a TV-24 multicore
cable version available.
The BVP-150 ENG camera offers a 650-TVL resolution with a
57dB S/N ratio. Digital centering is
standard among the automatic
controls. Outputs include NTSC
for 1- .anc 3/4-inch recording with
components for 1/z-inch Betacam
recorders.
A developmental
time-compression
multiplexing
system
allows microwave ENG linking of
component video to the studio. A
prototype coder-decoder ties a
Betacam
format
camera and

recorder together.
High Definition Production uses
the new electronic
cinematography camera with 25mm mixed field Saticons, digital registration and image enhancement,
auto setup and fiber-optic cable
option. Additional
products for
HDVS
include
a
120inch diagonal projection system;
monitors with a 5:3 aspect ratio;
1-inch
VTRs; digital
downconverter
to provide
NTSC
signals; digital noise reduction
unit; and a production switching
system for eight RGB inputs, with
wipes, dissolves, chroma-keying,
titling and color backgrounds.
Newsmaker, the BVW-2, is designed for ENG use in high-risk environments. The 9-pound camera,
including
lens, battery
and
cassette, is a low cost, 1-piece
unit that is compatible
with
Betacam
products.
Only one
audio track and no time-code provisions are available.
Sony Tape Division introduced
the K-series
U-Matic
format
cassette. The formulation
improves video sensitivity, S/N ratio,
headwear, print-through, dropout
and still-frame characteristics.

Circle (216)on Reply Card

THE ENCODER COMPANY

....•. ~.

-

-

NTSC Model 203 (now available with optional black stretch)

There's a lot more to encoding than taking a three wire signal and combining it
into one.
COX, the world's foremost encoder manufacturer has elevated the encoding of
color primaries to a fine art. With a time tested, no-compromise design, COX has
gained the enviable reputation of building encoders by which others are judged.
COX encoders are the choice of manufacturers who lead the industry in telecine
systems, computer graphics and matting equipment.
Available in NTSC, PAL, PAL M, SECAM and switchable, multistandard
versions. For detailed data and our encoder evaluation check list, call:

broadcast video systems ltd.
1050 McNicoll Avenue, Agincourt. Ontario MlW 2L8
Telephone: (4161 497-1020 Telex: 065-25329
Circle (69) on Replly Card

Broadcast Engineering's "Help
Wanted" ads are well-read. Call
today to place your low-cost ad.
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inf or mat ion
on advertised
products?
Just refer to the reader service# beneath each ad. Circle the appropriate number
on the Reader Service Card
in the back of this issue.
Complete the remaining information and mail!

BRoaocasT
enGll'leeRlnG

P.O. Box 12901, Overland Park, KS 66212
U.S.A.

Level-matching interface
Replacing the HH 2x2, the Valley
People HH 2x2B balanced
levelmatching
interface
is capable of
boosting - lOdB signals to a nominal
+ 4 or + 8 line level output. Features
include a stereo attenuator section,
electronically balanced outputs and
supplied external power source.

Equipment cart
The Tektronix K117 Instrument
Shuttle organizes instruments
and
accessories in a self-contained unit
that is easily moved from one location
to another. Constructed
of Lexan
FL 1000 structural foam, the cart supports up to 120 pounds.

Analog/digital multimeters
Series 70 meters by Fluke provide a
numerical
digital display of the
measurement along with a 3200-count
LCD bargraph analog display, all in a
hand-held package with overload protection and high-density plastic case.
Circle (223) on Reply Card

Circle (220)on Reply Card

Circle (217)on Reply Card

Phono preamp
Micro-Trak introduces
the ST-11
phono preamplifier with a distortion
rating of 0.05% or less and noise level
that is typically - 72dB. A wall-mount
transformer powers the system, which
includes
600íl trarisformerless
balanced outputs, with headroom to
+ 22dB over the O output level.
Circle (218)on Reply Card

Receiver/modulator
Designed for CATV and SMA TV
use, the Electrohome,
Ltd. SR24
satellite receiver and SM36 modulator
offer in-house
distribution
possibilities with SAW filter technology in
both units to improve adjacent chane
ne! interference.

Hybrid modules
The AFH-2000
hybrid
circuit
module from Advanced Fiberoptics includes both transmitter and receiver
systems that allow up to lOkm lengths
of 100¡.im core fibers.
Circle (224)on Reply Card

Circle (221)on Reply Card

Inexpensive automation
TDS and EQS series computer programmer
modules
from Weisel
Technologies allow the Commodore
VIC-20 and C-64 computers to control
semi-automation
systems with existing cart machines,
reel-to-reel
decks, network cue sensors and your
audio console.

Aviation headset
Airman 750 from Telex uses foampadded headphone receivers that rest
on the ear with a noise-cancelling
electret microphone on a boom to stay
clear of peripheral
vision. Total
weight is 4 ounces with cord and
plugs.

ENG mixer
Three 9V batteries or a 12Vdc
source powers the MX-1001 portable
audio mixer from Comprehensive
Video Supply. Three inputs may be
switched for line or mic level with
phantom powering to 54Vdc. A Lkl-Iz
tone, LED peak indicator and VU
meter are included.

Circle (219)on Reply Card

Circle (222) on Reply Card

Circle (225)on Reply Card

NEW FROM

~~II

PRO ADAPTER
MODEL 440

;e1A
EB
Mica Capacitors
LARGE

A complete two channel amplifier
system providing proper interface
of pro and semi-pro gear. Its
balanced output drives 600 ohm
lines at +4 or +8 dBm, keeps on
going to +24 dBm before clipping.
Dual fixed attenuators provide
-1O dB nominal return. A tight
±V. dB response in a 20-20 KHz
bandwidth provides remarkably
transparent sound. A super tool
at an affordable price. Just
$219.95 at better Pro Audio
Dealers.

ENGINEERED
AUDIO SYSTEMS
8550 Second Avenue
Silver Spring, MD 20910
(301) 587-1800

Circle (70) on Reply Card

I

STOCK

I;r:.:)))))

THE LEADING
SUPPLIER
OF CAMERA
TUB ES...
Many other

~~l~ble

Spectacular
Prices
used with
3000 hr. warranty
Reg.
Price

Sales
Price

.

X01427 R-G·B*
$1550 $ 875 r'•.·.'.·.·.:: 1ti_
X01070 R-G-B*
1550
875
X01020 R-G-B*
1550
875 };... .•
H8397A Saticons
1875 1050 •.•,;l..Jo.J., .•~
8134V4 Vidicons
900
500 l'I'
8480V1 Vidicon
1650 1100 ~CTRRCI)'
*Quartz-lamps, Transmitting
··~
Components 50%

I'.'

VACUUM
CAPACITORS

SURCOM ASSOCIATES, INC
305 Wisconsin Avenue
Oceanside, California 92054
(619) 722-6162
Circle (73) on Reply Card
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emtron
ELECTRONICS

LTD.

~·ii

r-~·
,¡~n_,1
~

15 Main Street
East Rockaway, N.Y. 11518, USA

Telex No.: 125237
Telephone: 516-599-6400
Toll Free: 800-645-2300
Circle (74) on Reply Card
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people
Ralph E. Nichols has been named
neering, at ADDA Corporation, Los
turer and marketer of digital TV
formerly vice president, engineering,
Corporation, San Jose, CA.

OUR FM
MONITOR
DESERVES
A SECOND
GLANCE.

vice president, engiGatos, CA, manufacequipment. He was
at Actrix Computer

W. Tom Beams has been named to the new position of
vice president and chief operating officer at Aurora Systems, San Francisco. Beams was formerly with Ampex.
Since 1980, Beams held the position of general manager,
Ampex Disk Products Division.

BUT IT DOESN'T NEED IT.
Engineers look twice when they first see
our 691 Stereo and SCA Monitor. But when
they start to use it, they find the 691's
meters are easily tracked in a single glance.
Like everything else about the 691, its
measurement displays are very well
thought out.
A color-coded system ties together the
associated displays, switches, and jacks for
a particular function or test. Select your test
by pushing a color-coded button and
simply read the results on all of the indicators. It's as easy as it sounds.
Other benefits of the 691 include over 40
proof-of-performance and signal quality
measurements. Add a scope and use the
691 as a spectrum analyzer ... or get a
vector display of UR phasing. Perform a
Bessel-Null calibration in ·minutes. Measure
clipped composite accurately and quickly.
The 691 can now be optionally ordered to
measure two SCAs. There are many other
features ... write or call for complete
information.

QEI Corporation
One Airport Drive o P.O. Box D
Williamstown, NJ 08094 D {609) 728-2020

Paul McGoldrick has been appointed manager, systems
engineering,
at Moseley Associates,
Coleta, CA.
McGoldrick has a strong background in field systems and
project management with such companies as Harris and
EMI.
Alan Bridge has been named national sales manager, and
Sheila Holmes-Ross has been appointed as manager,
video sales, both at Aurora's San Francisco headquarters.
Norman Leong and Warren Lamm, graphic designers at
station KRON-TV, San Francisco,
received Emmy
Awards for their work on the Aurora/100 videographics
system at the Northern California Emmy Awards ceremony March 31, 1984, in San Francisco. Leong won in
the category of Outstanding Individual Achievement:
Animation, while Lamm won an Emmy for his achievement in New Graphics.
I =::..illll

AM stereo
Continued from page 4
cated that they were currently operating in stereo, or had
ordered stereo transmission equipment. That leaves 88%
of the stations in the United States still broadcasting in
mono.
The top three reasons cited in the NRBA survey by station managers and engineers for not converting to stereo
operation are as follows:
• "There is no perceived audience interest in AM stereo."
• "We cannot make the investment required to convert to
stereo operation."
• "We are holding off broadcasting in stereo because of
the marketplace confusion that exists at the present
time."
The NRBA survey results are based upon a questionnaire mailed in mid-April to every AM radio station in the
United States. By the cutoff date, 26% of the stations had
responded to the survey.
.
Kahn questions surveys
Leonard Kahn, president of Kahn Communications.
has questioned the usefulness of recent industry surveys
of AM stereo system usage. He said that merely comparing the total numbers of stations using particular AM
stereo systems (Harris, Kahn, Magnavox or Motorola) is
unfair because it does not take into account the audience
being served by each system.
Kahn said, "It is ridiculous to compare (small market)
1kW stations to major market stations." He added that the
Kahn system, "has the largest number of major market
AM stereo stations in the United States, and our stations
have almost twice the total listenership of any of the
stereo systems."
I :::..il))I

Circle (75) on Reply Card
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DELTA BROADCAST
PRODUCTS

AM Stereo without compromise. The AM Stereo Exciter and
Modulation Monitor provides a C-QUAM'" quadrature modulated stereo signal featuring low distortion and channel
separation greater than 35 dB throughout the audio spectrum.
The ASE-1 generates a signal to produce a phase modulated
transmitter carrier. An L + R audio signal A M's this carrier to
produce the C-QUAM signal, the only signal completely compatible with all C-QUAM, multimode and envelope detector
receivers.
C-OUAM is a 1eg1steredtracemark o! Mo1orola.Inc

-,Q CJ·.
Il: ~ =.. ,;-~l
~-

~~?-~:~:
I

. .

RCS-1V
This Remote Control System calls you when it needs help!
The RCS-1 combines microprocessor technology with easy
operation. Features include direct interface boards for antenna
monitors, patented remote modulation bargraphs, automatic
logging, and synthesized speech telephone interface. Additional input and control boards to expand remote control capabilities can be added at any time.

r

DAM-1/AAM-1
The Digital and Analog Antenna Monitors measure
the parameters of directional antenna systems. Read·
ings are: relative current; and current ratio and current
phase to a reference antenna. The DAM·1 accepts
samples from 12 towers with a ± 1• phase and ± 2%
current accuracies displayed on digital readouts. The
AAM·1 can monitor up to 8 antennas with ratio and
phase measurements displayed on front panel meters.

AMC-1/FMC-1

RG-3/RG-4

The only modulation control systems which provide
a completely closed loop around the transmitter. The
Amplitude and Digital Modulation Controllers sample
actual modulation levels after the PA output network
assures precise adjustment for optimum modulation
levels. Both the AMC·1 and FMC-1 keep count of over·
modulation bursts for signal control through a linear
attenuator.

High output/super sensitive Receiver/Generator.
The Receiver/ Generators combine a two-watt RF output and a correlation detector circuit that virtually
eliminates interference problems. The RG·3 operates
in the 500 kHz to 1.65 MHz frequency range while the
RG·4 operates in the 100 kHz to 30 MHz range. Both
can be used with the 01B series bridges for accurate
null detector readings.

OIB-1 /0IB-3/CPB-1

6730E/6740B

Full power impedance measuring. The Operating
Impedance Bridges measure the impedance of radia·
tors, networks and the like while operating under nor·
mal power. The OIB·1 measures VSWR and impedance
up to 400 ± j300 ohms. The OIB-3 extends the range to
1000 ± j900 ohms, and has an RF amplifier for improved nulling. The Common Point Impedance Bridge
is permanently installed for continuous monitoring of
the common point during network adjustment. An op·
tional TCA ammeter can be installed in its front panel.

Fast, efficient coaxial transfer switches. The coaxial
transfer switches are designed to switch transmitters,
transmission lines, antennas, dummy loads and auxiliary equipment quickly and easily. Either manually or
remotely controlled, the switches are fully interlocked
to prevent switching with RF power applied. The
6730E switch uses 1-5/8 inch connectors, the 6740B
switch uses 3·118inch connectors.

,,¡'
- !•

(

APC-1

Your insurance against over- and under-power operation. The Automahc Power Controller continuously
monitors the transmitter output power, making auto·
matic power adjustments via tlle transmitter loading
control. The APC assures proper power levels at all
times.

.,

-..,_

TCA/TCT
Simplifies antenna current and phase sampling.
TCA Ammeter Systems provide, accurate, modulation·
free current readinns on a variety of meter types.
Torodial Current Transformers provide current and
phase samples, ano are available with three output
voltage ranges, as well as high voltage models.

DELTA

ELECTRONICS

5730General Washington Drive
P.O.Box 11268•Alexandria, Virginia 22312
Telephone:(703)354-3350•TWX: 710-832-0273•Telex: 90-1963
Circle (84) on Reply Card
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UNIVERSAL
SURGE PROTECTOR .
FOR ALL LINE VOLTAGES!
Never obsolete! Unique resettable strapping protects
on all power systems-even
3-phase-if
you should
change line voltage. "On" all
the time. to protect constantly. Immediateshipment.
Quantity discounts. Money
back guarantee.Ordertoday.

·--.,--~-""
CALL BILL JOHNSON
2151544-8879

EAGLE HILL ELECTRONICS, INC.
41 Linden Avenue
Rutledge, PA 19070
Circle (76) on Reply Card
Video/ Audio "Network

Feed" Model VA-16

1-ln/16-out Broadcast Specs
Video {BNC} DC-8 MHZ 750 In/out
Audio (XL-Type) BaHn1 10K
Bal-out, Goon
Size: 10"x 12"x s"o "Halllburton"

~;asc~,f~~~

Wt: 8
$~~~
ree 40 p. Catalog with 75 Applications

•

tFi:l OPAMPLABSINC(213) 934-3566
\tJ' 1033 N SycamoreAv LOSANGELESCA, 90038
Circle (77) on Reply Card

PRECISION MAGNETIC
TEST TAPES
Standard Tape laboratory,

Inc.

26120 Eden Landing Road #5, Hayward, CA94545

(415) 786-3546

Circle (78) on Reply Card

AUDIO PATCH BAYS
i1J"PREWIRED
i1J"MULTIPIN GOLD CONNECTORS
l1l" BROADCAST QUALITY
i1J"DEALER PROGRAM
i1J"CUSTOM WORK

BITIREE 1337 GREENBRIAR ROAD
GLENDALE CA 91207 213-507-0418
Circle (79) on IReply Card

GE•Osram •Sylvania

s

,

50% off Manufacturer's List
We would like
to bid on your
annual needs.

'~•J/J --

•.•

~

Supplies
Inc.

Box 10, 702 East Washington Street
Washington, IA 52353 • (319) 653-2123

Circle (80) on Reply Card

8-ln/2-oul, 12-ln/4-out, 16-ln/4-0111
Audio & Recd Prod Consoles

TV

Video & A11dlo
01a1Ampla.

~

'2:J

OPAMPLABS INC (213) 934-3566
1033 N Sycamore Av LOS ANGELESCA, 90038

Circle (81) on Reply Card

HEAD RE·LAPPING
AND NEW HEADS FOR AMPEX
Worn cartridge
and reel to reel heads recontoured and re-lapped for original performance. Send for free brochure.
R.K. Morrison Co.
819 Coventry Road • Kensington,
(415) 525-9409
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LOUDER~

INTERCOMS

BOOSTER ONE
• Increase Yoknne up to 800'll
• Improve VoiceClarity
• locrease System Perfunn<n:e

Want more information on
advertised products? Use the
Reader Service Card.

l«JBATTERY HOMOO\FICATIONS
OURCOM.

319CookeStntet,Plalnvme,CT06062
(203)793--0587

Circle (83) on Reply Card
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professional
.
services
VIR JAMES P.C.
CONSULTING ENGINEERS

STEIGER, HURRAY &
ASSOCIATES INC.

Applications
and Field Engineering
Computerized Frequency Surveys

CONSULTING ENGINEER SERVICES

3137 W. Kentucky Ave. -80219
(303) 937-1900

6816 Westview
Drive
Cleveland,
OH 44141
(216) 526-7187

DENVER, COLORADO
Member

AFCCE & NAB

R. L. HOOVER

Consulting Telecommunications
Engineer
11704 Seven Locks Road
Potomac, Maryland 20854
301-983-0054

Telecommunications

Inc.

CONSULTING ENGINEERS

5390 Cherokee Avenue
Alexandria. Virginia 22314

SULMAR
SYSTEMS
ENGINEERING

""WE TURN IDEAS INTO PROTOTYPES""

P0

BOX 530.
BELMONT.
-------

RADIO CONSULTING ENGINEERS
MASSACHUSETTS

(617) 862-6358

RADIO ENGINEERING CO.
CONSULTANTS
J. PATTERSON

BOX 420
SANTA YNEZ CA 93460

(805) 688-2333

Broadcasters

over 35 years

BROADCAST ENGINEERING
SERVICE COMPANY
TV·FM·AM Field EngineeringEmergency Mainlenance- Turnkey Installation System Design - Survey and Criliquelnterim Mainlenance or Chief Engineer

B ES COMPANY

ENTERPRISE ENGINEERING P.C.

P.O. Box 9001
Peoria, Illinois 61614
(309) 691-4155 Member

Antennas.arrays. parasitics. top loading,
guy wires, and reradiating obstacles
analyzedusing the methodof moments.
13420 ClevelandDrive
Potomac.Maryland 20850 (301) 279·2972
Member AFCCE

(617) 329-4080

SINCt: 1952

AFCCE

Washington,

N.W.

D. C. 20036

71-01 INGRAMSTREET
FORESTHILLS, NY 11375
COMPLETEREPAIRSERVICEFORCOLORTELEVISION
CAMERABEAMSPLITTEROPTICS,LENSES,COATINGS,
MULTIPLEXERMIRRORS,FILTERSANOPROJECTORS:
WRITEORCALLGERALDPINCUS(212) 544-8156 twenly lour hour service with pleasure.

Consulting
(213)

664_9790

Engineering Consultant
TV Systems Design and Operation
23 Park Lane
Norwalk, CT 06854
203-838-9049

SELLMEYER & KRAMER, INC.

Consultants
Television
Motion Picture
Theatrical
Lighting • Rigging
Facility Design • Programming

AM FM TV MOS !TFS LPTV CATV
APPLICATIONS
• FIELD ENGINEERING

& TV

ENGINEERING SERVICES CO.,
RADIO & TELEVISION
CO!\SULTANTS.
BROADCASTING
SYSTE~I. CATV SYSTEM,
ARCHITECTURAL
ENGINEERING & DESIGN,
EARTH
STATION
WORKS
FOR B S
Address:Kyodo·bldg. 41· I Udagawa·cho,
Shibuyaku, Tokyo, 150,JAPAN.
Phone:
Tokyo 03·464·4874 TLX:J29518
NHKINT

P.O. Box 841 Mckinney,TX 75069
(214) 542-2056

Why not run your
business card here?
Only $50.00
per insertion.
Frequency discounts available.
Call 913/888-4664

72 County Road • Tenafly, New Jersey 07670
201-567-6664

Reconfirm
your involvement in
the broadcast industry!
Renew
your subscription
today.
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1755 North Dillon Street
Angeles, CA 90026

Los

BLAIR BENSON

J.S. Sellmeyer, P.E., S.M. Kramer, P.E.

Frank Cavallo
Director of Telecommunications

Engineer

TELEVISION
PRODUCTION
AND POST PRODUCTION
SYSTEMS

CONSULTING ENGINEERS

SATELLITE UPLINKING
FROM ANY LOCATION

Tel. 201·627-7400

John Aalto, P.E.

Broadcasting and Telecommunications
Consultants

2000 N. Street,

MSI

SATELLITE AND TERRESTRIAL SYSTEMS
CONSULTANTS • ENGINEERS • CONSTRUCTORS
FREQUENCY COORDINATORS
VICTOR J. NEXON, PE
266 W. MAIN ST.
PRESIDENT
DENVILLE, NJ 07834
MEMBER
AFCCE

SMITH and POWSTENKO

T & G OPTICS, INC.

Consulting Electromagnetic Engineer

Edward A. Schober, P.E.
402 Tenth Avenue. Haddon Heights. NJ 08035
(6·J9) 546-1841

MICROWAVESERVICES
INTERNATIONAL, INC.

F.W. Hannel P.E.

Dr. Jeremy K. Raines, P.E.

ALL JAPAN RAD~

STATION DESIGN AND SERVICE
ELECTRONIC PRODUCTDESIGN

Consulting Engineers

(202) 293- 77 42

502 SpragueStreet
Dedham, MA 02026

02178

JOSEPH J. SULMAR

tOOStar Trail. New Port Richey, Fla. 33553. 813-868·2989

VIDEOCOM
SATELLITE
ASSOCIATES

AM • FM • TV • LPTV • MOS
• Directories
• Allocation Studies
1302 18th si, N.W.
Suite 502
Washington, D.G. 20036
(202) 296-4790
800-368-5754

Member AFCCE

ELECTRONIC DESIGN CONSULT ANTS
IMAGE PROCESSING. DIGITAL VIDEO. MICROPROCESSORS

206 North
Bergan
Peoria.
Illinois
61604
(309) 673· 7511
Member
AFCCE

Serving

"siswu~lcr

Consulting

(7031642·4000

D. L. MARKLEY

NORWOOD

FCC DATA BASE

ATLANTIC RESEARCH CORPORATION
Jansky & Bailey

Member AFCCE

& Associates,

EVANS ASSOCIATES
'CONSULTING TELECOMMUNICATIONS
ENGINEERS
AM-FM-TV-CATV-ITFS-LPTV
SATELLITE
216 N. Green Bay Road
Thiensville, Wisconsin 53092
Phone: (414) 242-6000 Member AFCCE
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classifiedAdvertising rates in Classified Section are $1.00 per
word, each insertion, and must be accompanied by
cash to insure publication.
Each initial or abbreviation counts a full word.
Minimum classified charge, $25.00.
For ads on which replies are sent to us for forward·
ing (blind ads), there is an additional charge of $25.00
per insertion, to cover department number, processing
of replies, and mailing costs.
Classified columns are not open to advertising of
any products regularly produced by manufacturers
unless used and no longer owned by the manufacturer
or distributor.

EQUIPMENT FOR SALE (CONT.)
USED DYNAMETRIC NEWS SET, new equipment in
unopened shipping containers includes CMX editor,
ADM audio console, etc. Call Clyde Parker, WOKR
716-334-8700 for listing.
8-84-2t
PERSONAL STUDIO FOR SALE: MCI 8 track w/dbx
noise reduction quantum 12-in/8-out console. Crown
CX-822, 2 track AKG BX·10 reverb. Excellent condition.
(316) 264-5210.
8-84-1t
VIDEO LAB & BROADCAST EQUIPMENT, new and
used, all types and makes, write or call for latest inventory list, Pioneer Technology Corporation, 1021 N.
Lake St., Burbank,
91502, (818) 842-7165.
8-84-3t

c.,.,

BETA I VCRs. Four Sony SLP 300, one SLP 303, one
SLP 300 in good working order. Others need work.
Best offer. Springfield Science Museum, 236 State
Street, Springfield, MA 01103.
8-84-1t

TRAINING
ELECTRONICS DEGREE by correspondence. Earn
A.S.E.T., then B.S.E.T. Free catalog. Grantham College.
of Engineering, 2500 La Cienega, Los Angeles, California 90034.
7-82-lln
FCC GENERAL RADIOTELEPHONE operators license
through cassette recorded lessons at home plus one
week seminar in Boston, Washington, Detroit or
Philadelphia. Our twentieth year teaching FCC license
courses. Bob Johnson Radio License Preparation,
1201 Ninth, Manhattan Beach, Calif. 90266, Telephone
(213)379-4461.
8-81-lln

PORTABLE DOWN LINK, 5 meter Amplica 100º LNA,
Microdyne 1100 TVR (X24) 6.8/6.2 MHz. Audio sub carriers. Sale or trade. B & K Enterprises, 8439 Pinelake
Drive, Canoga Park, CA 91304.
8-84-1t

ENGINEERS AND MANUFACTURERS
DIGITAL AND ANALOG RECORDING HEADS
RECONDITIONING- MODIFICATIONS- MOUNTS

NORTON
SERVICES
ONE STOP FOR ALL YOUR PROFESSIONAL AUDIO
REQUIREMENTS. Bottom line oriented. F.T.C. Brewer
Company, P.O. Box 8057, Pensacola, Florida 32506.
7-71-11
HELIAX-STYROFLEX. Large stock- bargain pricestested and certified. Write for price and stock lists.
Sierra Western Electric, Box 23872, Oakland, Calif.
94623. Telephone (415) 832-3527.
1-73-11
TRANSMITTER TUBES REPROCESSED-Save 40 to
50%. 3CX2500, 4CX5000, 4CX15000 and many others.
Write for details. FREELAND PRODUCTS CO., Rt. 7,
Box 628, Covington, LA 70433. (504) 893-1243. 6-79-tfn

ASSOC/A TES. INC.

10 DI TOMAS COURT• COPIAGUE, NY 11726
(516) 842-4666
- OUR 30th YEAR -

EQUIPMENT FOR SALE
C BAND SATELLITE UPLINK: Complete Uplink Electronics with Varian dual TWT 400 W power amplifier
and solid state driver. Frequency range 5.925 to
6.425GHz, includes Up/Down converter, Demod/Demux units and receiver. All equipment mounted in 19"
racks. Meets all ICSC specifications. As new condition. Mfr. Calif. Microwave. Radio Research Instrument Co., Inc., 2 Lake Ave. Ext., Danbury, CT 06811,
Tel: 203-792-6666.
7-84-tfn
C BAND VIDEO BANDWIDTH MICROWAVE LINK: Frequency: 6565-6875MHz, Transmitter Pwr: 200mw, Carrier deviation: ±3M Hz, Frequency response: ± .5dbm
from 300Hz to 3MHz. Mfr. Motorola type MR-30. In
stock for immediate delivery, "As New", fully tested.
Radio Research Instrument Co., Inc., 2 Lake Ave. Ext.,
Danbury, CT 06811, Tel: 203-792-6666.
7-84-lln
3 PHILIPS PC-100 TRIAX CAMERAS with Angenieux
10:1 Zoom lenses, W/O cable. Cameras will be optimized by Philips and have usable tubes. Being used
on University campus only and will be available in late
Sept. when replacements are delivered. Minimum bid:
$19,000 each. Contact: Ralph Gnann, Chief Engineer,
Telecommunications
Dept., Wright State University,
Dayton, Ohio 45435, (513) 873-2885.
8-84-1t
TRANSMITTING TUBES (NEW & USED) ·NEEDED.
Types include 4CX15000A, 3CX2500F3, 4CX35000C,
8388, 6076, 891R, 6697A, 4-1OOOAand many, many
other types-state
condition & make-we'll
make
cash offer. Cameras tubes (new & used) types include
XQ1070, XQ1075, XQ1427, P8122, H8397A, H9311,
XQ2427, many other types. State condition-we'll
make cash offer. S & M Associates, 105 Cedar Ave.,
Hewlett, N.Y.11557,(516)599-8434.
7-84-1t
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THE BRITISH BROADCASTING CORPORATION seeks
a Chief Engineer of initiative and drive to manage the
radio and television operations of its United States Office at 630 Fifth Avenue, New York. The New York Office has a television studio capable of transmitting
live to Europe, three quarter and half inch video equipment; and a radio studio equipped for broadcasting
news and feature programmes. The post also carries
responsibility for the radio studio and other facilities
in the BBC's Washington Office. The Chief Engineer
will have a staff of six. The purpose of the job is to provide imaginative technical support for production
staff working in the Americas. We would welcome proven experience of covering major news events; a working knowledge of at least one of the U.S. networks;
and a sound understanding of domestic and international circuits. Innovation is essential: the Chief
Engineer is responsible for keeping the facilities
under his management up to date, and for advising
the relevant BBC departments in London of the latest
engineering and operational developments in the U.S.
He/she must be prepared to live within a reasonable
distance of the office and to travel and work as the job
demands. He/she will be a skilled engineer, a
resourceful rnanaqer. and have a oenuine enthusiasm
for broadcasting. The BBC is an equal opportunities
employer and offers excellent conditions of service,
including medical insurance, a pension scheme and
four weeks annual vacation (plus U.S. public holidays).
Applicants should write to: Dept. 617, Broadcast
Engineering, P.O. Box 12901, Overland Park, KS66212.
State the salary you require and enclose a resume.
8-84-1t

SALES PERSONS/MANAGERS
WANTED TO BUY
WANTED: Pre-1923 radio equipment and tubes.
August J. Link, Surcom Associates, 305 Wisconsin
Ave., Oceanside, CA 92054, (619) 722-6162.
3-76-11

HIGHEST PRICES PAID for 112 Phase Monitors and
for clean, one kw or greater powered AM and FM
Transmitters.
All duty and transportation
paid.
Surplus Equipment Sales, 2 Thorncliffe Park Dr., Unit
28, Toronto, Canada M4H 1H2, 416-421-5631. 2-79-tfn

MISCELLANEOUS FOR SALE
BROADCAST CRYSTALS for AM, FM and TV transmitters. Oven or vacuum types for Gates/Harris, RCA, Collins, CCA, G.E., ITA, etc. Good prices and service, with
trade-ins taken. Over 40 years in business. EIDSON
ELECTRONIC CO., Box 3751, Temple, Tx. 76501. (817)
773-3901.
8-84-eom

HELP WANTED (CONT.)

EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES
10,000 RADIO AND TV JOBS a year for men and
women are listed in the American Radio job market
weekly paper. Up to 300 every week. Engineers, DJs,
Newspeople, Program Directors, Production, Sales.
All markets, all formats. One week computer list,
$6.00. Special bonus 6 weeks, $14.95. You save $21.00.
American Radio Job Market, Dept. 3, 6215 Don
Gaspar, Las Vegas, Nevada 89108.
7-84-lln

A broadcast video equipments
manufacturer seeks Sales
Persons/Managers in Los Angeles, New
York City and Chicago Area. Applicants
should have experience in video tape
editing and TBC/Frame Synchronizer.
Also, applicants should be experienced
in dealing with production T.V.
stations. Please send resume to:
Dept. 619, Broadcast Engineering
P.O. Box 12901
Overland Park, KS 66212

MAINTENANCE TECHNICIAN. Immediate opening for
experienced TV maintenance technician. Minimum 2
years experience in component level repair of TV
broadcast equipment. UHF transmitter experience
helpful. Contact Ken Preston, Director of Engineering,
KSEE, P.O. Box 24000, Fresno, CA 93779. (209)
237-2424. EOE M/F.
8-84·2t

EMPLOYMENT SERVICES
WE PLACE

TV and Video Engineers
COAST TO COAST
[All Levels, But Not Operators]
ALL FEES PAID BY EMPLOYERS
Phone/Resume

KEY SYSTEMS
Westminster Road
Wilkes-Barre, PA 18702

Phone Alan Karnish at

(717) 655-1458

BROADCAST MAINTENANCE ENGINEER: Candidate
should be experienced in the maintenance of VTR's all
formats, cameras, switching and terminal equipment.
Microwave and transmitters a plus. Must be able to
troubleshoot analog/digital equipment to component
level. SBE Certification or FCC General Class required. Apply only if you have significant TV Engineer¡ng experience. If you are ready to accept the
challenge, please send resume to Richard Farquhar,
Manager of Engineering, WTHR-TV, 1000 North Meridian Street, Indianapolis, Indiana 46204. EOE/m.f.
8-84-1t
WANTED: TECHNICAL HELP-TV and satellite communications
company in D.C. has opening for
engineers experienced in operation and maintenance
of video/ENG studio, and earth station equipment.
Good benefits. Reply should be made to this
magazine, Dept. 616, Broadcast Engineering, P.O. Box
12401, Overland Park, KS 66212.
8-84-11

HELP WANTED
VIDEO ENGINEER- broadcast experience in operation and maintenance of VPR-2, VPR-80, HL-79, TK-76,
character generators, video and audio test equipment.
Knowledge of solid-state electronics. FCC license
desirable. Send resume to Dr. Arthur Higbee, Director
of Telecommunications,
Utah State University,
UMC-85, Logan, UT 84322.
8-84-11
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ASST. CHIEF ENGINEER: Southern California, UHF
Commercial Independent, needs engineer with at
least 5 years maintenance experience and a solid
knowledge of modern electronics. Should also have
UHF transmitter
experience.
Equal Opportunity
Employer. Send resume to: KDOC-TV 56, 1730 S.
Clementine, Anaheim, California 92802, c/o Bell Welty
(714)999-5000.
7-84-21

HELP WANTED (CONT.)
MOBILE UNIT MAINTENANCE SUPERVISOR needed
for first class 43 ft. TV production truck. Individual
should be familiar with maintenance of lkegami,
Ampex, Grass Valley and Quantel broadcast equipment. Some travel required. Contact: Russ Abernathy,
YES Productions, 916 Navarre Ave., New Orleans, LA
70124. 504-486-5511.
7-84-2t

VIDEOCASSETTE DUPLICATORfTECHNICIAN.
Experienced duplicator for growing cassette duplication
facility. Experience operating VCR's all formats, TBC,
1" and related equipment. Equipment maintenance a
plus. Send resume and salary to Multivision, 161
Highland Ave., Needham, Massachusetts 02194.
8-84-1!

AGGRESSIVE BROADCASTING FIRM is accepting
resumes and applications for Chief Engineers. We are
a rapidly expanding corporation and need talented,
aggressive, "hands on" engineers who understand
and can maintain state-of-the-art computerized equipment. Salary commensurate with experience. Good
benefits, etc., send resumes to Dept. 612, Broadcast
Engineering, P.O. Box 12901, Overland Park, KS66212.
7-84-3t

BROADCAST SYSTEMS ENGINEER: North San Diego
County (California) broadcast equipment manufacturer looking for engineers to manage large-market
custom studio projects. Applicants must have broadcast engineering experience with studio wiring·and
design achievements, and must work well with people. Some travel required. Salary dependent on experience. Send resume to: PACIFIC RECORDERS &
ENGINEERING CORP., 2070 Las Palmas Drive,
Carlsbad, CA 92008, Attn.: Gary Stigall.
8-84-1t

MAINTENANCE ENGINEER for establisbed and expanding N.Y. production and post-production facility.
Must have at least 2 yrs. experience maintaining 1"
and 'h" VTRs, Grass Valley Switchers, CMX and BVE
5000 editing systems and lkegami cameras. Knowl·
edge in digital technology and video systems in
general a plus. Excellent benefits. Salary commensurate with experience. Send resume to: International
Production Center, 514 W. 57 Street, NYC, 10019.
Attn.: Henry Bornstein.
8-84-1t
SERVICE MANAGER: Leading Florida video communications company is looking for an exceptional individua I to fill this key position. This is a rare opportunity to build a first class service department from
the ground up. Responsibilities include systems installation,
bench work and service department
management. Must be experienced in maintenance of
W', 'h", 1", 3-tube cameras and digital equipment.
Knowledge of systems timing, theory and troubleshooting is a must. Excellent salary plus company
benefits in a beautiful Florida location. Please send
resume to: Dept. 615, Broadcast Engineering, P.O. Box
12901, Overland Park, KS 66212.
8-84-2t
OEM & NETWORK SALES MANAGER. We are a
leading manufacturer of electro-optical tubes and
devices for broadcast, network, industrial and military
markets. We now have a position available for a sales
manager to take over the OEM and network account
responsibility. You will be selling advanced state-ofthe-art pick up tubes and charged coupled devices
and cameras for industrial applications across the
USA. The ideal candidate should have a minimum of 4
years of college education in electrical or electronic
engineering or a physics degree. Experience in selling
to the broadcast industry would be an advantage. Experience if closely related may be substituted for the
educational
requirements. We offer an excellent
salary, comprehensive benefits, company car, bonus
scheme, and an opportunity to excel with a company
enjoying a rapid growth. Relocation assistance would
be provided for the right candidate. The position is
based in our Elmsford, New York office. Please send
resume with salary history to P.O. Box 482, Elmsford,
NY 10523. An Equal Opportunity Employer M/F. 8-84-1!
STUDIO MAINTENANCE TECHNICIAN: Top ABC affiliate is seeking an experienced technician to maintain studio and E.N.G. equipment. If interested send
resume and salary requirements to Manager of
Engineering WTVN-TV, 1261 Dublin Rd., Columbus,
OH 43216.
8-84-1t
CHIEF BROADCASTING ENGINEER: Northern Illinois
University has an immediate opening for a Chief
Broadcasting Engineer to design, install, and repair
state-of-the-art color television studio and field equipment. Candidate must be able to trouble shoot both
analogue and digital communications
equipment.
Minimum requirements are a BSEE or related degree.
Successful candidate should have a minimum of three
years experience in television operations, installation
and maintenance.
Excellent
benefits.
Position
available Immediately. Send resume including salary
requirement by August 20, 1984, to Northern Illinois
University, Personnel Office, DeKalb, IL 60115-2878.
AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY/AFFIRMATIVE ACTION
EMPLOYER.
8-84-1t
TV ENGINEERS (2): Responsible for the operation and
maintenance of state-of-the-art, broadcast quality
equipment in new Telecommunications Center. Salary
competitive, excellent fringe benefits. For complete
job description and application send resume to: Marshall E. Allen, Head, Educational Television Services,
Oklahoma State University, Telecommunications
Center, Stillwater, OK 74078. Deadline August 31,
1984. An Affirmative
Action/Equal
Opportunity
Employer.
8-84-1t

GENERAL MANAGER, SALES/SERVICE OFFICEMIAMI. Major European, TV equipment manufacturer
is opening U.S. office in Miami. Experience in management and direct sales essential. Send resume, in confidence, to: Delmark Corporation, 502 E. Buffalo Ave.,
Santa Ana, CA 92706. No telephone calls, please.
8-84-1t
DISTRIBUTOR SALES MANAGER, SALES/SERVICE
OFFICE-MIAMI.
Major European TV equipment
manufacturer
opening U.S. office. Experience in
distributor sales in the broadcast industry essential.
Send resume, in confidence, to: Delmark Corporation,
502 E. Buffalo Ave., Santa Ana, CA 92706. No
telephone calls, please.
8-84-1t
AUDIO VIDEO SYSTEMS AND SALES COMPANY looking for national Sales Marketing Manager. Must have
10 years experience in sales and marketing for professional and industrial
audio-video equipment
in
Southern California. Send resume to: Dept. 618,
Broadcast Engineering Advertising Department, P.O.
Box 12901, Overland Park, KS66212.
8-84-1t
TV MAINTENANCE ENGINEER. Repair and maintain
color broadcast equipment. Experience plus FCC
general class license required. Apply at WXXI, 280
State St., Rochester, NY 14614. (716) 325-7500. 8-84-1!

One of the nation's leading AOR's in Oklahoma City
is looking for an aggressive, innovative Chief
Engineer to work with topnotch equipment.
Applicants should have 2 years college or technical
training, 1 year practical experience and general
license. Excellent benefits package including
educational assistance. Send resume and salary
requirements to DuWayne Pongratz, Director of
Engineering. Surrey Broadcasting Co., 3438 N.
Country Club, Tucson, AZ 85716. An Equal
Opportunity Employer.
ASSISTANT EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR FOR ENGINEER·
ING AND OPERATIONS. Fifteen years' experience in
broadcast engineering; or, ten years' experience in
broadcast engineering and bachelor's degree in Electrical Engineering. Experience must include five years
in a supervisory position. First Class or General Class
FCC license is required. Send resume to Dept. 610,
Broadcast Engineering, P.O. Box 12901, Overland
Park, KS 66212.
8-84-1t
AUDIO TECHNICIAN -Subsidiary of major European
audio manufacturer seeks technician for expanding
Technical Department. Position at Nashville headquarters facility requires QC and repair of professional tape recorders, mixing consoles, and associated equipment. Excellent benefits. Salary based on
experience. Please send resume to: Studer Technical
Dept., Studer Revox America, 1425 Elm Hill Pike,
Nashville, TN 37210.
8-84-1t
FIELD SERVICE TECHNICIAN - Major audio equipment manufacturer seeks experienced service technician for expanding operations at New York City field
office. Position involves installation and field servicing of professional audio recorders and associated
equipment. Excellent benefits. Salary based on experience. Please send resume to: Studer Technical
Dept., Studer Revox America, 1425 Elm Hill Pike,
Nashville, TN 37210.
8-84-1!

Leading Edge
Challenges For
Television Research
Engineers
A unique opportunity is available at
RCALaboratories in Princeton, New
Jersey, for an engineerto design
digital video circuits and systems for
high-definition TV, digital television
receivers, direct broadcast by satellite,
and other advanced television formats.
This position requires a selfmotivated person who enjoys
responsibility for projects such as
the development of complex digital
processors from concept through
completion. The individual selected
must have the ability to use modern
digital design techniques including
programmable loqic analyzers.
computer simulation and VLSI.
Thesuccessful candidate will have a
masters degreein electrical

RCA Laboratories ...
Conceiving Entire Industries

engineering with strong emphasis on
digital signal processing and
communication theory. Background
should include television design,
high speed logic design and
computer programming.
RCALaboratories offers competitive
salary and benefits programs, along
with a modern work environment in
a comfortable, rural setting. For
prompt consideration, forward your
resume including salary
requirements, to:
Shawn O'Connor,Dept.BE
RCA Laboratories
P.O.Box 432
Princeton, NJ 08540
Equal Opportunity Employer

ncn~tJ
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THE 6109 IS NOT SMART
It will do exactly what you ask intelligence.

neither more nor less. It gets full marks for obedience and power, none for

Consider the basic switcher. It has 32 patterns, bordered wipes, pattern modulator, a good built in RGB chroma
keyer, a downstream keyer with edge, mix-wipe, internal and external key, fade to black, automatic preview and a
unique test mode which removes all guesswork from system timing. The switcher can perform a mix to a masked
key. Each knob or switch on the switcher is dedicated to only one function. When you operate a knob or a switch
you always know exactly what you are doing. You never have to wonder what it happens to be delegated to. You
cannot accidentally change the color of the downstream keyer, when you think you are adjusting the border. The
positioner operates as a true position er, not a rate controlled device- the pattern does not keep moving after the
positioner stops.
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Two simple options are available.
The second chroma keyer may be
either RGB or encoded, with a front
panel adjustable delay line. This
second keyer allows a wipe or mix
behind the chroma key, and a mix
over the chroma key. It is also
possible to chroma key over a
chroma key. The other option is
genlock with an INTERNAL SYNC
GENERATOR. This qenlock unit
has two levels of AUTOMATIC
CHANGE-OVER, in case of signal
failure. If the gen lock input fails, the
6109 automatically
switches to
External Drives; and if those fail it
automatically
switches
to its
internal SYNC GENERATOR. If you
. need intelligence, read on.
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INTELLIGENCE

WITH THE MICROPROCESSOR

OPTION

The 7209 is VERY INTELLIGENT, and that is putting it mildly. It thinks ahead of you. IT IS A PLUG
COMPATIBLE OPTION FOR THE 6109. If your next move is obvious, it performs it for you, and lets you know it
has done so. If you forget to enter something, it flashes the appropriate lamp. If you ask it to do something, it
automatically goes into the correct mode and executes it. The ability to make selected changes to stored data is
very important. The 7209 has an EDIT mode which allows you to RECALL a stored event, and then make small
changes (or large ones for that matter) simply and rapidly. It even gives you a second chance. It is possible to
discard the change and return to the original configuration. TRY THIS WITH ANY OTHER MAKE OF SWITCHER.

POWERFUL EDITOR CONTROL
THE 7209 INTERFACES WITH MOST EDITORS, with several levels of interaction, allowing the user to store either
all, or only the essential functions on the editor's edit list, while at the same time leaving other functions under
switcher control. It lets the editor do what it is best at, and allows the switcher to do what the editor cannot. It gives
the editor full control, partial control or no control, depending on your particular requirement for that edit. Youd rive
the 7209 - it does not drive you.
The basic 7209 has a four event sequence. Since the computer controls everything on the switcher, it is possible to
create sequences that are impossible to reproduce manually. For instance, while a pattern is moving across the
screen, it is possible to change to color, width, size and symmetry of the border simultaneously, at the same time
converting an unmodulated wipe to a modulated one. The 7209 is not just a "gimmick". It is designed to perform
useful functions. In spite of its versatility, it is extremely easy to use, and prevents you from making mistakes. You
cannot accidentally change a delay time, while you think you are loading a duration.
Several software options are available, such as a printer driver, 99 sequence storage etc.
Call or write for details, and for our very informative booklet on POST PRODUCTION.
6109 $5,950.

7209 $3,000.

95 PROGRESS STREET• UNION, NJ 07083
(201) 688-1510 •TELEX 181160

CROSSPOINT LATCH CORP.

Circle (85) on Reply Card
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First by Design.

Vv,;ard-BeckSystems Ltd.

841 Progress Avenue, Scarborough,
.Ontario, Canada M 1H 2X4
- "r-r. (416) 438-6550.
Tix: 065-25399.

WBS Model
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